


To our elected representatives -  

 

Our Premier thinks that the WA disability service system is working well and that we do not 

need a National Disability Insurance Scheme. 

Advocates, people with disability and their families have concerns that our WA Government 

has not asked the right people about their experience with the system.  We want him to know 

our experiences before he goes to COAG on Friday to make decisions about our lives.  

On Sunday, the Bolshy Divas sent out messages through their networks and asked people with 

disability and their families to tell their stories.   

In two days, well over 100 people with disability and family members responded.  We’ve 

included the first 100, which are predominantly from the Wheatbelt and Goldfields areas, and 

the autism sector, but which contain a cross section of stories from across Western Australia. 

This book demonstrates that if the WA disability system is the best in Australia, we are possibly 

the best of a bad lot, but change is urgently needed for Western Australians battling through a 

crisis driven and fractured system. 

There is no finger pointing, no blame, no politics involved in providing you with this information.  

We simply want the voice of people with disability and their families to be heard and for our 

most disadvantaged citizens to be supported to participate on a level playing field.   

When we submitted our views to the Productivity Commission, we said this -  

 

‘The scheme is for people with disability, not for service providers. 

Not for governments, not for empires or private agendas.  

The scheme is for people who are as individual as their fingerprints.’ 

 

People with disability and their families have the smallest voice of all Western Australians.  The 

women who have contributed to this book have found their voice to speak up for others and 

to send a clear message to you, as our elected representatives, that we desperately need 

disability reform in Western Australia. 

Please read this today.  All of our lives depend on it. 

They are speaking.  Are you listening? 





1. A Rockingham Story 
‘THE biggest barrier for people with a disability 

is having to battle for every thing they need.’ 

  - Peter Darch, Young Western 

    Australian of the Year, 2011 

 

I WORK as a Youth Development Officer for the City 

of Mandurah. I studied psychology and I’m also a 

youth counsellor. 

A Youth Development Officer, which is a full time 

position, is all about consulting with young people in 

the community about what they need, and feeding 

that up to people who make decisions. A major 

part of my role is youth leadership and developing 

leadership skills amongst young people. 

I’m a bit of a larrikin, always have been always will 

be. Nine and a bit years ago I jumped off the old 

Mandurah bridge and wasn’t concentrating on 

where I was in the water and swam underneath my 

friend, who jumped off the top. I looked up and 

wore his butt for a hat, which snapped three 

vertebrae in my neck. I was instantly paralysed. I did 

the whole drowning saga, got revived, was 

practically dead and ended up going to hospital 

for six months. I got out of there and went back to 

school and then Uni and studied psychology. 

Physically I can only move my left arm minimally, I 

can’t raise my elbow or move any fingers and 

things like that. My right arm is practically dead. I 

can move my shoulder and nothing more than that. 

I’ve got equipment here to set me up to be able to 

work. So I can do limited things here. For example if 

I’m doing up a brochure, or emailing I can do all of 

that. I do a lot of external stuff, so I need people to 

help me get places a lot of the time I just need 

some help with physical tasks, which I can’t do.. 

Unfortunately that’s where the biggest issues fall for 

people with my disability, is that there is nothing 

available for that really. 

I probably need about 25 – 30 hours a week with 

someone helping me out. That’s the maximum to 

be able to do a weeks work, which is 40 hour a 

week. At the moment the maximum support you 

can get for work is 10 hours. 

If I was at home and not working then there are 

funding schemes available at a State level. I guess 

the situation that I’m in, if I went home and said I’m 

not working, I can’t work, I’d get 40 hours a week of 

care. But the minute I say that I need to go to work 

and use that care at work, that’s null and void I 

can’t use it. 

It makes me angry. I have a solution that is cost 

effective. If I’m at work I’ve got a carer with me. I’m 

not on a pension. My carer is paying tax. When you 

run the numbers you’re making the Government 50 

cents on a dollar. 

I was told that it was up to my employer to cover 

these costs. It’s just not realistic, they’re putting 

another barrier on people being employed. 

The biggest frustration I have with the whole thing is 

that everything is geared to be going bad before 

you can get help. You have to fight for everything. 

There is no one that is saying ‘you’re on a good 

path here, you’ve gone to Uni, you’re going to 

transition and go to work and then get off the 

pension and have a pathway to independence’. 



It’s a common human decency thing, that it should 

be there and provided and easy. And that’s what 

the NDIS is about. It’s making things easy, making it 

flow rather than being a battle. 

----    Peter Darch, 2011 Young Western Australian of the Peter Darch, 2011 Young Western Australian of the Peter Darch, 2011 Young Western Australian of the Peter Darch, 2011 Young Western Australian of the 

YearYearYearYear 

2. Lisa’s Story 

LISA was born in 1991 a series of cysts on the top of 

her brain stem.  It’s a condition that mimics Dandy 

Walker Syndrome.  Lisa attends up to 11 clinics and 

has had 40 operations during her 19 years.  We live 

in Yanchep on the outskirts' of Perth on the Northern 

side.  It is approximately 70kms each way to Lisa’s 

hospitals, and as she is coming from a child coming 

into an adult we have an assortment of hospitals 

that we have to visit, from Princess Margaret, Char-

lie Gairdner’s to Royal Perth.  Once upon a time we 

were entitled to patient assistance transport, but 

now they have changed it all and we're not entitled 

No one looks at you and says you’re on a pathway 

to independence we should support you 100%. They 

wait for that pathway to be cut off, and be in strife. 

Once it’s all gone bad, then they say we better 

support you. It’s just backwards. It should be make 

things easier before they get hard, not make things 

easier because they are hard. 

When I broke my neck and first became paralysed, I 

thought everything is over my life is going to end. 

The whole paralysed thing, or quadriplegia is terri-

ble. No one is telling you, ‘you can do this or that’, 

you just see the bad side because that is all you 

hear about. That is the level you have to get to. 

Why not start promoting the things you can do. 

Reward what you can do. So people who end up in 

that position aren’t as shell shocked. 

I had to fight my butt off to go to Murdoch Uni. I 

had to get from Mandurah to Perth. I had to plead 

with the State Government funding agencies for 

personal support. I’ve had to fight with people 

about going to school. They weren’t prepared to 

support me in a normal class to start with. They were 

going to put me in a special needs class. I said, “I’m 

not special needs, just give me some support”. You 

can get to Tafe or uni, and get support, but it all 

ends when you try and work. It’s like dangling a 

carrot in front of a donkey. 

You can send me to school, you can send me to uni 

with carers. And once I’ve learned how to use those 

carers and be productive, you take them out from 

under me and I’ve got to go sit at home to get 

anything. That’s just the way it is and it’s not right. 

An NDIS is important because it can stop you 

having to for fight things. The biggest barrier for 

people with a disability is having to battle for every 

thing they need. If you need food you can go to 

the supermarket and get it. If you need power you 

can get power. But if you need support with a 

disability you have to write out lists, you have to do 

so many things that make it a problem. 

We are the people who have difficulty in doing 

those things – it’s just backwards. It should be 

something that is provided, so you don’t have to 

fight to live and do the things that you need to do. 

 ‘WE were either the wrong age, the 

wrong sex, the wrong religion, the 

wrong colour...we were just wrong.’ 

- Sandy, parent of Lisa   



3. An Amputee’s Story 
I’M forty nine and I live in regional WA.  I used to 

work in a pretty physical job. 

I lost my leg when I contracted septicemia.  I felt a 

bit crook and went to the hospital after being 

referred by a doctor.  The next few weeks were a 

bit of a blur but I remember being told that my leg 

was going to be amputated below the knee.  I 

didn’t care much by that stage, my whole body 

was black and I’ve never felt anything like that 

pain.   

I didn’t see anyone when I was in hospital.  They 

sent out a psychologist to talk to me but I told her to 

bugger off, politely.  I didn’t want to think about 

what had happened to me and I just wanted to get 

out of hospital and get on with it.  The psychologist 

they sent was a girl who had just gotten out of uni.  I 

didn’t think she knew anything about having your 

leg cut off and I didn’t think she knew anything 

about being me.  Looking back, it would have 

to it.  We used to have to go through Moora District 

Hospital to get that.   

Since then, DSC has put an LAC in Yanchep.  I’m 

very lucky to have the guy that we’ve got - I’ve 

known him for 14 or 15 years so he has intimate 

knowledge of the family and the bizarre workings of 

this family!  I quite often have my extended family 

stay here, at the moment I've got my brother with a 

fractured back, son in law with a broken leg 

hobbling round somewhere and Lisa.  Lisa’s needs 

change on a day to day basis.  

Lisa has good days and bad days.  An example of a 

bad day was yesterday when she was totally flat - 

unable to take medications or swallow.  On a  

normal day, which I sometimes call a bad day, it is 

more about Lisa's fixations that you get, she'll fixate 

on something and then you cannot move from that 

until that's resolved.   

Everything that we tried to get any assistance for - 

I've got a grandson living at home too - everything 

we tried to get assistance for to make life easier at 

home we were either the wrong age, the wrong 

sex, the wrong religion, the wrong colour...we were 

just wrong.  We didn't fit into neat little pigeonholes.   

And that's a major thing with disability services and 

other government bodies, you've got to fit a pigeon 

hole before you can benefit from anything - some 

people just don't fit.   

In the future, obviously I'm aging, I would like to see 

Lisa live in a community where she can be 

sufficiently independent and get the support that 

she needs, for medications, hygiene and all the rest 

of it.  A lot of work is involved with Lisa. Although she 

can walk around and hold a conversation, there's a 

lot she cannot do.  

I don’t know what Lisa’s future will bring.  I don’t 

want to have to worry about what will happen to 

her - I want her eventually to be living 

independently or in a group home.  Eventually, I 

want Lisa to be able to be independent and a 

valued member of this society.  

- Sandy and Lisa 

 

‘About twelve months later, the wheels 

fell off.’ 



4. A Student’s Story 
My name is James Davies, I’m 20 years old and I 

have spastic quadriplegia cerebral palsy. 

I’m currently studying commerce at Curtin 

University. I am also working as a marriage 

celebrant and aspiring author. 

My condition means I require 24-hour care which is 

currently provided by my parents. My disability 

affects all four limbs. I’m unable to walk at all, I 

can’t stand. I use an electric wheelchair to get 

around and I need help with feeding, dressing, 

toileting, bathing and that kind of thing. 

It’s very difficult to plan things because I’m always 

having to rely on other people and fit in with their 

schedules and possibly if I had a bit more assistance 

and funding and it wasn’t such a battle to get 

additional care provided it would be easier for me 

helped if there was someone to talk to who had the 

same experience.  There wasn’t anyone and I was 

given pretty basic information. 

When I left, I went home with no leg and no 

support at home.  It was pretty hard.  I had a 

wheelchair but I couldn’t get to the toilet because 

my house wasn’t cut out for it.  Later on, I got a 

referral to a prosthetist and I told him that my job 

was very physical.  He gave me this stock 

standard leg - no energy return, no anything.  At the 

time, I thought it was good, because I wasn’t given 

any information about anything better. 

About twelve months later, the wheels fell off.  The 

leg I had didn’t allow me to do my usual job and by 

that time, everyone was leaving me alone.  I 

didn’t ever go to disability services - I didn’t know 

anything about them.  Besides, I could do things by 

myself, so I didn’t need services or help.  But looking 

back, I was not coping at all with going home with 

the stump of my leg bleeding from standing all day, 

not knowing what to do to make changes to my 

job, not knowing where to go for help.   

I found out by accident that there were prosthetic 

legs that would have let me keep my old job, but 

they weren’t funded under the WA government 

scheme.  The one I got was the very basic one, but I 

could have been given the option to pay a bit 

extra and get something that would make my life a 

lot better.  If I’d been in a car accident in Victoria or 

run over by a truck there I would have been given a 

way better leg, automatically, under their accident 

scheme and I would have coped at work and been 

supported.  By then it was too late, I had quit my 

job. 

When I wanted the help later on, it wasn’t there.  I 

was told to get on with it at work and people made 

flippant comments about it.  There wasn’t any help, 

even when I asked for it.  The ‘system’ didn’t work 

for me.  

I’m now on the disability support pension and doing 

volunteer work.  We need big changes in the system 

in WA for people who lose limbs. 

- Name and address supplied, WA 

 ‘The one thing that I like about this plan is 

that it wouldn’t be crisis driven, it would be 

focusing on what you can do, not what you 

can’t do. ’ 

 - James Davies, Curtin student 



time that was very demanding for her and she was 

just trying to assist me in being integrated into the 

community here but I really felt very excluded, and 

all of that was due to red tape. 

Transitions are usually the issue because that’s when 

you switch over funding models. So with the NDIS 

that wouldn’t have been a problem because you 

know what funding is already available and you’d 

have choice about how that funding is allocated so 

you could plan for 10-15 years in advance, you 

could have a lifetime care plan. 

The one thing that I like about this plan is that it 

wouldn’t be crisis driven, it would be focusing on 

what you can do, not what you can’t do. Because I 

don’t like to fill out forms and have to focus on the 

negatives all the time and paint a bleak picture, 

because I’m not a bleak person, I’m about what I 

can do and the things I want to do and how to get 

there, not what’s holding me back. 

As somebody said during one of the Productivity 

Commission hearings it could be any of us tomor-

row. You know you could go out in the street and 

get hit by a bus  – not that we want that to happen 

– but any number of varied things could happen, or 

you could have a child with CP as my parents did. 

So I guess you just have to look at it from the other 

perspective and that’s what I try to do as well. I 

think able-bodied people don’t come across these 

issues and so it’s unfair of me to think woe is me, you 

know, I just have to think they live a different life and 

this is my circumstance and that’s theirs. 

Together we’ve just got to do the best we can and 

integrate as much as possible, to close the gap. 

5. An ASD Perspective 

I have an eleven year old boy who has an autism 

spectrum disorder.  When he was five, he went to 

preschool and the teacher said, oh, he doesn’t 

to live my life the way I want to. 

The future is a concern because my parents are in 

their sixties now so basically I think maybe they have 

less than ten years of looking after me and then 

from that point on I’m not sure what will happen, I 

may need to go to some sort of nursing home or 

other out-of-home care. 

So that prospect is really quite scary for me as time 

goes by. It can be quite terrifying. But that’s why the 

NDIS would give people the opportunity to plan for 

the future. And not to have to worry about these 

transitions all the time. 

My biggest issue to date with the system has been 

acquiring care for post-school study. At school I had 

a carer with me full time which was provided by the 

Education Department and when I left school in 

2007 I assumed that things would just continue – I 

thought a similar thing would happen at TAFE and 

then at Uni. 

When I went into TAFE for an orientation I asked the 

disabilities services officer what sort of care is 

available for people who need personal care, for 

toileting, opening doors, getting things out of my 

bag and so on, and she said “oh, we don’t have 

the funding for that” and so over the next 6 months 

or so it was a bit up in the air what was going to 

happen with that, because if I couldn’t go to the 

toilet, I couldn’t go to TAFE. 

So I wrote to the Premier, the Minister of Education, 

the General Director of TAFE and the Director of 

Disability Services and the policy was changed at 

TAFE, but then I encountered the same problem 

again at Uni, so I had to repeat the same process 

and I had to write to the Premier, the Prime Minister 

this time and the Federal Minister for Disabilities and 

Children’s Services Bill Shorten and the Vice 

Chancellor as well. The issue is with these institutions 

is that because of red tape, their hands are tied. 

I think the NDIS would be good in terms of smooth-

ing out the way for people, removing those speed 

bumps that I’ve encountered. So there wasn’t this 

battle all the time. My mum had to attend Curtin 

University with me at night. For a person working full 

 

‘So we went on the waiting list and we    

waited two years.  ’ 



as we would be getting close to the date that he 

could start therapy.  But I was so upset I just hung 

up.   

Because we didn’t know anything about autism we 

started to ring around and found out that there 

were a lot of other people in the same boat as we 

were.  I had to leave my job to care for him 

because he was often sent home from school and 

often refused to go to school.  And it was very hard 

emotionally because he had very severe depression 

and anxiety.  There are no mental health services 

for children in my area so if we were going to 

access services it would have to be at PMH but 

there was no funding to get us there.  Even though 

my husband had a well paying job the cost of living 

meant that with several other children we couldn’t 

afford to take him down to Perth. 

For us the issues were not around having more 

money, there was no information and there was no 

one stop shop after diagnosis.  I talk to hundreds of 

other parents in WA every year who have the same 

experience with their children with an autism 

spectrum disorder.  And everything, even basic 

aides like weighted blankets, is expensive - a 

blanket with weights is nearly $200.  There are great 

communication aides but things like iPads are really 

expensive, nearly $1000.  I know families who spend 

thousands on quack remedies because they are 

not given quality information about their child’s 

autism and then find later that it has little or no 

effect.   

My child can’t be supported at a specialist school 

because his IQ is too high and he can’t be 

supported in life because there is nothing out there 

for him.  Even basic information early on and fewer 

waiting lists would have made a huge difference.  

Now he has chronic anxiety at the age of 11 and he 

has talked about suicide.  He has to go to high 

school next year and I now have to get a job, we 

are going to lose our house if I am not working too.  I 

don’t know how I will do this and the financial strain 

and the strain on my marriage is huge.  I don’t know 

what to do, where to go and how to fix it. 

- Name and address supplied 

speak, he must have an intellectual disability.  We 

didn’t know that anything was wrong, we just 

thought he communicated in other ways.  But then 

there were other signs that he was autistic, mostly 

things like not playing with other kids and being very 

fixated on particular things.  He would play with toy 

trains for hours and hours and then scream if you 

tried to take them away from him.  That would be 

normal behavior for a naughty little kid but he 

would also bang his head hard on the wall and try 

and hurt himself.  He also used to spin around and 

flap his hands a lot.  So we went to the doctor and 

the doctor told us we had to get a diagnosis.  The 

school said the same thing, because he needed 

help at school and he couldn’t be helped without 

the diagnosis.   

He was aged five then.  When we went to see the 

doctor, the doctor referred us to a paediatric 

neurologist.  It took about six months to get to see 

him.  When we met with him, he said that we would 

have to either pay privately for a multidisciplinary 

assessment - at a cost of about twenty thousand 

dollars, he said - or we would go on the state 

waiting list for the State Child Development Centre.   

So we went on the waiting list and we waited two 

years.  I hear now it is a lot longer, about four years.   

When he was diagnosed he was seven.  He had 

started to speak and the main issues were the 

behavioural issues at school.  He got some aide 

time but it was only for one day a week.  By this time 

he had been kicked off the bus service to school 

because he banged his head on the window every 

morning, couldn’t handle the noise, screamed and 

made noises that upset the bus driver.  We rang the 

Disability Services Commission but they said they 

couldn’t help because he didn’t qualify for their 

service and when we rang the Autism 

Association they didn’t really have any suggestions 

for us because we lived in an area where there 

were no services.  Because we live four hours from 

the city, I thought we could take a day off once a 

week and get some therapy services for him, but  

when I rang a therapist (out of the phone book, I 

didn’t know who to call) they said there was a six 

year waiting list.  Now I wish I’d put his name down 



boiling water any more. It’s risky. I simply don’t have 

the strength in my hands to chop. If I did try, I 

wouldn’t have the strength to eat afterwards and I 

would have to rest. My Mum takes on cooking of 

the evening meal. Having Mum live close to me is 

extremely important. She is that backstop in case 

any thing goes wrong. 

My Mum is 71 and she also has MD, it’s a genetic 

condition. It’s really started to kick in with her now. 

She lives with pain on a daily basis. She has trouble 

walking and lifting her arms. But she is my main 

carer. 

Unfortunately I don’t qualify for any extra help. I 

have two hours of help in my home once a week, 

that’s all I’m eligible for. I’ve requested more but it 

hasn’t come to fruition. 

There was a period of time when I couldn’t access 

my own home, I couldn’t get in my own front door 

because I could not lift my arm to reach the key in 

the lock. I had to get in through the side gate, and 

come through the back door. But I couldn’t put a 

padlock on it. I applied for some funding for altera-

tions to my front door so I could come in and out. It 

took 12 months from the first phone call to the new 

door being fitted. 

While I didn’t have a lock on my back gate, I was 

vulnerable, and I had someone break into my 

house while I was home. 

It was very scary – being a single woman on my 

own and hearing someone coming into my home in 

my back window. It took me quite a while to sleep 

again after that. 

The system is not written for people with MD. You 

may get five people with MD, but we’ve all got 

slightly different needs depending on where our 

condition is. The individuals are not catered for. The 

system is too inflexible. 

I’ve been told, you’re not really disabled enough. 

What does that mean? Not disabled enough! I 

have a degenerative condition; I’m not about to 

get up any time and start dancing. I need this help 

at home so we can live the best quality of life that 

we can. It’s just basic every day stuff. 

6. A Mum’s Story 
My name is Claire. I’m a mother of a lively nine year 

old, a local councillor, an author and a life coach. 

I also have a form of muscular dystrophy called 

Facioscapulohumeral, I was diagnosed at 14. 

Muscular dystrophy is a degenerative condition. 

When I was diagnosed they told me a wheelchair 

would come one day. Over time my legs became 

weaker, it because more difficult to walk and climb 

stairs. 

In my 20’s it affected my shoulders and my hands. I 

started using a wheelchair when I was 29. 

My daughter and I work together as a team. My 

Mum lives nearby and she comes over, and is the 

extra set of hands that we need. 

Dinner is the main meal that I struggle to prepare 

these days. I wouldn’t trust myself with a pot of 

 ‘I’ve been told, you’re not really disabled 

enough. What does that mean?  

Not disabled enough! ’ 



to contribute to my community, to do that I need 

support in place. The NDIS will support me as an 

individual. It will give me a quality of life. 

7. An Albany Story 

I would love for you to 

hear my story and then 

tell me how the 

disability system in WA is 

NOT broken.  

 

I have a 13 year old son 

who has high 

functioning autism. I 

have been forced to 

homeschool him for the 

past three years 

because he could not get the help he needed to 

access an education.  

 

We were advised he needed intensive, weekly, and 

ongoing psychological intervention in order to help 

him manage his anxiety which was causing ongoing 

and severe difficulties at school. I will not go into 

details here about the heartbreak we endured day 

after day, other than to say, I had a 10 year old 

child taking four different medications (including an 

antipsychotic). 

 

Although he was (and still is) registered with the 

Disability Services Commission (DSC), funding for 

psychological assistance was not available. Due to 

being a single income family, we could not afford 

the $170+ per hour fee for psychology services. The 

irony is that I could access funding through DSC to 

pay for respite care, which would not have been 

required if he attended school! 

 

This is a prime example of a system which is both 

underfunded and inflexible to the needs of the 

I recently tried to apply for air conditioning funding. 

But only one room could be funded. With MD I have 

trouble regulating my temperature. Once I’m hot, 

I’m hot. It’s hard to sit in a wheelchair when you’re 

hot. 

When I couldn’t get funding for AC for the house, I 

wanted to pay for the system and be reimbursed, 

but they said it would take months. My body won’t 

cope with living that long in 38 degrees. 

It makes me feel very devalued and frustrated. 

Don’t I count? 

My mother who is 71 is my main carer. But when she 

leaves I can’t access any more support in my home. 

I’ve been told I can go and stay in a respite facility. 

But what do they want me to do with my daughter?  

She can’t come with me. So I said no – you’re 

punishing me for being a person with a disability, 

you’re taking me away from my friends and my 

network and my home. That’s being punished. If we 

had an NDIS in place, those things wouldn’t hap-

pen. 

I’m an Australian who contributes. I work. I’m a 

mum, I volunteer. I just want to get on with my day. I 

want to know that what I contribute to my 

community counts. And for me to be able to do 

that I need to have some support structures in 

place. It shouldn’t be that hard. 

If Australia had an NDIS when I was diagnosed at 14 

I think things would have been very different for me 

as an individual and a family. 

It was a very traumatic time being diagnosed with a 

degenerative condition, and we couldn’t even 

process that, let alone thinking what I would need. 

If we had had an NDIS as a family, we would have 

been able to plan, we would have been able to 

put support in place before we got to a time where 

I couldn’t get out of bed, and my 9 year old is trying 

to get me up, and we’re in a crisis. 

If we had the NDIS in place, the stress would have 

been taken out of all of it. 

An NDIS is so important because it gives everybody 

a fair go and that’s what being Australian is. I want 

 

‘This is a prime example of a system which is 

both underfunded and inflexible.’ 



individuals and families it is meant to assist. This is 

WA's system. It IS broken.   

- Suzanne Durrant, Albany, WA 

8. From WA to Victoria 

I’ve recently moved to Victoria from WA, where I 

lived for many years.   

I have a severe physical disability and have several 

siblings with the same condition.  When I first came 

over to Perth, I was living with my mother and 

grandmother on the outskirts of Perth.  It was hard 

because Gran was getting old and Mum was really 

busy, and I used to go up to one of the service pro-

viders and use that as a base to look for work every 

day.  Getting transport was hard because there 

was no wheelchair accessible transport.   

Getting funding was a nightmare.  I applied 

every year to DSC for funding and every year I was 

knocked back.  I had no success with my 

application and I think it really affected me 

psychologically, doing the application every year.  

You have to pour out everything, warts and all, and 

it can emotionally consume you and becomes your 

whole focus.  I found that I used to get overwrought 

and angry and upset and that even having a cof-

fee with friends was no longer enjoyable - I’d be 

angry about some access issue or disability rights 

thing, because it was so traumatizing having to 

write it down and tell your story over and over again 

and focus on the negative.  It was easy to slip into 

depression and anger.  

In the end I was funded by three separate 

agencies and of course they all had their separate 

acquittal processes and their separate 

coordinators, it was like a part time job.  I finally 

found myself a job and a house that was near the 

agency.  When I found out that I had the unit, I was 

very excited that I would be finally out and living 

independently.  But then I found out that my sup-

port would be withdrawn because I no longer had 

a primary carer.  

I went to the Disability Services Commission and 

met with staff to draw it all out, how many 

coordinators there were in my life, how much of a 

burden and how much stress it was 

coordinating my support.  I really had to turn into 

a bit of a nightmare in order to get some help.  

They ended up drawing from some special pool 

of funds and agreeing to support me for the res-

pite the other agency had withdrawn.  I was still 

underfunded and finally I managed to self man-

age my funds.  But I wanted to move to the East 

and part of my funding (through HACC) wasn’t 

portable.   

For me, the LAC program was a bloody waste of 

time.  They’d come over and have a cup of tea 

with you, but never really do anything.  I never 

found out exactly what they were supposed to 

do, when I asked if they would contact someone 

on my behalf they said that they didn’t do that.  I 

didn’t need anyone to have a cup of tea with 

me, I needed someone to help with all the ac-

quittal forms and reporting obligations and advo-

cating for me.   

There were always issues.  At the moment, 

arranging my care and support requirements is 

consuming my life and basically I can’t work full 

time because of having to arrange my own care 

and support.  Back in WA, one day, the agency 

that was supporting me pulled all of my service 

while I was at work - I got a message saying that 

due to staffing constraints they’d had to reduce 

client services - I wasn’t going to get a carer ever 

again.  The LAC couldn’t help and in the end 

another agency eventually came to the party.  

Privacy and confidentiality, there isn’t any.  Aids 

and equipment is another area - the Federal 

program for continence aids only pays for $500 

worth of assistance, you have to chase top ups 

for the rest of the funding.  The program for aids 

and equipment is supposed to be competitive 

but they put out a tender and they contract one 

company that does all the purchasing and 

maintenance and repairs of equipment, the 

 
‘It was easy to slip into depression and anger’ 



10. From the Goldfields 

I am frustrated and disgusted at the current WA 

disability system. 

I am a mother of three beautiful children, my 

youngest born with an eye defect that has caused 

a significant visual impairment. He has been 

diagnosed as legally blind. 

I have lived in the Goldfields for over fifteen years 

and am now encountering a system which is 

inefficient and inadequate for the needs of my 

youngest child. 

The Allied  Health Centre in my area have therapists

(occupational therapists, physiotherapists, speech 

pathologists) that are initially on two month 

contracts which can then be extended. As a result 

my child has seen in less than three years of his life 

many different therapists. Consistency and a build 

up of rapport are important in a child with special 

needs therapy and this CERTAINLY has not been the 

case. 

Visual impairment is different in every case so being 

able to access the best experts in the field has been 

of the utmost importance. I have been made 

aware recently that my child because we live in a 

same one here (Victoria) has had the contract for 

thirty years.  I’ve been waiting six months for a new 

cushion because there is a change of facilitators - it 

never ends, things aren’t that different from state to 

state, there are always issues.  

I don’t think it is about which state you’re in - 

whatever state you’re in, it’s a bureaucratic 

nightmare for individuals with disability.  They have 

their head in the sand if they think the system is 

perfect. 

- Name and address supplied 

9. Bridging the Gap 

My 5 year old daughter Chloe has Down Syndrome 

and has been receiving services from the Disability 

Services Commission since she was born to assist her 

speech, mobility/movement and understanding.  

However, the high turnover and shortage of staff at 

DSC has meant long periods without services which 

I think have hindered my daughter's development 

in her early years. Also DSC only promote certain 

therapy methods which at times have fallen short of 

meeting my daughter's needs. I have during these 

times taken my daughter to private therapy at our 

own cost to bridge the gap.  

My daughter is going to enter grade one at school 

next year and the services from DSC will stop 

altogether and although I have applied with plenty 

of time to receive services from school age service 

providers there are very long waiting lists. Chloe 

may not get any support at all during such a crucial 

year of schooling.  

I love my daughter and want the best for her and 

have found the current disability system 

disappointing at times. 

- Holly and Chloe Caldwell                                                               

 
‘I love my daughter and want the best for 

her and have found the current disability 

system disappointing at times.’ 

 
‘...making us question whether we uplift our 

entire family to move to the city.’ 



11. Eamon’s Story 
A FEW days before Christmas 1995, our lives 

changed forever when I gave birth to our identical 

twin sons, Eamon and Kieran.  

Kieran was stillborn and Eamon was sent to 

neonatal intensive care as a result of complications 

of the rare disease of the placenta, twin to twin 

syndrome. We already had a toddler son. Although 

initial cat scans looked promising, at five months 

Eamon had scans which confirmed our fears: he 

had suffered a massive intra uterine stroke when 

Kieran had died. His disabilities included profound 

intellectual disability, very high tone spastic 

quadriplegia type cerebral palsy and cortical visual 

impairment and all the every day impacts of those 

regional area is able to access SIX HOURS a year 

including admin time from The Association For The 

Blind Childrens Services Team (OT, Speech, Physio 

and Psychologists). 

 I can access "targeted services" (Orthotics, 

adaptive technologies, orientation and mobility 

training) through ABWA also as these services are 

not available in my regional area. (thank good-

ness!) 

 I am willing to pay my own travel expenses to 

commute to Perth to access expert Speech, OT and 

Physio therapy through ABWA . It has been 

heartbreaking and frustrating to be told that my 

child cannot access the experts in the field! 

 I have been advised that I am to access 

"comprehensive services," (OT, Speech, Physio) 

therapy in these areas from my local therapists who  

firstly are on short term contracts, secondly 

generally have very little experience in visual 

impairment and thirdly have  very heavy caseloads 

resulting in my child not being seen regularly and in 

some areas not at all.  

I have resorted to paying for private therapy to as-

sist his speech development. 

I come from a professional background and my 

family are encountering a system which is 

discriminatory towards children with special needs 

that live in regional areas. 

It is totally inadequate and is making us question 

whether we uplift our 

entire family to move to the city. 

I am hoping that by raising this issue that steps will 

be put in place for  parents like myself to be 

allowed to access the best therapy for our child no 

matter where they live!  

From a disheartened mother who is blessed and 

honoured to have a child with special needs that 

has and continues to enrich our lives. 

- Name and address supplied 

 

 

 
‘...For God’s sake, don’t play politics with 

our lives.’  Julie and Eamon Gilfoile 



unexpectedly when i was eight weeks pregnant. 

Without my mum's support we quickly found how 

difficult it was for own friends and extended family 

to understand our situation and to be in a position 

to offer any practical help. I lost both 

her and much of my father's practical 

and emotional support as my father 

grieved and then went on to make a 

new life for himself with a new partner. 

We found that despite loving our 

family very much, the lack of 'natural' 

supports was common amongst other 

families with children with significant 

disabilities as was the higher than 

average incidence of divorce.  

As Eamon has become taller, stiffer 

(due to the damage years of 

spasticity was doing to his body) it became 

increasingly difficult to care for him at home. Home 

modifications just didn't cut it any more. We couldn't 

use a hoist properly in his bedroom as his bedroom 

was too small. Agencies which had previously 

provided some in home support staff said that they 

couldn't send staff to our home as it didn't meet the 

required occupational health and safety standards.  

In the meantime, I was being hospitalised for 

depression. Letters to Ministers and even members 

of Parliament - bringing up our situation in 

Parliament didn't help. We wanted funding to help 

us to build an extension or granny flat to our home 

so that Eamon could continue to live with his family 

in safe, reasonable living conditions and in a way 

that we wouldn't be woken up several times a night. 

We knew that if we couldn't get help to fund this we 

would have to seek accommodation for Eamon 

outside of our family home.  

By this stage Eamon was 12 years of age. What 

parents want to have their child live away from 

them at such a tender age, especially a child to 

whom they have devoted their lives and have a 

very strong attachment due to the constant day 

and night care they've given their son? We joined 

gatherings outside Parliament and told our story 

even though it was way out of our comfort zones.  

disabilities on his mobility, independence and com-

munication skills.  

Since birth and for his entire life, Eamon will require 

24/7 care to meet all his needs. He has a very high 

pain threshold and has endured  

serious surgeries designed to 

minimise the impact of these 

disabilities. He doesn't understand 

about having surgery so he 

awakens to his mum's voice and 

face and afther the grogginess of 

the anaesthesia wears off he will 

come to an awareness of situations 

like having his legs splinted apart at 

an 80 degree angle and with plaster 

from foot to thigh and not know or 

understand that this is how it will be 

for six weeks or more. He won't be able to tell us 

other than by crying that he is itchy under the 

plaster or that he had a bowel accident and that 

slimy stool slipped down the upper part of his splint. 

He will become distressed and perhaps flail his arms 

about and scratch his face and bite his hands very 

hard, but we will need to discover the cause, if we 

can of his distress. For months after surgeries he will 

become frightened when anyone comes near the 

part of his body where he had surgery e.g. near his 

upper legs after major hip surgery.  

Eamon has woken up to several times a night and 

at least twice a night for most of his life and is 

unable to reposition himself in bed. Our lives 

became dedicated to driving Eamon to medical 

appointments (hip clinic, scoliosis clinic, orthopedic 

clinic, x rays, cat scans, vision tests, dietetics, 

neurology, opthamology, gastroentrology, 

dermatology and many more appointments, and 

this is excluding therapy sessions) together with the 

emotional, physical and financial stress and trying to 

care for our older son. We were criticised by many 

when four and a half years after Eamon and 

Kieran's birth we had another baby. We had always 

wanted more children and we yearned for some 

joy amongst our grief, plus we wanted our elder son 

to have a sibling who wasn't a. dead or b. 

profoundly multiply disabled. Sadly, my mother died 

‘What parents 

want to have 

their child live 

away from them 

at such a tender 

age - 12 years 

old?’ 



regularly. When we have Eamon home with us on 

weekends or in school holidays we can't have any 

help...even to go away on a weekend with 

Eamon...Eamon's funding is only for care in the 

group home setting, not in his family home. 

consequently, because our home and places we 

go do not have proper access for pad changes 

(Eamon can't sit on a toilet, he needs to lie down) 

and because we need two people to lift Eamon 

(since the hoist is unusable, no space for it) we get 

physically fatigued and cannot give any attention 

at all to our other children when Eamon is home we 

have him home much less than we would like. 

We and our many friends, families, service providers, 

doctors etc. know that the system in WA is flawed. 

Please don't pretend that it isn't ...I could give many 

examples of things like Eamon having two sets of 

therapists to handle his significant equipment and 

therapy needs...this is because he lives in a group 

home and still goes to school (the system doesn't 

cope with this...you are meant to do one or the 

other.) The system doesn't cope with parents like us 

who want to be actively involved in our son's life 

now and in the future. We were offered certain 

things when the agency took on our son's care, but 

over time the reality and the expectations have 

slipped further apart.  For example, Eamon has to 

be at the group home by 4pm on weekends so the 

staff can cope with their duties. So much for quality 

time with his family on the weekend!  

We have zero say in how Eamon's personal funds 

are spent...we don't allow our own kids to have $4 

icecreams (we can't afford it), but Eamon is allowed 

to, but not allowed to spend any money he has on 

private therapy which would be of much more use 

to him. The problems are with the system, not with 

the individual service provider who do the very best 

they can with the limitations of the system. We are 

so much more fortunate than many others in the 

community, but we still want our son at home with 

us. We want to be able to say good morning and 

good night and give him a kiss. For many years 

Eamon would cry and scream when touched on his 

face. He now allows me to kiss him gently, but I see 

him just a few times a week now that he lives away 

Eventually, we applied for accommodation support 

funding for Eamon to live in a group home - even 

though this wasn't our preferred option - so that our 

family didn't fall apart. We were hanging on the 

flimsiest of threads. We knew we owed our other 

children the benefits of a good night's sleep at least. 

At first, our application was rejected. The second 

time we applied to CAPS for accommodation 

support funding it was granted. Then come the 

guilts for families you know who need it just as much 

as you do, and then how are you going to tell your 

other children that the time has come when you 

are heartbroken too? We thought that a lot of the 

hard stuff was done...how wrong we were. There 

was nowhere for Eamon to go....eventually we had 

to phone DSC and say we couldn't have Eamon at 

home anymore. The day he was due to be moved 

from the respite we had placed him in - and we 

didn't know where he was going to be moved to 

(we weren't allowed to know) - I went to see him at 

school. He wasn't there. I made phone calls. 

No-one, including the service provider of the respite 

house, knew where he was. Any other mum would 

have been hysterical. I couldn't afford that luxury. I 

asked another mum to ring around and three hours 

later we had located Eamon - at an adult 

institution.  

That was seven weeks of utter hell. The staff 

resented Eamon being there said they didn't know 

how to look after kids, some of the other residents 

who were verbal told Eamon in no uncertain terms 

that he wasn't welcome there. We weren't allowed 

to take him out of the building for a walk. He was 

put in a room by himself with a tv blaring when he 

cried and he cried a lot because he was miserable, 

disorientated and so on. 

Thankfully after seven weeks i went to DSC and said 

i don't know what the answer is but my child is 

miserable and it's tearing us up. This was the only 

time to this point that we were allowed to have any 

say in his life. ....now Eamon is 15 and lives a half 

hour drive away from us in a group home. He is well 

cared for, though there are considerable restrictions 

because there are five people with high support 

needs, problems with being short staffed fairly 



was so worried my chair would break down in a 

dangerous place. This impacted greatly on my 

social life and I chose to study externally because I 

was concerned my wheelchair would not safely get 

me to TAFE and back. I had given up on the 

prospect of getting a new one because my pleas 

that I needed a new chair fell upon deaf ears. One 

day my worst nightmare came true. I travelled to 

my local shop and on the way back my wheelchair 

broke down in the middle of the road. It was a hot 

summer day (about 40 degrees) and I was stuck in 

the middle of the road. I tried to call family 

members for help as my chair wouldn’t move. 

Fortunately, I was eventually able to contact my 

mother at work and after half an hour of being 

stuck in the middle of the road, my mother came to 

pick me up. I was extremely shaken and upset and 

felt that my dignity had been stripped. After this 

incident, I contacted my local OT about getting my 

chair fixed, and when I asked how long my chair 

would be away from me for (it’s my legs!) her 

response indicated that I should not be 

‘demanding’ to know how long I’d be without my 

only form of mobility. This was the final straw. 

Members of my family and I demanded a new 

chair. The man who regularly fixed my chair when it 

broke down advocated for me as well, as he had 

seen all the trouble I had experienced. Only with 

assertive phone calls to my OT and the help of this 

man, did I finally get a new chair. The whole ordeal 

was extremely frustrating. I feel that I should have 

been listened to before I had to give up face to 

face learning at TAFE, isolate myself in my home 

and dangerously break down in the middle of the 

road. My chair now is not even completely new, but 

a mish-mash of parts that have made my ‘new’ 

chair. This is the worst experience I have had with 

disability services system but I still experience regular 

disappointments. Just recently, I required new arm 

rests for my chair. I followed the appropriate process 

but the OT sent a ‘default email’ to the supplier so I 

ended up with new tyres. Little things like this hap-

pen all the time. I am offended and appalled that 

anyone thinks the system in WA is working.  

- Sophie Keay, WA 

from home.  

The NDIS is a monumental opportunity to make life 

better for thousands and thousands of Australians. 

 For God's sake, guys, get WA fully behind this and 

keep the Feds. honest so that they roll out not just 

stage one, but the whole lot in time. Don't play 

politics with our lives. - Julie and Eamon Gilfoile 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

12. Sophie’s Story 

I am 19 years old and have brittle bone disease. I 

am a TAFE student and live with my mother who is 

also my carer.  

I have had many 'horror stories' dealing with the 

disability service system in WA, but the most horrific 

would have to be my experiences with obtaining a 

new wheelchair when my current one at the time 

was faulty and negatively impacting on my life to 

the point where I was put in dangerous situations. I 

was having repeated problems with my electric 

wheelchair and after constantly having to get it 

fixed, explored how I could get a new one. 

Apparently at six years old, my chair, despite being 

regularly faulty was not ‘old enough’ to replace. I 

found myself scared to leave the house because I 



- something that most abled-bodied people can't 

do, even yourself, Mr Barnett. Imagine your life, from 

teen years to now, without the support of your 

family. Would your achievements been possible, 

how much harder would it have been? Then 

imagine it with the addition of a significant disability 

and the discrimination of society. I have fought 

against suicidal depression for many many years, 

from the strain of not getting the assistance I need-

ed. 

My accessible house is in another suburb from the 

one I have spent nearly 20 years in. When I moved 

from one suburb to another, I had to reapply for 

HACC support, even though my disability related 

needs are the same, if not greater than at my 

previous unit. I had to be assessed by yet another 

complete stranger coming into my home, and was 

dependent on their assessment of me based on 

knowing me for less than an hour. I was denied 

assistance despite it being patently obvious that I 

cannot do the housekeeping tasks that stop me 

from living in filth. And I was denied this because of 

lack of funding and lack of appropriate training of 

the staff. Luckily I was able to find assistance 

through another agency, but the two or three 

months this took was another strain on my health 

and abilities. 

I am acutely aware that accessing aids and equip-

ment through the CAEP scheme is all about luck - if 

you apply at the right time of year, you will get what 

you need. Even if the OT agrees that you desper-

ately need the equipment, if they have run out of 

funding, you will not get it. Many other people with 

disabilities I know have been denied essential 

wheelchairs, orthopedic shoes or other equipment, 

not because they don't need them, but because 

there is no money. If you are unable to work and 

are dependent on the DSP, you have no other op-

tions. 

The new HACC system means that you have to 

have at least two identical assessments to get assis-

tance and support, causing more strain and delay. 

I am exhausted every day of my life, and I am so 

tired of having to fight for the very basics. I am 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

13. Rayna’s Story 

I AM 37 years old and I was diagnosed with spastic 

cerebral palsy at age two. Due to extreme abuse 

and neglect of me by my family I am now 

completely on my own, I have no partner and have 

been living independently since the age of 17. 

The aging process kicks in very early for a lot of us 

with CP, and my abilities started deteriorating in my 

late twenties. I have been using a mobility scooter 

since the age of 19 and a quad cane a few years 

later. For the last 11 years I've been using HACC 

services for domestic care support - although I 

should have accessed this at the age of 19, I didn't 

know about this system, neither did my doctors. I 

used up a great deal of physical energy and 

strength doing things that were far beyond my 

capabilities because I didn't know I had any other 

options. 

It has been a struggle to find accessible housing, 

and when I was evicted from my private rental 3 

years ago, it took the DoH two years to find me 

somewhere accessible. This resulted in great 

physical and mental stress. Again, I have NO family 

support at all, and have to do everything for myself 

 
 ‘It wastes our time and energy and pre-

vents us from fully contributing to society. ‘ 



finally came through I then had to deal with a lack 

of services as there was no one available to deliver 

the programs. 

Another few months passed with limited support/

respite or therapy. Our lives were total chaos, 

though once the diagnosis came through we were 

able to access our LAC which was a huge relief. 

By the time the girls turned five and reached 

preprimary, therapy came in thick and fast from 

every angle. It was overwhelming.  DSC had a 

program as did the WA Autism Association and then 

we had FaHCSIA for extra assistance.   All was good 

for a year.  

Then the twins turned six and it was the end of the 

line.  We could still access FaHCSIA funding, which 

allowed us to use one speech therapist, the only 

therapy we had in our town.  Things changed again 

when there was news of new funding for children 

with disability aged up to seven years, but we still 

had limited services in our town.  We started buying 

equipment so that we could do some of the 

therapy at home, which is difficult with twins! 

The girls have had no therapy this year.  None.  The 

school is trying to pick up the slack as best as they 

can, but it is very hard.  

This is my story so far.  I feel parents should be given 

support to choose the services their child needs. 

FaHCSIA funding is too limiting. especially if your not 

in a capital city and there is no assistance for travel, 

loss of income or accommodation if we did travel 

to Perth.   The Patient Assisted Travel Scheme 

doesn’t cover many disabilities as it is set up for 

people with ‘medical conditions’, so that’s not an 

option either.   

The other major issue for us is the lack of 

communication/organisation with the various 

services. Parents are dealing with difficult children 

and do not have the time to look for what may help 

them or their family situation.  The LAC and DSC 

have been helpful but often they know less than 

what other parents know. Networking is my best 

support ever! 

- Jeana, Goldfields 

afraid of the future, of what will happen when I 

need more assistance and support and am de-

pendent on the luck of funding rounds. We should 

not have to compete against others in the same 

desperate situation for what we need. It wastes our 

time and energy and prevents us from fully 

contributing to society.  

The strain of everything I've dealt with will prevent 

me from ever working in reliable paid work. If I had 

had proper support years ago, I would be in much 

better physical shape now. As it is, I don't know how 

many more years I can do even the voluntary stuff I 

do now. I don't see myself being able to even keep 

doing anything productive or even enjoyable until 

age 50, which is still very young. I'm not even sure 

I'm physically able to do what I'm doing now, but it 

makes me very unwell emotionally not to do 

anything.  

- Rayna Lamb 

14. Identical Issues 

I am the mother of identical twin girls, both 

diagnosed with autism.  I am a qualified early child-

hood teacher as well as a mothercraft nurse so I 

know a fair bit about child development and what 

is within "normal range". 

The girls have always had developmental issues and 

it was very difficult to find the right help and services 

to assist their needs.  I did have some initial support 

with the local hospital ( I live in regional WA) with 

early therapy programs but it was very spasmodic 

and not coordinated very well.  We had a few 

physio sessions and some speech therapy. 

By the time the twins were 3 years old I knew there 

was a significant problem, not just developmental 

delays! I suspected autism and so tried to go down 

the path of getting a diagnosis which in turn would 

help. This process alone took almost a year and by 

then the girls had started kindy. When the diagnosis 

  ‘...there is no assistance for travel, loss 

of income or accommodation if we 

did travel to Perth. ‘ 



more and more run-down.  I desperately need 

access to quality respite, but anything regular just 

doesn’t seem to be available, despite the appear-

ance that it exists.  I am only just keeping my head 

above water because of my parents’ support, but 

they are getting older and soon will not be able to 

help.  What then for me?  And what about my other 

children, who do not have an energetic mother 

who is able to do normal things with them, like go to 

the movies, because there’s no way Ellie could 

cope.  They miss out on a lot. 

I don’t think I am asking a lot to have some regular 

respite.  An NDIS would help to provide vital services 

and support for people with disabilities and their 

families. - Kylie Johnson 

16. Responding to Crisis 

15. Still Waiting for Help 

My name is Kylie Johnson.  I am 35 years old and my 

family and I moved from Kalgoorlie to Perth 18 

months ago in order to access more support for my 

six-year-old daughter, Ellie, who has autism and an 

intellectual disability. 

I am a teacher with the Department of Education 

and was fortunate enough to secure a transfer.  My 

husband was not able to find a job, so I worked full-

time to support our family of five.  Unfortunately 

depression took hold of my husband due to his un-

employment and this was a major factor that 

contributed to the breakdown of our marriage.  I still 

work full-time because as my husband cannot work, 

he does not pay any child support.  So I am a single 

mother who teaches full-time, while trying to raise 

Ellie and two younger daughters.  I rarely have a 

break; school holidays are more demanding be-

cause I am tired from the school term, but I must 

care for and entertain my children.  Please don’t 

get me wrong, I love my children, but Ellie is 

especially demanding… I cannot even shower 

without her screaming at me for attention.  

Recently I was in crisis as I was absolutely exhausted 

and there was literally no-one available to help.  My 

parents were away and my sister and friends are all 

raising young children of their own.  I rang my Local 

Area Co-ordinator from the Disability Services 

Commission in floods of tears, who told me about 

Home and Community Care Services (HACC). There 

didn’t seem to be any emergency respite which 

included care for my two other children. After filling 

in paperwork and having a telephone and face-to-

face interview, I was placed on the waiting list for 

HACC provided by Activ.  Seven weeks later, I am 

still waiting.  

As I write this, Ellie is screaming and pulling my hand, 

demanding attention and help.  I am becoming 

 
 ‘Recently I was in crisis as I was 

absolutely exhausted and there was 

literally no-one available to help. ’  

 

‘I am still constantly chasing my tail and 

responding to crisis.’ - Neeva Stephen 



In Nov 2007 my marriage did fail, so I put in a 

"change of circumstances" for the Dec 2007 round. 

Surprise, surprise, I received the funding, due to 

being in crisis!! And yet DSC says they are not crisis 

driven... what a load of rubbish! If Mr Barnett thinks 

DSC and, therefore, the State Government is doing 

such a great job, would he please 

explain why my requests for help to 

save my marriage went unanswered 

for over two years?? DSC talks about 

supporting the family unit, using 

"natural connections" to keep those 

with disabilities within their family 

home, but it is such a shame they 

don't actually follow through with that 

philosophy. 

I have now had IFS funding for 3 

years, however I am still constantly 

chasing my tail and responding to crisis. I have the 

money now, but there just aren't enough carers 

available, a situation I believe would be at least im-

proved due to the NDIS ensuring emuneration and 

conditions for workers in this 

sector is adequate. 

I had to give up work completely a year and a half 

ago, due to the stress and the lack of support. The 

effect on MY health has been almost unbearable. 

As I write this I am meant to be at a meeting for a 

support group - my way of still contributing to the 

community - but being almost continually unwell for 

many weeks now has meant I was unable to go. 

How does Mr Barnett think my unwellness, especially 

when their Dad is no longer in the home to help me, 

is affecting both of our sons? Jake, in particular, is 

increasingly called upon to take care of basic 

things and wears the brunt of my stress. It takes all 

my energy just to get out of bed some days, leaving 

nothing in the tank to spend quality time with either 

of my boys. This situation is unfair, unjust and 

eventually untenable. What sort of cost to the State 

Government does Mr Barnett believe me having a 

complete breakdown may result in? 

There is so much more I could write. More examples 

of how and how often the supposedly adequate 

I am completely disgusted - but not at all surprised - 

that Colin Barnett is trying to persuade people 

(including himself, no doubt) that all is OK here in 

WA regarding disability services. Straight up, I would 

challenge Mr Barnett to come spend 72 hrs in my 

home, taking 100% care of my son, and then see if 

he still feels the same way. I am pret-

ty sure he wouldn't last more than 12 

hrs, and that is with my instruction. 

Changing the nappy of a 14 year 

boy is quite daunting. And unless he 

has already been trained in tube 

feeding he wouldn't last three hours, 

as that is the time between Josh's 

feeds! 

The NDIS is NOT all about throwing 

money at services for those with 

disabilities. I see the NDIS as a way of 

gleaning "best practice" from all over our country; in 

making sure that the service providers are looking 

after their clients at all times with the dignity, respect 

and care that all of us deserve. And, yes, it is ALSO 

about money, as the funding provided by this state 

has fallen well short for the duration of my sons' lives.  

Jake and Josh were born on the 11th June. 1997. 

Josh remained in hospital until he was one year old. 

First visit from the Commission’s LAC was Oct 1998 - I 

am now lucky to be back to my original LAC, after 

a couple of interruptions (her babies) along the 

way. First "carer" commenced March 1999, five 

months AFTER I needed support. Late 2004, after six 

years of regularly requesting more support, I finally 

lodged a CAP funding application under the 

Intensive Family Support stream. I was requesting 

the equivalent of 33 hours support per week. Every 

one of the six times I was knocked back (over two 

years), I struggled with the amount of help we 

already had, which equated to approximately ten 

hours care per week. The theme of ALL the  

applications was the imminent demise of my 

marriage. Personally, I also struggled with the fact 

that I was in direct competition for help with my 

friends, as there was never enough funding to help 

all those who needed it - this is a situation nobody 

should have to endure.  

‘I challenge Mr 

Barnett to spend 

72 hours in my 

home taking care 

of my son, and 

see if he feels the 

same way.’ 



eventually purchase a more suitable vehicle for 

transporting a wheelchair also self-purchased. Lack 

of transparent information and co-ordinated 

services cost me a lot more than it should have in 

trying to organize and sustain a workable lifestyle.   

Through all the battles the welfare of our two boys 

came first and now they are fine young men. My 

marriage has suffered unbearable strain and we are 

now living in a caravan and basically broke 

because the only information you receive is through 

talking to someone else who has already been 

there and then there is the stress of dealing with 

uncaring government departments like Centrelink 

and Homeswest. I have become very interested in 

disability issues over the last two years as my 

medical condition worsens and I hit more and more 

walls trying to obtain the support services our family 

desperately needs. 

- Roslyn, metro WA 

18. The Lucky State 

People have been saying that this is the best state 

to live in if you have a severe disability.  I wonder 

how bad the other states would have to be for that 

to happen. 

I was injured over thirty years ago and it wasn’t in a 

car accident, so I didn’t get any compensation.  My 

parents weren’t able to look after me at home, so I 

started my teenage years off in an institution in 

Shenton Park. 

Nothings changed much there over the last thirty 

years.  It was a horrible place to grow up and live.  

While my friends were out kicking a footy, I was 

trapped in a room that measured only a few metres 

wide with a television bolted to the wall.  I think the 

accommodation situation has changed slightly 

since then, but the rest is the same.  

disability services in WA have failed us - me, my ex-

husband, our sons, our extended family, our friends 

AND our community. The examples extend to every 

area of our lives - medical, respite, education, ac-

cessibility to name a few. In fact, I would be very 

happy to have a chat to Mr Barnett about it. He 

can bring the coffee and cake, though, because I 

will probably need to fold some washing while we 

chat - yes, on top of all the extra responsibilities 

those of us caring for someone with a disability also 

have "normal" household needs to take care of. 

17. Hitting the Wall 

I WAS born two months premature in 1956 and diag-

nosed with relatively mild cerebral palsy at the age 

of two.  I worked full-time for 26 years while studying 

part-time for two university qualifications, owned my 

own home and drove an automatic car.  I was also 

the sole provider for two years while my husband 

was Mr Mom to his two younger sons from a previ-

ous marriage.   Life was okay until a series of five car 

accidents, none my fault, caused two hernias and 

the loss of my stomach, spleen and part of my small 

intestine.   

That, compounded by my cerebral palsy, means 

that I am now on the DSP with my husband as my 

full-time carer. I survived both special school and 

public school education without assistance and 

pretty well left the disability sphere at 15, until at the 

age of 44 I had to find out how things worked or 

pay for what I needed. I received very little by way 

of compensation for the traffic accidents as the 

Court ruled I was already disabled and therefore 

not as severely disadvantaged by the injuries 

sustained. What about acknowledgement of the 

battle it took me to get where I had got to and 

compensation for its loss? Anyway, any 

compensation I did receive plus my cashed-in 

superannuation was used to modify the house and 

 
 ‘I hit more and more walls trying to 

obtain the support services our family 

desperately needs. ’  

 
‘... there is no one speaking up for 

people with physical disabilities 

who are on their own.’ 



19. Wheatbelt Story 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

When I was 19, I had an accident in the country 

town where I grew up.  

I was with a bunch of other kids in the back of a ute 

with a friend driving - we were on a racecourse.  He 

hit a bump and I went up in the air and came down 

with my neck on a metal toolbox and broke my 

neck. 

I spent two months in Shenton Park and nothing re-

ally changed for me.  I’m thirty now and in the 

twenty one years since I was injured, I’ve never met 

anyone who works in the disability sector.  I wouldn’t 

know where to start if I needed help.  I didn’t meet 

with anyone when I got hurt - except for a psy-

chologist whose job it was to work out if my brain 

had been injured in the accident.  It wasn’t.  So two 

months later I went home to our country town. 

It cost about ten thousand dollars to modify our 

house and in the end a local plumber made it all 

happen, it took ages.  They got the money back 

eventually but it took a long time. 

As a quadriplegic whose schooling was interrupted, 

my job prospects were limited.  I spent over half my 

life in an institution in WA and the only place I could 

work was at Paraquad, the sheltered workshop that 

is attached to Shenton Park.  Nobody really knows 

or cares about sheltered workshops for people with 

physical disability.  It is not a good environment.   I 

could only work for a few hours a week or they’d 

take the DSP off me and then my accommodation 

was automatically deducted from my pension.  

When I was in my twenties, the amount left over was 

about eleven bucks a week. 

I became severely depressed and it wasn’t until I 

moved out of the institution that I found my life 

again.  It has always been a battle.  I found a job 

but I would be better off on the DSP.  The cost of 

transport to work and to be supported means that I 

actually would be seventy dollars a week better off 

on the DSP.  That is just above the breadline for me, 

and I am living very frugally. 

I need a new wheelchair but can’t afford it.   

My life is defined by my disability not who I am.  

Things that should be free or cheaper, like 

catheters, are expensive.  When you need to get 

medical assistance, if you work and don’t have a 

heath care card it costs a lot more.  And people 

who have quadriplegia have more medical needs 

than other people.  I sometimes get bedsores.  I 

often get infections.  Getting a chest infection is a 

major disaster for me and involves going to hospital.  

Because of my disability I often have time off and 

that means leave without pay.   My leave runs out 

almost straight away every year because support 

workers are often late and then I am late or miss the 

taxi I have booked.  I never have enough funding to 

cover my transport.  

Family members are always the people who shout 

the loudest and I hear a lot about carers and their 

problems, fair enough.  

But there is no one speaking up for people with 

physical disabilities who are on their own. 

- Name and address supplied 

 

 ‘Do I get assistance?  Depends on what 

you call assistance. ‘ 



anyone from the disability sector in a support role.  

There wasn’t a question on the Census about 

whether you have a disability and just about 

whether you need assistance, so I answered yes - 

my friends carry me up and down stairs all the time, 

so if I’m honest, I do get help in certain ways.  But 

not paid assistance.  I have never met the local LAC 

and wouldn’t know who they are and where they 

are.   

I’m supposed to have physiotherapy, but I can’t 

afford that.  I have to pay for it myself so I just don’t 

go.  Same with my car modifications, that cost over 

two grand just for the hand controls.  

In 2015 I will be eligible for a health care card.  I 

don’t know what will happen then.  I don’t know 

much about the disability sector, I wouldn’t have a 

clue, but it could be a lot better.  

- Franny Wacura, Wheatbelt  

20. Now We Are Six 

Our names are Leona and Mark Fawcett and we 

have a son named Joshua aged five who has     

autism. Joshua was diagnosed at the age of three, 

but did not get any intervention therapy until he 

was four due to the lack of a therapist to provide 

him with the required therapy he needed. He is now 

in pre-primary and doing very well but is still non-

verbal and has severe behavioural problems due to 

I’m one of the lucky ones, really, because it was a 

motor vehicle accident.  But it was still a bad 

situation because my lawyer had to look for some-

one to sue so that we could get paid out through 

third party.  I didn’t want him to sue my friend, even 

though third party would cover it.  And I didn’t want 

him to sue the racecourse, which was the other 

option, because I love the town I live in. 

When I got my payout, I had advice from my lawyer 

about how to manage it.  I was in my early twenties 

and you hear all these stories about people who 

blow their whole payout.  I would have blown mine!  

So my lawyer advised me to buy shares, and that 

was okay until the recession hit - I lost a lot of 

money, which should be okay ten years or so from 

now.  But in the meantime I’m living on a pretty low 

income.  The problem is that you get precluded 

from getting any benefits for years so if you blow  

your payout or something goes wrong or you just 

spend it on things you need, you’re stuffed.  I got 

my first wheelchair for about $800 through Royal 

Perth, because they help you out and apply for all 

the funding.  But this year I needed a new 

wheelchair and it cost me over $6000.  I just paid for 

it outright in the end, I had to.  I looked on Ebay and 

ended up buying it from a wheelchair place in 

O’Connor.  I wouldn’t know where to start with this 

stuff...when it arrived from America, they’d taken it 

apart and put it back together and stuffed it up.  

The wheelchair guy fixed it and says that he has to 

fix and maintain them all the time.   

The other types of costs that are ongoing costs - $35 

a year for the ACROD parking, lots of money for 

continence products, lots of money for pain medi-

cation without a health care card.  And things like 

gloves - they get used up very quickly.  If you’re 

using six catheters a day its about six bucks a day, 

its pretty expensive, it can be more.    

After I got paid out I had to pay back all the 

support that I’d gotten before, I think it was about 

$24,000. 

Do I get assistance?  Depends on what you call 

assistance.  I’ve never met anyone from the  

Disability Services Commission and I’ve never met 

 ‘Ministers really need to hear the true 

stories out there and talk to everyday 

real West Australians’.  



Looking for help and where to turn initially was a 

nightmare and still to this day is not much better, 

even as informed as we now are. A central base 

needs to be established Federally where families 

can turn to and not get the run around to go from 

one place to the next only to be told to go back to 

the original point of origin. The state or lack of a 

functioning Disability system is Australia is really quite 

appalling and needs a mass overhaul. For WA to 

say that we have the best and most organized 

system is Australia is a joke and Ministers really need 

to hear the true stories out there and talk to 

everyday real West Australians.  

21. We Need Change 

My son who has autism and global developmental 

delay. He was diagnosed nearly three years ago 

and since then, our lives have been an emotional 

rollercoaster. 

My son has a beautiful nature, is very perceptive 

and provides our family with so much love and hap-

piness. 

His smile brightens my day and it is one of the things 

that gives me strength day in, day out. 

the lack of communication skills which is not only 

difficult for me also for the school to deal with. Just 

the need of providing our son with an aide full time 

at school has been beyond comprehension as to 

why it is made  to apply for.  

There needs to be more assistance for these chil-

dren and others with disabilities after they no longer 

qualify for the assistance from DSC (once he turns 6 

he is cut off from recieving therapy). So Joshua turns 

six in three weeks and he will no longer be able to 

receive the ABA therapy. Joshua needs this therapy 

and will need it long term to help teach him to 

communicate and deal with his behavioural issues.  

Financially, we have had to have superannuation 

released early to assist with the lifestyle we need to 

provide for our son as the lack of government finan-

cial aid is quite poor, $6000 a year is provided to 

assist with Private Early Intervention which only goes 

so far, with a therapy session costing $60 per hour in 

two hour blocks at a time. So in hindsight, the $6000 

provided only goes so far and doesn't last all that 

long. We as a family are scared of how we are 

going to cope financially after Joshua reaches the 

age of six as he is going to require life long help 

which appears to be out of reach due to everyday 

living expenses and no where to turn for help. There 

are even more out of pocket expenses which are 

not heard about, but surgery for things such as 

grommets, which are quite expensive, even on Pri-

vate Healthcare are needed or else children with 

autism can regress backwards quite quickly due to 

the difficulty from hearing issues and not being able 

to comprehend what they are learning in Early Inter-

vention. 

  

From reports that I've heard and read about over 

the years, in the United Kingdom a family only has 

to pay and maintain a child with autism for 1 year 

out of their own pocket after a diagnosis and than 

go to the High Court to apply for lifelong financial 

aid from the government. Why a system like that is 

not set up here in WA and more importantly Austral-

ia is beyond me? 

 

 ‘We need changes that will benefit all 

families that have a child with autism.’ 



 specialise in working with children with autism to re-

duce the current waiting times to access services.  

The emotional, physical and financial burden of 

having autism in our lives is staggering. I hope that 

my short story will have an impact and lead to 

changes that will benefit all families that have a 

child with autism. 

- Sally Strecker 

22. No one is Prepared 

No-one is prepared for the news that their child has 

been hit by a car. 

My son didn’t walk until he was 2½ years old and is 

still non‐verbal. He has motor and oral dyspraxia 

which makes everything he does a huge effort, in-

cluding the simple daily tasks of walking and talking 

that we all take for granted. Since he was about 18 

months old, we have been to physiotherapists, oc-

cupational therapists, chiropractors, orthopaedic 

specialists, podiatrists, orthotists, paediatricians, GPs, 

neurologists, psychologists, speech pathologists, 

ABA therapists, naturopaths and swimming 

therapists to try and find the right therapies for him. 

My son attends pre‐primary five days a week and 

we pay for an ABA therapist to attend with him one 

morning and one afternoon to ensure that the sig-

nificant effort we are putting into his private therapy 

is continued in the school environment. He is cur-

rently in an early intervention programme so the 

teacher to student ratio is reasonably high. I am ex-

tremely concerned about the teacher assistant 

aide time he will be eligible for once he is in a main-

stream classroom. 

The financial impact of structured therapy hours, 

specialist and doctor visits, biomedical interventions 

and the numerous other costs is a huge burden to 

my family. We were very grateful to receive the 

$12,000 funding as part of the Helping Children with 

Autism package but we fully utilised these funds 

within six months – my son is only five so we have 

many more years of therapy costs ahead. We have 

had to re‐mortgage our house and it is a struggle to 

live week to week. 

The recommended minimum structured therapy 

time is 20 hours per week. The cost of maintaining 

this is enormous. When you live with a child with au-

tism, every waking minute is potential unstructured 

therapy time – the physical and emotional impact 

of this is exhausting. 

My “wishlist” for all children with autism would be: 

‐ Increased funding for all therapy costs. 

‐ The provision of full time autism specialist trained 

teacher assistants for students on a 1:1 basis. 

‐ Incentives for speech pathologists, occupational 

therapists, ABA therapists, psychologists, etc to 

  ‘No-one is prepared for the 

disappointment of the underfunded 

and under resourced system in WA.... 



Your little girl is seven and now needs to be protect-

ed from his irrational behaviour. You often have to 

call the police to control your son.  He is preyed on 

by those who enjoy bullying the weak.  Then the un-

speakable happens and he is sexually molested.   

You continue on and your daughter hides in the 

cupboard when you son starts shout-

ing and threatening. You continue 

on and seek help from every agen-

cy, group, department. 

No-one is prepared when that help is 

not available.  There is no accom-

modation, no funds; your child 

doesn’t fit into the criteria for those 

limited services which are available.  

Your child has turned to drugs and 

drinking which he is given by those 

who don’t understand his vulnerabil-

ity.  He develops schizophrenia.  He 

cannot stay in a Psychiatric hospital 

because his diagnosis is a head inju-

ry.  He cannot be helped by Drug 

and Alcohol programmes because 

he has a head injury and not a drug 

and alcohol problem.  He cannot be 

helped by a place in a facility for 

head injuries.  Firstly the places are 

limited and also because he has a drug and alco-

hol problem and suffers from schizophrenia. 

No-one has the facilities or the programmes or ac-

commodation to help and you slowly start to lose 

your own capacity to cope.  Choices have to be 

made between your children.  You cannot work 

anymore and all your years of study and experi-

ence are now focused on how to get help for your 

child.  Costs start to mount up.  Your child cannot 

continue to live at home, he is improving but you 

are advised that it takes years for a brain injury to 

stabilise. 

You mortgage your house and purchase a unit for 

your son and visit him every day to ensure he is still 

alive, clean his unit, wash his clothes, help him with 

his toiletries. Ease your guilt at your choice.   He is 

not coping, no matter how often you clean and 

No-one is prepared for the sight of their child lying in 

intensive care, hooked up to beeping machines 

and breathing pipes.  They look so small lying in the 

white bed.  You are told that they are in a coma 

but to you they look like they are just sleeping as 

you brush the hair back from their forehead. 

No-one is prepared for the quiet talk 

from the compassionate doctors and 

nurses. 

They choose their words carefully, 

deliberately.  If your child survives 

they are likely to have permanent 

brain injury.   

You don’t really hear, because you 

are just praying that your child will 

survive.  You don’t want to leave the 

hospital so you find a spare couch 

somewhere.   You try to grab some 

sleep in between keeping vigil over 

the child lying in the bed. 

And then, as if by miracle, your child 

survives and slowly starts to wake up.   

No-one is prepared for the years that 

are to follow.  After all the care and 

compassion of the hospital, rehabili-

tation follows.  The places are very limited so you 

are encouraged to take your child home early and 

continue the rehabilitation at home. 

No-one is prepared for the violence and mood 

swings.  The lack of inhibition, the compulsive and 

sexually inappropriate behaviour.  This is not the 

child you put to bed the night before his accident.  

This is a 14 year old man-child with no control over 

his emotions, a look of fear and terror often in his 

eyes. 

The strain tears at your relationship and that fails.  

You continue on, you go from agency to agency, 

you write to your local member, the minister, the 

Premier.  You tell your story over and over and still 

there is no assistance available.  You are sick of 

hearing the words “dual diagnosis” and “no fund-

ing” 

‘No-one is 

prepared for the 

disappointment of 

the underfunded 

and under 

resourced system 

in Western 

Australia which 

has let my child 

down, let me 

down and let my 

family down. 



found to provide intermittent care and outings.  I 

have never been prepared to give up. 

Charitable organisations finally step in to stop your 

descent further into a black hole of despair which 

at times seems bottomless. 

No-one is prepared for the disappointment of the 

underfunded and under resourced system in West-

ern Australia which has let my child down, let me 

down and let my family down. 

- Name and Address withheld 

23. I Needed Help 

I am writing to express my absolute disgust that the 

Premier of Western Australia is not supportive of the 

National Disability Insurance Scheme.  I am rather 

appalled about his attitude and his obvious lack of 

knowledge regarding our lack of services for Aus-

tralian Citizens, our children, our future generation. 

teach, the lessons don’t penetrate into his long term 

memory.  You arrive to find strangers in his unit.  He 

attempts his first suicide.  He is now 17 and by the 

time he is 18 he has tried several more times. You 

wonder if he would be happier asleep forever than 

having to try to make sense of his agonising life.  He 

feels trapped, you feel trapped, and your other chil-

dren have had enough.  Your family has had 

enough.  His neighbours get up a petition, they can-

not cope with his talking to himself and wandering 

around and the banging and noise in the night.  

They kindly suggest that he should be in supported 

accommodation.  They assume that we live in West-

ern Australia and that such facilities must be availa-

ble. 

You have become way too familiar with the staff at 

the psychiatric hospital.  Your doctor finally agrees 

that your son needs to be Sectioned (admitted as 

an involuntary patient) to a psychiatric hospital.  

That only lasts for a few days when the stressed and 

overworked doctor tells you that your child has a 

head injury and is taking up a bed that should be 

for those with mental illness.  He is discharged but 

you are not informed as he is now 18.  He attempts 

to throw himself in front of traffic.  Police are called 

and he is once again hospitalised in a locked ward 

at Royal Perth Hospital.  He is calmed down with a 

cocktail of drugs and then discharged again. 

You sit in the waiting room at the Psychiatric hospital 

and are told that there are no beds in the Juvenile 

wing but perhaps they have a place in the adult 

section, as he is now 18  You go to the adult section 

to be told they have no beds.  Your son is pacing up 

and down and talking to himself.  You refuse to 

leave and take up residence in the waiting room.  

Nothing embarrasses you anymore.  Finally 5 hours 

later, someone comes and give him a bed for the 

night.  The next day he is discharged.  The next 5 

years pass like a nightmare, your child is lost, you are 

lost, and your faith in the system is lost. 

Finally when he is 23 and after I am diagnosed with 

cancer, I find a community group who are not pre-

pared to see us suffer anymore and some funding is 

  ‘I was told - you are double dip-

ping...and then I couldn’t get services 

for my child.’. 



to help their children, but the system cannot help 

for 12 months.  So we took the only viable option for 

our family in this disgraceful situation and we went 

private.  Although this costs extra money, we are 

not prepared to sit and waist 12 very precious 

months of our sons life during his prime learning 

years.  The full procedure to have our 

son seen by the three different pro-

fessionals to receive his diagnosis 

took almost 7 months.  Well this was 

better than 12 months.   

I had problems with the local Child 

Health Clinic whilst my son was on 

the waiting list - when I told them 

that it was vital my son receives his 

appointment as we are in the pro-

cess of possibly having him diag-

nosed with autism, I was told that my 

child can no longer be placed on 

any list or receive any appointment 

as they do not have the trained staff 

or specialists to deal with autistic chil-

dren.  I made it very clear that he is 

not as yet diagnosed, and we are in 

the process of having our son as-

sessed.  However that made our son 

ineligible to receive any such help or 

services from the Child Health Clinic.  I asked why 

my child could not receive Speech Therapy, when 

other children are receiving it.  I was actually told 

‘You are double dipping for your child and he can 

get these services from the Autism Association or 

your Autism Provider’. 

One of the first places I phoned was the Autism As-

sociation.  Very difficult to actually speak with some-

one, and my phone calls were never returned.  It 

took me approximately one week before I actually 

spoke with someone to get some advice on how to 

help my son.  However – because my son did not at 

this point in time have a diagnosis of Autism, they 

were NOT prepared to help me, not even offer ad-

vice over the phone! 

So there you have it, in one hand, I have profession-

als REFUSING to help my son because he may be 

I am also shocked and sickened to hear that our 

Premier actually believes, or wants everyone else to 

believe, that our health system is adequate for peo-

ple with disabilities at the moment.  That Disability 

Service Commission and our Local Area Co-

ordinators are sufficient enough support for people 

living and dealing with disabilities on 

a daily basis.  I am saddened by the 

fact that people in our local Govern-

ment have absolutely NO IDEA just 

how atrocious our support system is.  

Really, are our local representatives 

that ignorant to this disgusting situa-

tion, or are we ALL just a hindrance 

on our country, so we get pushed 

under the carpet and the problem is 

solved. 

Firstly I would like to start by telling 

you a little about our family.  I am 

married and together we have two 

beautiful children.  Our son Zephan 

was born in 2004 and our daughter 

Saphyre was born in 2006.  We live in 

the Rockingham area of Western 

Australia.  We were just like any ordi-

nary family, being happy parents to 

our children, working and enjoying 

life.  Of course with Zephan being our first child, eve-

rything was new to us; there is no text book about 

how to be instant wonderful parents.  So we 

thought things were going fine.  It was during the 

year 2006 that it became rather obvious “things” 

were not fine. 

Towards the end of 2007, our first child Zephan, was 

diagnosed with autism. 

The initial problem that needs to be addressed right 

here in Western Australia, is our waiting lists.  To try 

and have my child seen by the Medical Profession-

als he needed to see, to confirm our suspicions 

about his Autism was going to take over 12 months.  

Yes that is correct, over 12 months.  Yet everywhere 

I was reading, how it is most important for these chil-

dren to receive Early Intervention as soon as possi-

ble.    This drives parents crazy – desperately trying 
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Needless to say, we chose ISADD, who have a dif-

ferent perspective on helping families with Autism.   

When you are enrolled with Disability Service Com-

mission, you and your family basically become just 

another number.  Well that is my experience for the 

last four years.  You are allocated a LAC, Local Area  

Co-ordinator who is there to help you with your que-

ries.  To be honest, I really have not been fortunate 

enough to KNOW what the actual role of a LAC is.  I 

remember someone coming to our home, briefly, 

filling out some paperwork, promising to call me in 

the future, and that was the last I heard from that 

particular LAC.   

February 2008 Zephan attended a two year pro-

gram for Kindy and Pre Primary.  He attended North 

Mandurah Primary School – as this was the closest 

facility that provided this specialised program for 

children with Autism to receive intense ABA Therapy 

type learning.  He attended Kindy twice a week, 

and then the following year he attended Pre Prima-

ry at North Mandurah School, in the Autism Unit, 

twice a week, whilst he attended mainstream 

school with an Education Assistant for the remainder 

three days a week.   This involved much travelling 

however was necessary for our son to receive the 

services he needs.   This entitled Zephan with .9 Aide 

time in total.   In 2009 another Autism Unit opened in 

Leda, our local area and we had the choice of en-

rolling Zephan there for the second part of the two 

year program.  We decided against this, because 

the staff were already trained at North Mandurah 

Primary School, the staff knew Zephan’s strengths 

and weaknesses and Zephan was familiar with the 

teachers, the program and the school.  

 We could see no real benefit to disrupting our 

child’s education just to decrease travel time.  The 

cost of travelling to North Mandurah Primary School 

was subsidised, however our subsidy was removed 

in 2009 when we had the CHOICE to disrupt his edu-

cation and enrol Zephan in the Autism Unit closer to 

home.  Once again – another unnecessary financial 

burden being placed on our family.  It was not in my 

son’s best interests to move him from one Autism 

Unit to another.  So we made the decision to pay 

Autistic and they don’t have the adequate training 

or services to help him, AND on the other hand I 

have professionals REFUSING to help my son be-

cause he is not yet diagnosed with Autism.  So we 

are now totally falling through a VERY LARGE GAP 

IN OUR HEALTH SYSTEM.  This is a major problem that 

needs to be addressed immediately.  So for 7 

months, we are totally on our own, WITH NO HELP! 

I finally reached a helpful organization, Intervention 

Services for Autism and Developmental Delay, who 

actually helped me in my desperate crisis to find 

help for my son.  I was frantic, and life was out of 

control.  There was no help available nor did we 

even know where to begin to get this help.   

During the end of 2007 our son Zephan was officially 

diagnosed with moderate Autism.   

However because families are not entitled to any 

help, or service providers for Autism unless they 

have that official diagnosis, my husband and I de-

cided to pay for private therapy for our son until he 

had access to the funding and early intervention he 

so desperately needed. 

We were also paying for our son to receive private 

Speech Therapy because he was NOT entitled to 

the government funded Child Health Care Services.   

This placed extra unnecessary strain on our family, 

added onto the strain and stress of trying to come 

to terms with our sons diagnosis, then there are all 

the problems associated with our son, and the lack 

of help or services from the Autism Association.  As 

you can imagine, our family was under a lot of stress 

at this time.   

Once Zephan had his official diagnosis, we had to 

choose a Service Provider for our son.  We had the 

choice of Autism Association or ISADD.  I visited both 

of these Providers before making my decision.  I do 

not feel that the Autism Association of WA is actual-

ly going to help my son, or my husband and I.  They 

provided 2 hours, twice a week, up in Perth, for our 

son to have therapy.  Parents are not allowed to be 

involved in this therapy.  Well as far as I am con-

cerned I need to be able to help my son at home.  

Two hours twice a week, to help a young child with 

Moderate Autism, is disgraceful to say the least.  



marriage almost became another statistic.  I was 

informed by ISADD that if I could find someone to 

become a Therapist they would train this person, 

and they could become Zephan’s therapist.   

After six months, I found someone that agreed to 

this situation, so our son finally had a Therapist, and I 

finally had some much needed rest 

of delivering his therapy. 

Of course- as parents do, we start to 

question what happens with our son 

once this Faschia Funding either runs 

out or comes to an end.  Well be-

lieve it or not, at this time, once your 

child turns six years of age, the fund-

ing and Autism Provider Services 

come to a screaming halt.  Your 

child is enrolled to mainstream 

school.  Then your child becomes the 

Education Departments Problem !!! 

Our child completed an IQ Test to 

determine if he had an Intellectual 

Disability or not.  This is very involved 

and rather time consuming for a 

small child to complete, however so, 

it is necessary.  It was determined 

that our child only JUST passed the 

section of NOT having an Intellectual Disability, so 

he is eligible for Mainstream School.  However he 

has gone from receiving one on one tuition with 5 

other children in the classroom, into a mainstream 

classroom.  He was receiving .9 aide time, but for 

some reason once the two year Autism Unit pro-

gram was completed, he was thrown into main-

stream schooling and his Education Assistant aide 

time was REDUCED from .9 to .5, so almost half of 

what he had been receiving for the last two years. 

Once again, I argued with this decision.  But for 

Zephan to have any chance of receiving the aide 

time he most desperately needs and SHOULD be 

ENTITLED TO, I had to dispute this decision with the 

Education Department.  This, once again is a very 

time consuming process, and once again adds un-

necessary stress to a family life.  Not to mention in 

the mean time, while everyone else is wasting my 

for our own travel expenses, to keep our child from 

being disrupted.  I did make several phone calls re-

garding this situation.  Unfortunately if we did NOT 

want to be financially burdened our only choice 

was to remove our son from the North Mandurah 

Autism Unit (which was the only one available to us 

at the start of the program) and enrol 

him at Leda Primary School Autism 

Unit.   

July 2008 – Finally the government 

introduces the Faschia Funding, the 

$12 000 grant over two years.  Thank 

Goodness – we can use this funding 

with ISADD to pay for a therapist to 

deliver the ABA Therapy.  I am tired of 

being Zephan’s therapist and I need-

ed a break.  I needed to be Zephan’s 

Mum, not his therapist.  Unfortunately 

that excitement was short lived due 

to the lack of staff and trained thera-

pists working for ISADD.  So now we 

had the funding – BUT couldn’t use it..  

How very frustrating this situation was.   

I continued with Zephan’s therapy for 

as long as I was able.  Naturally, there 

came a point where enough was 

enough and to save my own sanity I 

stopped being my son’s therapist. 

Another situation the State Premier should be aware 

of, is when the Faschia Funding eventually became 

available all of the Autism Services Providers in-

creased all of their fees.  How absolutely disgusting, 

that these Providers, who are meant to be helping 

MY SON, see this $12000 grant over two years, as an 

opportunity to cash in and make money from my 

child’s government funding.  I was absolutely sick-

ened by this outcome.  Due to this disgraceful be-

haviour, every child in Australia immediately re-

ceived LESS services and therapy while every Autism 

Provider in Australia received MORE money.   

During this time our family was under immense stress, 

there were NO social outings, Speech Therapy was 

becoming expensive, I was drained, my husband 

was working hard to pay for these services and our 
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do.  He is NOT entitled to outside ABA Therapy any 

longer.  He is NOT entitled to Government funded 

Speech Therapy, he is NOT entitled to any extra 

aide time in the classroom.  We as his parents are 

doing everything we possibly can at home to help 

Zephan with his Education.   

The Education Department has a total lack of ser-

vices for my child.  There are no speech therapist 

entitlements through the school system.  There are 

NO special therapists available to speak with my 

child about his anger outbursts.  I’m not even sure 

that there are teachers who are trained in the field 

of Autism.  I might also like to add that a certain re-

spectable person at my son’s school, asked me to 

have my son retested for Autism in case he has out-

grown his diagnosis.  I lose faith very fast in the Edu-

cation Department when these so called profes-

sionals, who have NO CLUE what so ever, are the 

one’s supposed to be helping my son.  They don’t 

even know that an Autism diagnosis is a life-long 

condition, yet they are in charge of providing the 

appropriate care and education for my son. 

   There is NO parental support available to help us 

with our child and to help us deal with the fact that 

our very own Government does not care about our 

own son.  There is NO help when you are tired of 

fighting every single agency, school, therapist, who 

ever, just to get your child the help he desperately 

needs.   Oh, yes, did someone mention Disability 

Service Commission.  Sorry, who are they again.  I 

have not heard from them since my son was diag-

nosed with Autism.  Oh my LAC, well I don’t have a 

clue who that is either.  

Throughout 2010 and 2011, I made several phone 

calls to Disability Service Commission.  I wanted to 

speak to someone regarding my son’s situation; I 

wanted to speak to someone about getting help.  I 

was having problems with my son’s school and his 

IEP, I NEEDED HELP, but once again, no-one was 

available.  DSC hardly returned most of my calls.  

Eventually I made contact with my LAC, who spoke 

with me briefly.  He offered to attend my sons IEP 

Meeting with myself, which I greatly accepted, be-

cause once again we were going through a stress-

sons precious education time, he is not progressing 

as well as he could or should be.  Eventually Zeph-

an’s aide time is increased to .6, which was slightly 

better than the .5; however a far cry from the .9 he 

had been receiving. 

So welcome 2010.  Not only is my child thrown into 

mainstream school, with MUCH LESS Education Assis-

tant entitlements, but he is NO LONGER eligible for 

any Government funding for the services he still so 

desperately needs.  Yes Zephan turned 6 years of 

age, so the funding stops at the age of 6, or the 

commencement of Year One for these students.  

Unfortunately – Mr  WA Premier – what you do NOT 

realise, is that my son’s Autism did NOT just disap-

pear at the age of 6, my son’s Speech problems did 

NOT just improve once he started Year One in a 

main stream school.  My son did NOT all of a sudden 

become bright and talented once he commenced 

Year One.  My son did NOT all of a sudden become 

a social butterfly, nor did he lose his Autistic Traits, 

nor did he lose his obsessive behaviours, nor did he 

lose his angry outbursts, nor did he lose his self stim 

behaviours, nor did he lose his sensory overload is-

sues.  Hopefully, by now you get my point.  Why 

does funding for these children stop at such a 

young age when their condition still exists?  I am 

now talking from experience; the Education Depart-

ment is failing my son, hence failing our whole fami-

ly.  We have worked extremely hard with and for our 

son for the last three years, and now what?  He is 

left to his own devices with minimal Education Assis-

tant time while placed in a mainstream school.  Yes, 

I would like that question answered please.   

The IQ test is available every two years.  This is an-

other disgraceful situation.   

Welcome 2011.  My son has not coped with his edu-

cation throughout Year One, even with his .6 Edu-

cation Assistant time he has received.  He has NOT 

made much progress.  Zephan has had intense 

therapy and homework during this time also, to help 

him meet the minimal standards of what might be 

expected from a Year One student.  Zephan is 

clearly not keeping up with his peers in his main-

stream classroom.  There is nothing more we can 



minimum standard.  The teachers have expressed 

that Zephan is not progressing as well as they had 

hoped for.  He is NOT entitled to repeat Year One 

again.  He is not entitled to attend a special educa-

tion centre within a mainstream school because he 

does not have an Intellectual disability.  The last IQ 

test was 18 months ago.  I have requested for Zeph-

an to have another IQ test.  This is not permitted until 

two years has passed since the last IQ test.   

I am becoming more and more stressed each day 

as I am watching my son’s education slip away into 

infinity.  Right now the system is failing my son 

AGAIN.  He needs help with his education, he needs 

help with his anger management and his emotional 

outbursts, and he needs help with his sensory over-

loads.  He needs help with understanding instruc-

tions and listening.  Zephan does not listen to instruc-

tions, he does not follow rules.  He does not under-

stand the consequences of certain actions. 

I need help with how to parent my Autistic son, be-

cause I am trying everything I know how, and fail-

ing.  I feel like a failure as a Mother, I do not know 

what else to do with my son.  There is no help from 

my LAC, there is no help from the school or the edu-

cation department, there is no help from DSC, there 

sure is hell has been NO RESPITE so I can recharge 

my batteries and refresh myself.  I have not been 

sleeping.  I am constantly worried about my son’s 

future, about his education, and his anger outbursts.  

I am worried about my son when he becomes a 

teenager and does not listen to society’s rules, and 

does not understand there will be consequences to 

his actions. 

Half way through 2011 I end up having a break 

down in tears at my son’s school.  That is it, I have 

broken down, I am done, I am tired, and I am fin-

ished.  There is not going to be any light at the end 

of this tunnel.  We are stuck on this frightening, fast, 

and scary, out of control Roller Coaster Ride, and 

the person at the control panel has said “The peo-

ple of Western Australia do NOT get to exit this ride”.  

There will be no extra help from the Education De-

partment, there will be no more funding for children 

once they attend Year One School, there will be no 

ful time.  My LAC was in somewhat of a hurry and 

late for a meeting during this phone conversation, 

so promised to call me back as soon as his meeting 

was finished.  That was in 2010, and I guess it is a 

record long meeting because I AM STILL WAITING 

for him to return that phone call.  Of course I DID 

NOT HAVE ANY SUPPORT for the meeting with my 

son’s school.    This is adding to the already massive 

amount of stress our family is under. 

During 2010 and 2011 I have made many, many 

phone calls to DSC and several LAC’s.  Each time I 

speak to someone the LAC has changed.  They 

don’t have the information about my son.  They 

can’t find my son on the computer system.  Some of 

the staff actually came to my home and intro-

duced themselves, and we filled out more forms.  I 

was constantly asking for some respite or some help.  

I have had enough.  I am tired, I don’t know what 

else to do to help my son.  His education is not im-

proving, his behaviour is becoming more and more 

aggressive towards myself, and my younger daugh-

ter.  The LAC’s have not returned my phone calls.  

The last LAC I spoke with has moved onto another 

position and this continues for the last 12 months.  

There have been approximately 7 different people 

filling the role of my Local Area Co-ordinator in the 

last 12 months.  I have NO idea what has happened 

to our two different forms of paperwork, filled out on 

two different occasions, by two different LAC’s. 

I have no idea what the selection criteria or experi-

ence is for someone to actually adequately fill this 

position as a LAC.  Disability Services Commission 

should be well aware we have a major problem 

with our LAC branch.  There is still NO communica-

tion between DSC and the parents on their comput-

er system.  I still AM NOT AWARE of what RESPITE I am 

even entitled to if any.  I need a break; I need some 

time out to recharge.  Still no phone calls!   Where 

are we, as a family suppose to go to get help, one, 

for our son, and two, for our family.  Not to mention 

for my sanity. 

We are now half way through another year, 2011.  

My son is repeating Year One in his local main-

stream school.  I know my son is not achieving to a 



also suffering from recurrent pneumonia, grave's 

disease and a history of gastric ulcers. 

Living with and caring for a child with special needs 

is a world one cannot imagine or properly under-

stand without the first hand experience.  

Before the age of five we received little assistance 

as she was then undiagnosed and the level of care 

classed as age appropriate so no assistance or 

funding was available until her fifth birthday, if she 

survived to that age. The amount of therapy and 

medical care required has had huge ramifications 

even though it is recommended that to maximize 

early intervention we should have been doing 

more. Navigating this maze is a full time job aside 

from the caring role. 

The emotional and financial hardship of caring for 

her has  ended in the breakdown of our family and 

extreme financial hardship with our home now in 

jeopardy. 

I wonder what on earth faces the next child born 

with special needs and their family's future if ours is 

considered to be all ok and managing with the 

support and services already provided.  

If my life is so manageable I wonder would you like 

to walk in my shoes to see for yourselves how 

exhausted, frustrated and scared many of us are as 

we look at the future and what it doesn't hold for 

our children?  

25. Equipment Fail 

Having worked in the disability field for over 10 yrs it 

breaks my heart to see families having to wait for 

specialized programs and equipment which is 

essential to their every day living and development. 

 

I have seen parents wait up to 12 mths for walking 

frames/standing frames which is essential to a childs 

movement development progress. I have no idea 

why it has to take so long when to me its simple ... if 

24. Exhausted, 

 Frustrated and Scared 

I am a mother of two living in rural Western Australia. 

My six year old daughter was born by emergency 

cesarean and the moment she entered the world it 

was obvious to all that all was not well. After a three 

week stay in the NIC at PMH we were sent home 

with a baby who was labeled as failure to thrive, 

suspected seizures and nasal gastric tube fed. We 

had no idea how quickly life would change. 

Our daughter has an undiagnosed genetic condi-

tion, is non verbal and incontinent. She has been 

given "band aid" diagnosis of cerebral palsy spastic 

diplegia and autism with all the bells and whistles, 

 

 ‘What on earth faces the next child 

born with special needs?’ 

 

 ‘It breaks my heart to see families 

having to wait...’ 



living with the diagnoses for over 12 months, but be-

cause WA would not recognise a Queensland diag-

nosis we had to go through it all again. The new 

NDIS system would mean that this wouldn't need to 

happen as the diagnosis and "package" goes with 

you when you move, especially significant with fam-

ilies moving frequently for work.  

We have found navigating the system complicated, 

nobody does really seem to know what you are 

and are not entitled to in regards to therapist, 

schools, a  child's rights to an education. Although 

you could bring in the "discrimination" word...the 

Principal will hold that against you.....  We tried to 

send our child to mainstream school. It was okay for 

a while, but then we were forced out for many rea-

sons. The main one was that the mainstream school 

felt they could not teach him....so here we are two 

years later and the special needs school is still doing 

kindergarten work with him.  He has been abused 

by two aides and is only just settling down now.  Au-

gust 2011, this is an Education Support School...they 

did not use basic autism knowledge such as sched-

ules, which set up Sean for failure each day. As 

Sean got the bus to school I did not see that there 

were no schedules on his table. So I asked the psy-

chologist from Autism Association to visit the school 

as I have a relationship prior with her. As soon as she 

went in she dot pointed all the issues - no schedules, 

no toilet breaks, too many breaks. Trying to get an 

education for our son is difficult as the Teachers & 

Education Assistants are not trained enough in all 

areas of disabilities and don't know the children 

therefore losing valuable education time.....not ex-

tending the children's ability.  

The attitude that children ‘can’t do’ is very com-

mon.   

We were granted IFS funding from Disability services 

Commission and chose Autism Association as the 

provider. We have had trouble since we started 

with them, so far 17 staff since December 2010, 

bringing home Sean burnt, not attending to his 

needs, stinger bite left untreated, stayed at the 

beach for 2 x 4 hour shifts, brought home 

dehydrated, etc.  Lack of training for staff means 

a child needs a piece of equipment then that 

piece of equipment should be made available in a 

reasonable amount of time . 

I have seen children having to wait 12 months for 

wheelchairs and having to sit in ill fitting chairs 

because they have to wait for funding or wait for 

the chairs to arrive? How is that possible ? 

I have had a case where due to red tape i was un-

able to find and supply a child with free nappies 

due to hospital red tape and watched the parent 

pay out of their own precious small pension having 

to buy nappies for their child. To me that is just an-

other added pressure that these parents have to 

endure on a daily basis. 

Why is it the Government can justify spending 

approximately 26 million in advertising for the 

Carbon Tax ~ But cant provide easily accessible/

affordable or free equipment and services for 

families who are affected by disabilities. 

 

I take my hat off to parents and families with 

children who are affected by a disability ... they are 

unsung heroes in my eyes. 

26. From Qld to WA 

Our son Sean is 10 years old, in year 4 at school. He 

is diagnosed with low functioning Autism 

and intellectual disability. He is non-verbal, has an 

extreme bird phobia, high sensory issues, and is not 

toilet trained. 

Since arriving in WA in 2004 we have found the ser-

vices here I am sorry to say, slow. We had to move 

to WA as my husband got a transfer with the Army, 

already knowing that our son was autistic. Went into 

Disabilities Services Commission and sat through 

their intense questions which we both found absurd. 

Some of the questions were unrealistic, therapists 

were cold, when finished they wanted to send out a 

psychologist, we declined as we had already been 

 

 ‘We have found navigating the system 
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WHEN we first went to the Disability Services Com-

mission, our new Local Area Coordinator asked us 

why we were in a hurry to get services?  What 

would it actually change? 

We got referred to the Rockingham early interven-

tion team.  We thought, great, some help.  Wrong.  

We didn't hear from them for almost a year.  We 

sought private therapy because of the lack of help 

from the team, then received a call to say we were 

being discharged from their boos as we were now 

using private therapy - as if we had a choice! 

Its going well now with early intervention, but get-

ting to this point has been a terrible struggle.  I’m 

sick to death of having to beg and plead with these 

organisations - my pride gets in the way.  I hate be-

ing made to feel as though I’m not as good as oth-

er people.   

I’m not entitled to any ongoing respite, except for 

five hours every three months.  That’s a joke.  I can’t 

leave him with a regular babysitter as he needs spe-

cialized care.  My child is non verbal and gets very 

frustrated so head butts, bites, scratches, squeals 

and hits - his behavioural issues mean that he needs 

to be cared for by a professional.   

We’ve been doing this on our own for at least two 

years.  We had to wait a long time for a diagnosis 

and then for therapy and taking care of my son 

takes all my energy and attention, weeks of asking 

questions made it very distressing and confronting. 

It needs to change. 

- Deborah Crone 

28. Trapped in a Life 

I GUESS the easiest place to start would be the birth 

of my beautiful baby girl.  Nice uncomplicated 

pregnancy (tried to do everything right), not an en-

tirely straight forward birth, nonetheless a beautiful 

looking child.....life was peachy.  It did not take any 

there is  the constant worry if staff are competent to 

deal with our son. Simply to take him out to the park 

is a huge issue - the great outdoors he finds 

overwhelming, so to find a carer who is compas-

sionate who can understand this boys needs and 

keep him safe when he needs to feel safe is a con-

stant challenge. 

IFS funding was granted we believe mainly because 

my husband is now based in Darwin and away most 

of the time, but the funding is not now addressing 

the issues we originally had. 

Dealing with organisations is very difficult. They can 

be very judgmental of our families circumstances. 

With my husband now based in Darwin, I am 

parenting and dealing with all of the above issues 

on my own for much of the time. We also have a 

younger child and I work full time running a family 

day care business at home. 

27. It Needs To Change 

 

 ‘I can’t leave him with a regular 

babysitter as he needs specialised care.  

 

‘We are trapped in a life that we 

did not ask for…’ 



have received for Imogen. Being completely new 

to the “system” and totally unaware of the need to 

push for what you want I stood back and got of-

fered little bits of therapy in blocks – however, I have 

ALWAYS asked the question, what else should I be 

doing for Imogen?? We took it upon ourselves to 

arrange a private speech therapist 

who costs a fortune, however it has 

been HER that has helped me open 

my eyes to places like the independ-

ent living centre and the like.  I am 

now being asked questions from the 

school like “why haven’t you had 

“private” physio and OT? Why aren’t 

you doing this, Why aren’t you doing 

that?  I feel like the biggest failure as 

a parent.  I now, after chucking in 

my career and everything I have ev-

er studied for, devote my life to Imo-

gen’s different therapies and STILL 

feel like I can never do enough.   

We constantly have teachers, therapists, medical 

staff, specialists, even friends and family members 

telling us we should be doing this and that (each 

day) and we are totally overwhelmed.  I would in-

vite any one of them to spend a few days with Imo-

gen and let them see how “challenging” the sim-

plest task can be.   

Imogen is nonverbal, non compliant, totally de-

pendent and extremely destructive. Add that to the 

fact she is a poor sleeper and it makes for a pretty 

unbalanced, dysfunctional home.  I am lucky I have 

an amazing supportive husband and a gorgeous 

other daughter, but I worry myself sick what underly-

ing issues this is causing in the future, especially for 

my eldest girl. Our house is a circus and Imogen is 

the ringmaster in total control of everything. 

I am now at the point where we hardly go ANY-

WHERE.  We have a few certain “Imogen friendly” 

friends houses that we go and “Imogen friendly” 

sporting clubs, however, school assemblies, shops, 

any place that requires some self control end up 

being a huge mistake.  Our family used to enjoy the 

outdoors and camping.  we now cannot go any-

genius to figure out this baby had issues right from 

day 1. Very unsettled, feeding issues, sleeping issues 

etc etc.  All came to a head on day 4 where her 

“dusky episodes” were figured to be full blown sei-

zures, which quickly spiralled down hill resulting in 

induced coma, intubation, RFDS flight and three 

weeks at PMH in a city with no rela-

tives, a husband off work and a con-

fused three year old to take care of. 

Upon returning home on antiepileptic 

medication, life did not improve in 

the slightest.  

 Having a new baby often is difficult, 

but this is often matched with joyous 

times and happy memories.  There is 

none of that for us.  This baby was 

almost the death of us all.  She 

screamed, never slept, had no inter-

est in cuddles, didn’t feed proper-

ly....the list goes on.  The poor baby 

obviously had so much neurological pain it was un-

bearable.   

(pause here,....respite....none,)   

To condense the next couple of years – we basically 

had six different hospitals, Two RFDS flights and 14 

ambulance rides, all before she was two.  Just to 

jump a few more years.... Imogen is now almost six 

and this year alone we have had ten seizures.  You 

may be thinking...big deal, some kids have many 

seizures in one day, but I must point out, that Imo-

gen’s seizure disorder is classed as severe and her 

seizures can last up to three hours – doing goodness 

knows how much more damage to her brain.  Apart 

from the obvious stress this puts on our poor child.. 

the ramifications for our family are also huge.   

My husband generally needs to take time off work, 

our older daughter get shoved from friend to friend 

(whoever is available at the time) and I spend yet 

another 24 hours sitting in a hospital chair.  Usually 

normal everyday appointments need cancelling, 

obligations and sports gets missed.  It goes on.  

 Seizures aside – Imogen has a significant global de-

velopment delay / intellectual disability.  I could talk 

for pages and pages about the lack of services we 

‘... so many WA 

families are faced 

with daily 

challenges with 

people with 

disabilities and 

simply need more 

help. 



(and yes, this was due to the efforts of DSC). Howev-

er due to the broken system, I now have funding but 

no support workers to provide me the respite and 

support I so desperately need. 

How are single parents of children with disabilities 

supposed to work and care for their children with-

out support?  

Local Area Coordinators at DSC can have up to 55 

families to care for each. With such high numbers 

and fierce competition for funding, how can DSC 

provide what families need? Disability is not about 

competition but if the current DSC-based is retained 

then this is what families will always face.  

People with disabilities in WA and their families de-

serve to be heard Mr Barnett. What you are doing is 

disabling, not enabling. 

I enabled my future (or so I thought), by working 

hard to get two university qualifications and a pro-

fessional career. But after the birth of my child I 

have had to give all that up to concentrate on get-

ting my childs needs met. Both my future and my 

identity are uncertain - a universal scheme such as 

that proposed in the NDIS will provide me with much

-needed security. 

Do the right thing, Mr Barnett, and at the very least, 

meet with WA families before you make a decision.  

- Delia Richardson 

30. Working to Live 

As a person who manages periodic blind episodes, 

and in a world that lacks the relative sophistication 

of willingness to hire people with disabilities, I found 

myself increasingly struggling with the ability to care 

for myself.  

The resulting slide in my physical and emotional 

state is directly related to the compounding effects 

of the poor financial reach of people relegated to 

the fallback position of disability pensioner. 

 

where “too remote” in case she has a prolonged 

seizure.  We feel so trapped in a life that we didn’t 

ask for.  Its like we have been given a life sentence 

and we cant see any light at the end of the tunnel. 

Basically my driving force behind this letter is that so 

many WA families are faced with daily challenges 

with people with disabilities and simply need more 

help. We cherish our loved ones and want to pro-

tect them and do everything within our power to 

make life for them, and us, fulfilling and enjoyable.  

Sometimes this desire however, is overshadowed by 

so many variables that makes for unstable carers 

who are fatigued and fed up with their own situa-

tion, society and life in general. 

Please consider not only my family but the families 

of thousands that depend on various types of assis-

tance and at the end of the day this can indeed 

greatly be affected by any decision made by you. - 

- Robyn Martin 

29. A Single Mums Story 

As a struggling single parent with a child with a disa-

bility, I have battled non-stop since my child was 

born.I have had enough of the battles and the nag-

ging and the chasing-up and generally the exhaust-

ing amount of energy I use daily just to get our 

needs met. The proposed NDIS offers me a solution 

to the daily grind that has worn me down. 

I am the sole carer and parent of a child who has 

ongoing medical needs as well as needs for support 

in daily care and attending school etc. Every day I 

must attend to an issue or three because my child is 

labelled disabled. My life is full of correspondence 

and appointments with medical specialists, therapy 

providers, school staff, disability workers and disabil-

ity service providers. There is no one else to help me 

with these appointments.  

The current system centred around DSC does not 

work. For many years I did not know CAP funding 

was available and then was awarded it last year 

 
‘Disability is not about competition’ 

 
‘A pox on ‘consulting with!’  



"mumma" being spoken as I lifted her into my arms. 

She would even run to the bathtub when bath time 

was called. At 14 months, 40 degree temperatures 

followed with an outbreak of red spots (measles) 

and she was gone. No more eye contact. No more 

calling from the cot. No more running to the bath 

when I called out "bath time". And no more coming 

when I called her name. She was tantruming all the 

time, we couldn't go anywhere because something 

would trigger screaming and fear.  

We as a nation want a system that our taxes can 

fund that will be used to take care of those who 

need it most including parents and carers as well as 

the those suffering with mental or physical condi-

tions. How could any member of the community 

living in our rich country deny our most disadvan-

taged? 

There will be so many conversations that will not be 

heard because the parents are too tired, time 

strapped and energy depleted to share their stories 

time and time again. After many years of their sto-

ries falling onto deaf ears, they think to themselves, 

"Why would I share it yet again? As before, nothing 

will happen, they will still deny our existence. So 

everything is not good, Mr Barnett and Ms Gillard! 

CHANGE NEEDS TO HAVE ALREADY HAPPENED 

YESTERDAY! 

32. Don’t Have Kids 

My son was diagnosed with autism at age 10, he is 

now 18. 

DSC did not recognise his diagnosis as needing 

much support so i did it on my own. 

My marriage broke down, i lost my home as the 

bank would not let me put the mortgage into my 

name. i spent the small nest egg in trying to find the 

right school only to have to homeschool from the 

start of term two year nine, due to education de-

partment stuff ups and bullying issues.  

The situation is worsened when services that we are 

more or less forced to apply and queue for, and 

eventually depend almost entirely on, are inade-

quately financed.  

There is also the critical issue that funding is further 

decimated by policy change, change of govt, only 

periodic societal and media interest, the armies of 

fully abled people employed to determine the out-

comes for the disabled, and the costs of maintain-

ing the largest employment field in Australia - that of 

the social and community sector. 

On top of that, we are frequently forced to rely on 

state housing, and the draconian restrictions on 

even part-time work, in order to help ourselves, and 

feel a part of the community. 

Most of the disabled people I know are highly intelli-

gent, and their sense of how little they factor in to 

their own welfare is keenly felt. A pox on "consulting 

with"! 

My reading of the productivity commission's wider 

recommendations is that (a) we will be able to self-

direct funding, and it is my great hope this will truly 

be at the discretion of the disabled person, upon 

reviewing all the parameters, and (b) that we may 

be able to "cash in" our public housing entitlements, 

to better tailor our housing options.  

If the federal and state governments were also to 

finally require employers to begin hiring disabled 

people, I believe we may finally approach some-

thing akin to equality. It will need a government 

mandate, as it will not be forthcoming organically. 

31. Working to Live 

I HAVE six children. My third has Autism. She seemed 

to be a perfectly developing baby. Putting on 

weight, smiling, babbling, interactive, including 

recognition of me with calling out to be taken out 

of the cot after sleep time, arms outstretched and 

 ‘There will be so many conversations 

that will not be heard because 

the parents are too tired…’  

 ‘My marriage broke down.  I lost my 

home…’  



er the obvious one and they are ‘doing you a fa-

vour’ for a very short period of time.  It is never a 

guaranteed or certain thing.  And then there are 

extra expenses.  To keep my drivers licence I have 

to do an OT assessment every year at a non refund-

able cost of $540, plus a medical.  That’s a cost oth-

er people don’t have to bear.  Hand controls on my 

car, other things all add up. 

Because this is a very common inherited neurologi-

cal disorder, more than 36 in 100,000 in the world 

are affected, you would think there would be more 

help.  But the range of need is very big and it is diffi-

cult for adults to access help if they need some 

help. 

I don’t know what the future will hold for me or my 

kids.   

34. Blind Since Birth  

I'm blind since birth. After spending six years in a 

school for the blind, where I was routinely bullied 

and harrassed at recess and lunchtime by kids from 

the adjoining regular school and where the so-

called teachers were conspicuously absent from 

playground duty and failed to show leadership and 

responsibility when they were made aware of the 

problem,  

I was thankful - indeed excited, when I was finally 

integrated and attended Westminster Primary 

School for the final year and then Mount Lawley 

Senior High School for the entire 5 years of my sec-

ondary education, busting my gut in the school's 

foreign language program, just so that I could gain 

the all-important precious TEE results to get into uni-

versity and continue my language studies (more gut

-busting over and above the level required of some-

one not contending with the pathetic inequities 

and inadequacies inherent in services for the blind 

and vision impaired). After a couple of years recov-

ering from the burn-out, focusing on creative/

Health professionals recommended that he home 

school and never return to school.  My son  is not 

employable at the moment and I struggle to get 

him to help out around the house despite the 

broken humerus i currently have. 

Finally it looks like i might be able to access a little 

help through DSC but God knows how much help 

that will be. 

In the meantime, I have less than $500 in 

superannuation, no savings and no home of my 

own. 

I would have to strongly recommend to people not 

to have children if this is the amount of support 

given to families with challenges. it is not worth it 

financially to destroy your life.  

33. 36 in 100,000  

I’m forty two years old and I have a condition 

called CMT, which is a degenerative disease.  My 

type is hereditary but my children do not have it. 

Over the years my condition has gotten worse.  I am 

one of those people who do not fit any easy cate-

gories - I can work, but it is hard because I get tired 

easily.  I have foot drop, so I use a brace.  I am a 

service user because I use health services, an OT 

and a physiotherapist, which are not funded and 

which I must pay for myself. 

The thing that is missing in the WA system for me is a 

whole approach.  It is ‘bitty’ - it is not what you 

know, its who you know as to whether you can get 

help.  Getting help takes a long time and is not 

guaranteed, especially for adults.   

Last year I had to have a hip replacement and I 

was off my feet for a long long time.  I asked for 

help in the form of home help for my family.  There 

isn’t any available.  I was talking to someone with 

cancer and disability caused by cancer and they 

said the same thing.  You can sometimes get help 

from one particular agency or another but it is nev-

 ‘It’s not what  you know, its who you 

know...’ 
 ‘How much longer do I have to wait...for 

a decent level of service and support?’ 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

35. She’s My Mum  

31 YEARS ago I was placed in the arms of a lady. 

This lady is different she can't hear (deaf) she can't 

talk (mute). This lady is my mum!  

We relied on a lot of family members to take care of 

us four children while my dad worked. We had 

lunch dinner next door at my aunties every night 

due to our mother not knowing how to cook. We 

got taken to school or outings by other family 

members as she knew no road rules or had a car 

license. We had to even take her and show her 

public toilets as she didn't know ladies from gents. 

The only books that were read to us was in school as 

mum didn't know how to read.  The thing we kids 

found really hard was that Mum couldn’t hear or 

say the words, ‘I love you’.  She needed 24 hour 

care.  

We are grateful for who we are as we are very 

accepting to others. We are caring, kind and 

loving. But even though we were well looked after I 

wanted to know what it would be like if things were 

different. 

musical activities (eg drumming), completing some 

short computer-related courses and being com-

pletely disgusted at so-called employment services - 

especially the "specialist" agencies recommended 

for the blind and vision impaired, I came back to do 

my second degree, studying Japanese and Indone-

sian, only to be burdened with even more stress and 

hassle despite the lesser number of units.  

As well as tracking down resources and agencies in 

Japan in order to learn Japanese Braille and have 

my study materials transcribed into Braille (noone at 

the Association for the Blind had ever dealt with 

Japanese Braille), I was also contending with the 

bureaucracy of the relevant department on cam-

pus, who were dragging their feet when it came to 

organising what to do regarding assessment of my 

written work. (I couldn't submit it in Japanese char-

acters, as there was no screenreader other than 

those used by the blind in Japan, which weren't 

compatible on our computers.)  

I was eventually allowed to submit the written work 

in romanised spelling of Japanese, and I did very 

well in terms of results, marks etc; however, I remain 

more appalled and disappointed in the disability 

services in this country. A blind person seeking 

Orientation & Mobility (O&M) training from organisa-

tions like the Association for the Blind of WA is 

apparently supposed to feel honoured to get a 

measley once a week, let alone the luxury of twice 

a week training.  

I'd like the Premier to contend with that when he 

wants to get around independently. The only other 

choice we have here in WA is paying a private mo-

bility instructor (there is one practicing privately now 

and charging $50 an hour!). And I'd really like to see 

him contend with the pathetic options available for 

us in terms of learning skills such as cooking. 

(Occupational therapists are still apparently quite 

OK for this purpose, even when their background in 

culinary skills is, well, minimal!) I am disgusted at this 

second-class citizenship and would like to know 

how much longer I have to wait til a decent level of 

service and supports is finally going to be afforded 

to us - especially if WA can apparently afford the 

big spend-up for CHOGM! 

‘I break down and cry for more help, be-

cause my carers role will never end…’ 



36. South West Story  

We live in the south west. 

We realised our little boy might be autistic when he 

was around 18 months old. He'd always been a very 

quite and seemingly cruisy little baby and although 

he didn't like being cuddled but we thought that 

was just him. Later we realised that he never looked 

us in the eye, and flapped his hands a lot and by 18 

months old had never said mum or dad or an 

 other distinguishable word. He also had some 

strange routines and liked to follow fences instead 

of play in the playground. He also ignored his sister, 

it was as if she didn't exist. 

After researching autism on the internet and realis-

ing our son "ticked a lot of boxes" we went to a Gp 

to ask for a referral to a developmental pediatri-

cian. The Gp thought  my boy was too young to be 

diagnosed but wrote me the referral. 

We waited for 4 months to see the pediatrician, 

who immediately agreed that our son was likely au-

tistic and because of his age was considered to be 

a high priority for early intervention. 

We then waited another 5 months for him to be 

officially assessed. 

About another month later we received a letter 

saying my son was eligible for services from DSC. We 

were very keen to get therapy started as we had 

been waiting nearly a year since we had first 

thought he had an ASD. 

Nothing happened and no one called so I did my 

own research and arranged for him to start some 

ABA therapy in Perth as soon as our Fahcsia funding 

came through. (Autism advisor was very helpful with 

information, but services in South West are extreme-

ly limited) 

 In 2005 I married a great guy Dave. We moved to 

Esperance and I must say I was a bit relieved just to 

get out of the carers role.  

In 2007, I was flown to Perth by Royal Flying Doctors 

Service and was blessed to have a baby boy.  

Three weeks later, he was finally here -  Cazaly 

Georges Jude Butchart. I am a mum! I dreamt of 

this day and the things we were going to do as a 

family. Those words ‘Mum’ and ‘I love you’! As time 

passed he smiled, crawled, walked .  But there was 

no ‘mum’ and no ‘I love you’.  My son didn't speak. 

He would grunt and scream and held my hand to 

show me what he wanted. People told me not to 

worry, boys were late talkers but I knew heart and 

soul it wasn't right. He was holding my hand like I 

used to hold my mothers hand to communicate. 

Right, I thought, I am going to the doctors and 

getting him checked out! We saw the pediatrician 

and wrote a referral to get assessed. We couldn't 

wait so we paid for private.  

After three hours we heard the words I'm sorry 

Cazaly is autistic. Okay, I said with tears rolling down 

my cheeks but kept a brave face. That day I step 

back in the carers role! He was a very frustrated little 

boy. He would scream, hit and bite on his dummy 

really hard. I found it hard as Dave works away as 

well. Cazaly had no eye contact and wouldnt sleep 

throughout the night he woke up between 5-10 

times. He didn't understand most things.  

Going shopping was impossible. Going anywhere 

was and is impossible as he would strike other kids or 

adults. He is nearly four and attends daycare and 

has a support worker for five hours, we only allowed 

to take him there from 9-3 they can't attend to him 

once his support worker leaves. Cazaly doesn't sit 

still and constantly needs things to do. I also have a 

little girl Matilda and its hard to juggle everything on 

my shoulders. I love my kids so much, It's the future is 

what I'm scared about I have no idea what it holds! 

Till this day I break down and cry and pray for 

patience or more help out there cause my carers 

role will never end...  

 

 

 ‘I wonder how much better he’d be 

doing if we had more services here.’ 



I have worked in the field of Paediatric Speech Pa-

thology for 15 years in the public and private sector. 

In this time little has changed in terms of reducing 

the bureaucratic nightmare that parents of children 

with disabilities must negotiate to access services. 

Most of my working life has been in NON-

metropolitan centres where i have met thousands 

of families who report the following: 

* Not knowing what they are entitled to in terms of 

services / financial support / respite. 

* Not knowing who to ask for information about di-

agnosis / treatment. 

* Feeling uncomfortable about complaining about 

services (or lack of services) provided. 

* Poor access to specialist services (compared with 

metro area). 

* Long waiting lists for assessment and therapy. 

* High levels of stress and anxiety regarding 

available respite services. 

I would also like to add that as a therapist I am 

continually frustrated with this issue becoming a 

We had to wait until school holidays started  for an 

intensive 2 weeks of therapy.  I also have a child in 

primary school and no family or support network 

here in Western Australia. ABA therapy started well 

so we decided to continue therapy and I now drive 

to Perth twice a week. I drop my other child at pri-

mary school, drive straight to therapy, drive straight 

back to collect my child from school. The carer's 

allowance I receive helps toward petrol costs but 

certainly doesn't cover it. It is also very tiring. 

It is now eight months after his diagnosis we are STILL 

waiting for the services, we are supposedly eligible 

for, from DSC. We were sent one therapy assistant 

who quit after 15 minutes as she felt she didn't have 

enough experience and didn't know what to do 

with my son....that was back in May and we are still 

waiting for a replacement..or a phone call at least! 

My boy is three now, so even though he is consid-

ered "high priority" for early intervention we had to 

wait about a year to get him assessed and we are 

STILL waiting for services that we are apparently en-

titled to, but don't seem to exist, or there is nobody 

to implement them.   

We have had services from the South West therapy 

team and the people there are wonderful and 

have a lot of collective experience, but it is a con-

sultative service so they only visit once every few 

months or so and base their advice on what they 

see in one visit. They do not KNOW my son and I 

have found their advice to be contradictory from 

one meeting to the next. 

We are making progress with my son slowly, but 

surely, but I can't help but wonder how much better 

he could be doing if only we had some more op-

tions available to us in the south west. 

- Name and address supplied 

37. A Therapist’s View  

 

 ‘I’m frustrated with this issue becoming a 

political football every election’ 



 ‘This problem is an absolute 

disgrace...we need a scheme.’ 

At the age of 19 I was diagnosed with cancer in my 

right leg. This resulted in weeks of anguish and even-

tuated in an amputation of my leg above the knee. 

Since I had the surgery I watched lots of videos and 

clips on You-Tube because I wanted to know more 

about prosthetics. I also wanted to meet another 

amputee but no one came to visit me so I really did-

n’t have any idea about what life would be like 

without a leg.  

I’m now 25 years old and trying to study at Uni. It’s 

pretty tough because I get tired using crutches all of 

the time. I was fitted for some kind of old leg back in 

the day and apparently that was the best that I 

could get. Apparently nothing has changed. I do 

keep checking but I’m told that’s all I can have – so 

what’s the point.  It is very ugly, heavy and pretty 

useless; nothing like anything I’d seen on the net or 

what people who have work place accidents get. 

This is really basic and actually caused more falls 

than not.  I don’t understand why getting cancer is 

not the same as having a workplace accident. Like 

it’s not my fault, it just happened. Just like I’m sure 

most accidents do. I’m frustrated by what is made 

available to me and I have so much of my life left to 

live.  

Two weeks ago I was told that I would need surgery 

on my good knee. I’m scared. I won’t be able to 

drive or get around unless I chose to use a wheel-

chair. If I’d been given better prosthetics to start 

with then maybe my good knee wouldn’t be so 

bad. I would have at least been able to share the 

load of carrying the weight of my body. I’m so an-

gry and frustrated and if one more person tells me 

to just get on with it I’ll crack. Getting cancer is bad 

enough; not having money or being funded for 

something that would help my lifestyle, ability to 

work and pay taxes is even worse. - Megan 

'political football' every election. Departmental 

name changes, new letterhead font and rezoning 

boundaries DO NOT HELP THESE VULNERABLE 

CHILDREN AND FAMILIES. 

- Name and address supplied 

38. 57 and Still Caring 

 
  

I HAVE a 34 year old daughter who is intellectually 

disabled she has very little speech but is otherwise 

healthy and quite fit she understands what is being 

said but doesn't understand money, and can't read 

or write.  

She needs help with personal care and can't be left 

alone, she needs a carer to take her shopping doc-

tors appointments etc. I am her 57 year old mother 

We live in a unit after I had to sell my home as we 

couldn't afford the mortgage, and struggled to pay 

the bills for 9 years after my husband and Angela's 

father died of Cancer. 

We have no other family help. I have been applying 

for CAPS funding for over five years now as she 

needs to be living with people of her own age,  

I will not live for ever, the stress I live under worrying 

about what will happen to her if I get sicker than I 

already am or heaven forbid I die.  

We carers in Western Australia with disabled chil-

dren and adult children with disabilities are fighting 

an uphill battle for services, We still have carers in 

their 70's and 80's caring for their adult children in a 

country like Australia, our so called lucky country. 

This problem is an absolute disgrace and if a 

disability insurance scheme is going to help these 

problems we in Western Australia definitely need 

one.  

39. What’s the point? 
 ‘Getting cancer is bad enough.’ 



things separating us from the total system failures 

experienced by others, this is not an effective, effi-

cient and equitable system. 

I have friends who can't get assessments, I have 

friends who can't get respite, I have friends who 

can't even get the basic equipment they and their 

loved ones need to function from day to day. 

I am not someone who likes to point fingers but 

criminals in our state are treated better then those 

with disabilities (and the elderly for that fact). 

When Kiara was first diagnosed we were living in 

Kalgoorlie, many of the specialists we had to see 

were based in Perth.  

No I don't "expect" all the specialists in regional are-

as, but access to them, YES i do expect that. PATS is 

a joke, to the point that it is not even worth the ef-

fort trying to claim it back, it is cheaper and more 

effective to relocate elsewhere in the state, to be 

closer to the specialists, where is the equity in that?  

By the way we did that, we moved to be closer to 

the services, rather than put up with the lack of sup-

port in accessing the services. 

Any system based on diagnosis as the only entry 

ticket is flawed in so many ways, needs should be 

the key. I need support, I need a break, I need 

some help, I need mobility, I need to communicate, 

I need to not be writing to the Premier of the State 

and begging.... seriously, as a State Government 

employee, a voter, a tax payer, a carer, a parent, a 

person, I implore you to take the time to look into 

the real world, and consider a world beyond that in 

which you live, where things aren't rosy and rich. 

Mr Barnett, feel free to contact me personally 

should you or your staff wish to discuss this matters I 

have raised. 

 

Regards 

Kath La Nauze  

40. Moved to S.A. 

WE have just moved back to South Australia, after 

two and a half years in rural WA, splitting our family 

up as hubby is remaining in WA for work and doing 

FIFO.  

We moved because of the lack of ability to get 

diagnosis for our kids and the long wait for basic 

services. Both my children have appointments in SA 

within six weeks of our referrals going in. We waited 

between 3-6 months for some appointments in WA. I 

am sick of the differences between services provid-

ed in states. WA is way behind in the level of 

services provided in SA. I have also noticed that 

when we did use the private system we were out of 

pocked by a lot more than we were in SA - a $30 

gap for an opthamologist became a $80-100 gap 

plus the cost of petrol from Kalgoorlie to Perth and 

accommodation, and frankly the amount that PATS 

gives is a joke - where can you possibly get accom-

modation for anyone for the amount they give you, 

let alone for a family? 

 

The whole of the WA medical system needs to be 

looked at along with the services provided to kids 

with special needs.  

41. S.A. to WA 

KIARA has autism and dyspraxia and was diag-

nosed at approximately 2 years old. She is now 8)8) 

Fortunately for us the system has worked ok, and 

unfortunately in our situation WA was better than 

the SA system. But luck and timing are the only 
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proximately 2 years, unless you take the option for 

private assessment, which will accumulate to a min-

imum of $2,000, this does include all of the therapies 

that the child might need over their life time. These 

therapies at times can make the different of a high 

functioning individual and a low functioning, which 

inadvertently can saw the government considera-

ble money. With the right supports early on, children 

with disabilities can develop and learn and be-

come working members of society, instead of reliant 

on the perpetual spiral of social welfare. It makes 

good sense to do the right thing now.  

Mr Barnett, I don’t even want to begin to imagine 

what it is like for families with more severely disable 

children than my own. Some of these families have 

severely disabled children and have been waiting 

for 5 years for respite. Adequate respite isn’t even 

dreamt of, no just respite, just someone at least a 

little bit qualified to care for their loved ones, so that 

they can catch a break, take some time to inhale, 

too breathe deeply rather than those rushed anx-

ious breaths that barely keep them alive on a nor-

mal day.  

Mr Barnett, have you ever seen what it is like for the 

families of people with disabilities? The system fails 

them, not just a little bit, a lot. It fails to support, to 

protect, to adequately educate,  

I know for myself Mr Barnett, I have a 12 yr. old son 

who has HFA, He, dear sir, will one day be one of 

the most prominent physicists in the country. He has 

wanted this since the age of five and as he not only 

has HFA but he is a genius. You would think this 

would be a country that supports children who will 

not only be our future but could make our future. 

But no it isn’t. How do you think my son gets his edu-

cation, Mr Barnett? In one of your very inclusive 

schools? Because not just in W.A. but in the whole of 

Australia, inclusive schools are either too little, too 

expensive, or inclusion is not really inclusion at all. 

No he is home schooled. He is currently studying at 

year 8 level at aged 12. In fact he completed an 

entire term worth of year 8 math and English in a 

week. Do you know how many kids there are like my 

son that are being refused access to services, edu-

42. The System Fails Us 

APPARENTLY disability services in the state of W.A. 

isn’t in need of the help of N.D.I.S. Mr Barnett, if this is 

the case I have to ask, why it is when I arrived here 

on my own with two Autistic children, it was to dis-

cover that W.A. has the worst disability supports in 

the whole of Australia. You see the failures of a 

state’s system cannot be found in the statistics, in 

the voting booths. It cannot sir be found in the wel-

fare services, it cannot be heard at a dinner con-

versation. Because the statistics don’t tell personal 

stories but numbers, polls never focus enough on 

disabilities for it ever to reflect the direction of the 

disabled and their carer’s votes. The welfare ser-

vices are stretched by a wide scale of people and 

minimally assist the disabled. And carers and peo-

ple with disabilities are either too busy just trying to 

take care of themselves, too isolated or too unsup-

ported and too broke to ever make it to dinners. 

And if they do, I am sure it would not be at your ta-

ble, it would take knowing just one family with a per-

son with a disability and listen to their story to know 

the system is very flawed.  

It can however be clearly read on every forum on 

every social networking site you can imagine. Des-

perate families and people with disabilities and their 

carers reaching out for help, guidance, support and 

advice, and so often just to not feel alone. I encour-

age you to look at these groups and read how hard 

it is. Anyone with a heart would feel it wrenched on 

a daily basis.  

I arrived here about 3 and half months ago, having 

lived in both Victoria and Queensland. Accessing 

services is paramount at times. And sometimes loca-

tion is the difference between being eligible for this 

but not that. It all gets confusing and frustrating. 

However what I have learnt if you have special 

needs children, the last state you want to live in is 

W.A. The waiting times for assessments alone is ap-
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nose. But most importantly I want my voice to be 

added to the list of voices, my voice is calm and 

strong, I have had my darker days of managing dis-

ability and luckily had the support in a different 

state available. But so many the families in W.A. 

they have been living through this nightmare of a 

system screaming for so long they are possibly 

hoarse, and too exhausted to yell and too sore to 

jump up and down.  

Mr Barnett, I truly hope just one thing I have at-

tempted to articulate moves you. And appeals to 

your better sense of judgement. W.A. not only 

needs change, it needs the N.D.I.S. 

Kind regards 

Niki Lakerink  

43. Nothing At All 

The lack of therapy, for many years from early inter-

vention through to leaving school was always a 

problem. In the early years we'd get maybe 2 visits 

a year from therapists, mainly to do assessments. 

Then we'd wait 6 months for the report to come out 

with a recommended program (for us as a family to 

do with our son) but by then, the program was out 

of date. We scraped together some money for 

some extra therapy and our DSC therapy was with-

drawn. "Double dipping" they called it, and said it 

could be harmful to have two different ways of do-

ing therapy. I felt we were being punished for not 

just accepting the little they offered. 

cation and support so that they may flourish. Have 

you ever taken a look at how many incredible 

minds both currently and historically have had disa-

bilities? For me I regularly look in on the famous peo-

ple with Autism, just to double check that my son 

and daughter can both really be something incredi-

ble with the right love and supports. My favourite 

however is Bill Gates. I imagine you are looking at 

this via windows. A computer system you have bill 

gates to thank for, imagine if there are 1000’s of Bill 

Gates’ right here in Australia missing out. I know the 

N.D.I.S. isn’t the be all to end all. But it is a help and 

a huge help. 

I am searching every grain of my being to find what 

will actually be just the right examples to convince 

you that you that W.A. does need the N.D.I.S. and 

not even in 7 years but now. What can I say to you 

to make you see that a change needs to happen, 

but there are no words. There are no examples, 

sometimes it’s like the floods in Q.L.D. or the fires in 

Victoria, both of which I witnessed, you really have 

to see it for yourself to believe it. The sad thing is, 

although the figure may not display it, the people 

who are failed by the very flawed system for the 

disabled and their loved ones, probably has much 

higher fatalities and costs than any of the natural 

disasters. It may seem insolent for me to say so, but 

the numbers of deaths and the costs are hidden, 

hidden in accidental overdoses, suicides, essential 

health services not being provided, accidents in the 

home, the cost of living for a person with a disability 

is hidden in the personal spending of that person 

and their families, most of which live in poverty or 

very close to it.  

I have to admit for me, Mr Barnett, life isn’t so bad. I 

have 2 children with Autism and I have Autism. I can 

home-school and study myself, so that I too can 

have a future. I enjoy my own company and being 

isolated. I am happy with the simple life, but I know 

we deserve better. However I am not writing to you 

for my benefit. I write to you because I think your 

state is a disgrace, because I think the health ser-

vices in your state are a disgrace and I cannot in 

good faith live in a state that is run by a person who 

has no idea, no idea of what is happening under his 
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and few between) that you are suddenly, irrational-

ly tempted to veer into the tree beside the road.  

You have a hysterical, fleeting moment where you 

think - yes!  God, yes!  Because then this pain would 

be all over!  And then the thought, who will take 

care of him?  Because there is noone , and he 

would go into care.  I read of one woman recently 

who stabbed her son in the throat, and he died, 

and the woman lived, but God, at what cost?  She 

wanted to take him with her, but of course the rea-

son her life was so terrible was not the ties of love 

that bound her, but the failure of her state to help 

and support her properly, and support and help her 

son...and then I read this.  That our Premier thinks it is 

all okay in WA and that our lives are okay. 

I do not know how to tell you this, I do not have the 

words.  I do not have the words to say that I hope, I 

hope that he is mistaken, because it would be far 

worse if he knew that his people in his state were in 

hell and he pretended that everything was all right.  

I read the newspaper and I was so upset.  It was just 

like if you were on fire, and someone was standing 

nearby and they said ‘oh, its okay, it’s a bit of 

smoke, there’s no fire at all...and I need this bucket 

of water in case I get thirsty later on.’  I want to 

scream - can’t you see?  Can’t you see what is 

happening to us?   

I don’t have the words to tell you how many tears I 

have shed over the lack of support and the lack of 

respite and the writing of forms and the trying to get 

equipment and the endless phone calls and letter 

writing to women with cold, cold voices, because 

they have heard it all before...sometimes you beg 

and you cry and your voice gets to hysteria and 

then you know they have heard you, because their 

voice gets slightly more human, and you get one 

more hour of respite or support or something that 

you have wheedled out of them yet again.   

As I write this, my child is crying in the other room.  I 

do not know why he is in pain, I have changed him 

and he has been (tube) fed and there is no reason 

for his distress.  Soon I must go and sit with him again 

and rock him to soothe him.  But my thoughts are 

often of a big gum tree by the side of the road. 

 

Even when he was going to a “special” school, the 

therapists on site were so busy that all we got was 

handout sheets on tying shoe laces. We asked for 

something more useful, but no, it was shoelaces for-

ever, and we never got there anyway. So much for 

child and family centred practice. Incredibly, at the 

end of one year, we got a "report", more a letter 

really, saying that our son had been receiving thera-

py during the year. They put another child's name in 

the letter. Apart from the confidentiality aspect, I 

had to wonder if they just used the same letter for a 

few kids and just cut and pasted the names, but 

someone slipped up with ours. Who knows - I com-

plained but never got a satisfactory response. 

I often wonder whether our son would be able to 

communicate better if he'd had the support he 

needed instead of all that bloody shoelace tying 

practice...how soul destroying that must have been 

for him. 

How wrong is it that a child who needs various types 

of therapy can get only one type, and that isn't al-

ways the one they need. How wrong is it that thera-

pists are so under resourced that all they can do is 

hand out program sheets, to kids with high support 

needs. And of course there's nothing once you 

leave school. Nothing at all.   

44. Cold, Cold Voices  

I WILL not do a good job here because I am unable 

to talk about this situation without crying. 

As I sit and write, I have tears streaming down my 

cheeks yet again.  It is very much like post traumatic 

stress disorder, this thing.  Feeling like putting the 

words to paper brings all the feelings, the grief, the 

anger, the frustration back again...and it is not just 

about the failure to get funding.  It is about so much 

more, having to paint your life as the blackest of the 

black every funding round and wondering if you 

should tell them that sometimes, when you are driv-

ing your car (on those respite nights that are so far 
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that first week of his life and wondered what lay 

ahead. It is just so wrong that when we celebrate his 

27th birthday this week, we still have no peace of 

mind for his future.   

- Trish Weston 

46. Lack of Support 

 

I HAVE a five year old granddaughter, who had a 

massive epileptic seizure a year ago in June. She 

has been left with severe brain damage and I can 

not believe that my daughter and family have 

been told that if she wants any funding for respite, 

carer, modified equipment etcetera, she needs to 

take her and get her diagnosed with a disability 

such as autism.  

I am amazed at the lack of support that has been 

given to her since this happened.  She and her hus-

band lived at Princess Margaret for three months 

and her other two children lived with us.  Apparent-

ly, having a brain injury does not qualify you to re-

ceive any help, according to the Brain Injury Associ-

ation.    

I am appalled at out governments lack of support, 

knowledge or lack of empathy towards families in 

this position. Her husband works hard, pays huge 

amounts of tax and they have had to beg for even 

a health care card for her. Her LAC has made no 

contact with her at all except one at the start who 

was filling in and even with me calling leaving mes-

sages urging them to make contact cause she 

needs support, she has not made contact. My 

daughter received a email today saying the LAC 

was leaving and the new one would make contact 

with her once she is settled I told my daughter to 

write back and say something about the fact that 

she didnt even meet her so whats the difference. 

They wonder why the divorce rate is so high in fami-

lies of children with special needs, it is because the 

pressure is to much and especially with no support. I 

45. No Peace of Mind 

WHEN our son Will was born and diagnosed with 

Down syndrome, we knew we would love him and 

give him the very best care we could, but we were 

immediately worried, yes, even before we left the 

hospital that week, about what would become of 

him when we were no longer around to care for 

him.  

We’ve been told not to bother applying for CAP 

funding; we’d never get it. Well, not til we’re in our 

70s anyway. Yes there is the Community Living fund-

ing, but I know people who have it, and their fami-

lies still have to be very involved in managing the 

situation and being there when the support falls in a 

hole. I worry too, that our son’s needs will increase 

as he ages – there’s a very high likelihood of Alzhei-

mer’s at a relatively young age in people with 

Down syndrome. What will happen then? It’s too 

scary to think about, but we must.  

We’ve planned as much as we can, and our will 

and financial planning revolve around our son. Our 

other children understand that he will get the lion’s 

share from our will, and they accept that fully. How-

ever you never know what’s going to happen do 

you? Since writing our will, another of our kids’ 

health and situation has changed so how do we 

react to that situation?  

So here we are, 27 years down the track. The lack of 

adequate support, the ongoing need for so much 

input from us, and the additional strain of battling 

for services, have taken their toll.  

Our son is a lovely young man, who has a lot to offer 

and has shown he has great patience, determina-

tion, courage and a love of life – great gifts. Those 

who know him, know they have been lucky to have 

him in their lives, for a variety of reasons.  

We have loved him and cared for him as we knew 

we would when we held our firstborn son in our arms 
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called to come and take him home, we are basi-

cally a single income family with two children, and 

are unlikely to be able to cover these costs indefi-

nitely. It had been our plan that I would have been 

working 3 days a week by now, but that is impossi-

ble, what with calls from school and all the appoint-

ments – who would employ me? I currently work 4 

hours a week, and two of those hours are from 

home. This is about as much as I can reasonably 

manage. The Carers Allowance from Centrelink 

does not go anywhere near making up for lost wag-

es. Most families I know with an ASD child are in a 

similar position. 

The waiting lists for all the specialists that our ASD 

children need to see are too long. I rang 3 develop-

mental pediatricians this morning (for an appoint-

ment for my older son), and was told that there 

were no appointments available for nearly 6 months 

(one was nearly 9 months). As I said before, we 

waited 18 months to get into social skills classes with 

a speech pathologist, and the developmental psy-

chologist that my younger son sees, has closed her 

books, taking no new clients for the time being. This 

is not uncommon. Thankfully, my son gets up to 18 

sessions a year with her, but I am worried about the 

possible change coming that may lower it to only 

10 per year. My son visits the psychologist for thera-

py every 4 weeks, and then she also visits his school 

2 to 4 times a year to advise his school and coordi-

nate the goals for him. We see this as absolutely vi-

tal, but many psychologists do not do this. 

The public diagnosis procedure is often inadequate. 

I know of two children who were assessed by DSC 

whose parents were told that there was nothing 

wrong with their children. These parents (supported 

by their children’s schools) were convinced that 

there was a problem, and paid for private assess-

ments, only to be given diagnoses of ASD. Children 

of school age are also waiting far too long for as-

sessment, many more than 2 years through the pub-

lic system, with many unable to pay for a private 

assessment, which would get them a diagnosis (and 

assistance) much sooner. Valuable therapy time is 

lost and valuable learning time is lost, as these chil-

dren miss out on necessary assistance at school. 

am so over Mr Barnett’s lack of empathy for all kinds 

of needs in our state and can not wait for election 

time to get rid of him I am certainly not the only per-

son who feels this way, that’s for sure. It 

appears he is more concerned about sitting in a 

nice office than really looking after his people.  

- Carol Bonner 

47. Lack of Support 

I am the mother of an 11 year old boy with mild high 

functioning autism. My husband and I also have an-

other son, who is 15 years old. For more than a year, 

I coordinated a support group for parents and car-

ers of children on the autism spectrum. I have been 

a Development Worker in a supported playgroup 

for children on the autism spectrum and their fami-

lies for the last year, and 6 months ago, I took on the 

task of coordinating an e-newsletter for parents, 

carers and those who work with people with ASD. It 

gets sent out every 2 to 4 weeks, depending on 

when I can do it. I have worked with children with 

ASD in schools as an Educational Assistant on a re-

lief basis before my son started having severe diffi-

culties at school, when he was 6 years old. I think all 

of this qualifies me well to comment on this matter. 

As a parent, I find the systems frustrating and fund-

ing for specialist appointments inadequate. My son 

was not diagnosed until he was nearly 8 years old, 

so did not qualify for early intervention funding at 

all. The twenty sessions given for Allied Health Care 

appointments under the Helping Children With Au-

tism Package was used up on social skills classes in 

only six months (and that was after we waited 18 

months to be given a place). We now get five Allied 

Health Care sessions under Medicare per year. My 

son goes to a social skills group class every fortnight 

(like most of the families in the group, we can no 

longer afford for him to go every week). We see this 

as an ongoing necessary therapy for our son, but as 

I am unable to work more than a few hours a week, 

in case he has a meltdown at school, and I am 
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would be less of a problem. I believe ALL ASD chil-

dren should be given FULL-TIME ASSISTANCE in the 

classroom (funded by the government, no matter 

what school they go to) to be able to reach their 

potential. I recognize this is expensive, but I believe 

it is a lot less expensive than having them depend-

ent on welfare and social workers forever, and the 

long-term social and medical problems (such as 

depression) this can cause, which affect them and 

those around them 

Early recognition of the problem, quick diagnosis 

time, early intervention and adequate support are 

so important to those with ASD and their families. 

Unfortunately, at this point in time, most of this does 

not happen for a lot of ASD children and their fami-

lies. 

48. No one Bothered 

I AM writing in regard to my Son who is now 7 ½ 

years old and a patient of Shenton CAMHS. 

He was initially brought in to PMH in June 2009 after I 

found him with a steak knife to his throat. At this 

stage he was seeing a private clinical psychologist 

as he had expressed to his teacher at school and 

also at home that he wanted to kill himself. 

He was not admitted to hospital but was referred to 

a program. I did not receive a phone call and 

called an agency to follow up. I was then told that 

“usually after this kind of thing, we don’t come out 

for about a week” 

He was seen just once a week for four weeks. He 

was not referred for services at family pathways for 

over 3 months. He was also not seen by a psycholo-

gist even though on the ED recommendation for 

they had requested that he be seen as soon as pos-

sible 

No one bothered to contact his school or his other 

therapists. 

Catching up is extremely difficult for them. 

GPs and child health nurses need more training in 

recognizing the symptoms of ASD. I took my son to 

the GP and the CHN when he first exhibited prob-

lem behaviours at about age 3, but neither asked 

me the right questions to get the information that 

they would have required to suggest that we see a 

paediatrician about the problems. As a parent (not 

a professional), I did not recognize the signs of ASD 

myself. The only children I knew who had autism 

were quite severe, and their signs and symptoms 

were much more obvious (most couldn’t even talk). 

To me, he was just “difficult”, and the GP even said 

to me “That’s what you get when you have bright 

children” (my older son had already been formally 

recognized as gifted, and later we found that my 

ASD son also has an IQ of 131). School psychologists 

often lack the skills necessary to recognize potential 

ASD, too. The one that observed my son when he 

was in pre-primary (age 5), said that “It’s a maturity 

thing – he’ll grow out of it”. So we lost more valua-

ble time, waiting for him to grow out of the behav-

iours. Of course, he didn’t. In fact the behaviours 

got worse when he started Year 1, ending in us pull-

ing him out of school and home-schooling for 5 

months while we tried to find someone who could 

identify the problem. When we did, it took another 6 

months to get a diagnosis while we waited to see 

the private practitioners that could formally assess 

him. 

I strongly believe that if adequate assistance is giv-

en to high functioning children before and during 

their school years, they have an extremely good 

chance of functioning well as a fully contributing, 

independent citizen as an adult, with a job and a 

family. Not given that assistance, they will be de-

pendent on welfare forever, and may not be able 

to live independently. I know many placid ASD chil-

dren who do not get the assistance they need in 

the school setting, because they are not a 

“problem” and don’t distract their classmates or the 

teacher. These children drift through school, missing 

out on learning experiences, because they cannot 

fully participate, and fall behind the their peers aca-

demically and socially. With improved help, this 
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is now seen for 1 hour a week (this is nowhere near 

enough) My boy still has complete emotional melt-

downs for up to an hour, He can be threatening 

and physical, he grabbed a butter knife from the 

table and held it to another child because… she 

liked peas. ( for the record, he is brought up in a 

very secure home with my husband and myself and 

our other 2 children, he has a stable and safe 

home ) I have been told that he has the emotional 

capacity of a 2 year old. He struggles within himself 

day to day. 

 

We need a better system than this  

49. Kat Speaks Out 

 

In this period he made countless attempts to self 

harm, including, trying to climb out of the car whilst 

we were driving, punching himself, head banging, 

holding a pen to his eye, biting himself, run onto the 

road, scream for over an hour at a time. We were 

no longer able to send him to school. He would 

have physical symptoms, palpitations, chest pain, 

sweats. 

Seven months after his initial incident we were seen 

by Family Pathways. It took 7 MONTHS for anyone to 

begin to assess him, a 5 ½ yr old child tries to cut his 

throat with a knife and It takes 7 months for the 

system to even look at him. 

I cannot expect you to comprehend what my 

family endured during this time, I couldn’t sleep. 

He would cry uncontrollably, He would go into outs 

of screaming for an hour at a time, He would 

continuously wake during the night. 

He was hearing voices tell him to hurt himself. I 

found this out after looking in my rear vision mirror to 

see him punching himself continuously in the ear. 

One night I tucked him into bed and went to the 

lounge room to watch tv, I heard him creep up the 

hallway. I saw him put something under and out of 

the front door, then he went back to bed. 

I opened the door, It was a note - ‘Mum I am sorry 

that I am dead” 

I ran to his room and he was sobbing in his bed, he 

told me that he had planned to kill himself while I 

slept, another visit to PMH, again He was sent home 

under supervision. 

I couldn’t leave my boy unattended, and further-

more I could not understand how a 5 year old who 

has been brought up in the most secure and loving 

environment could ever want to do this. I was not 

offered any support during this time. I have never 

felt so helpless. 

It took a MORE THAN 10 MONTHS before He was 

seen by a psychiatrist. 

After reviewing my son, he was given a diagnosis of 

severe anxiety, autistic traits and OCD thoughts, he 
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culties have now been identified as a neurological 

condition rather than a mental health issue I have 

been informed that I no longer qualify for help or 

treatment in that health field either.  

I am certainly not incompetent nor am I unable to 

raise my child, I have proven otherwise many times, 

but there is no reason why it should be as difficult a 

task as it has been.  

A five year wait for respite, the need to fight for eve-

ry little bit of funding my son has received, several 

public newspaper reports and the fear I have every 

day about my sons future have all contributed to-

wards my current situation. As another stint in the rat 

infested ward of Alma street is no longer available 

to me, I will continue on as I am, not expecting any-

thing from the uneducated public sector except for 

more uninformed opinions such as your own. 

With the support of the autism community I am 

growing stronger in my self- belief with every passing 

day. Politicians who do support greater recognition 

and awareness of ASD and the impact it has on the 

lives of those affected, have already quoted me on 

the floor of parliament. So please don’t think that 

this will be the last that you hear from me, or that I 

will quietly disappear into the realm of those who 

live with a disability. I have been publicly vocal be-

fore and have every intention of doing so again. 

Whilst I have had difficulties trying to expressively 

write about my lack of support during the last 6 

years I have been inspired to begin writing a book 

about my own experiences and also those of my 

sons.  

Whilst I doubt you will even read this letter it has 

been important to me and no doubt also the other 

missing adult women on the spectrum, for me to 

write from this point of view. 

Ms Katherine Shuard-Banks  

50. I’ve Lost Count 

Mr Barnett, 

I have spent the last few days trying to write a letter 

explaining what it is like to be a parent of an Autistic 

child in Western Australia. The abundant support 

you talk about is not apparent in my experience. 

What little is available is hidden behind reams of 

paperwork and incompetent public sector employ-

ees. Trying to write about how difficult my journey 

alone with my son, on the spectrum, is proving to be 

more than I am capable of right now.  

There is a reason for this, not one that I would ex-

pect you to understand. The reason being is that it 

has become blindingly apparent to all who know 

me that my son is not the only member of my family 

affected by an ASD. It has taken 32 years for the 

doctors to realise that I do not have depression, bi-

polar or whatever other medical condition is the 

favourite diagnosis of the decade. I have Aspergers 

Syndrome which is being assessed and treatment 

made available only because of the generosity of a 

few medical specialists who actually can see how 

difficult life is to be a single parent struggling to raise 

a severely affected child whilst also being on the 

spectrum.  

In Western Australia if you are an adult female with 

un-diagnosed High Functioning Autism there is no 

wait list to endure because simply there is no public 

assessment so therefore no assistance and nothing 

more to expect than further social isolation and 

confusion available unless you have the money to 

pay for a private assessment. Thankfully I have previ-

ously been misdiagnosed in our woeful mental 

health system. Yes you read correct I am thankful 

for my misdiagnosis as this has brought my situation 

to the attention of the aforementioned specialists 

and I do have the prospect of formal diagnosis 

ahead of me. 

Considering that the world’s leading expert Dr Tony 

Attwood on Aspergers Syndrome particularly in the 

female population is an Australian, and has earned 

his world renowned reputation for his research in this 

field, I find it ludicrous that I have no other option 

but to rely on the generosity and curiosity of doctors 

to gain any further personal assistance. As my diffi-

 ‘...Mr Barnett, have you watched your 

child cry in pain?’ 



My husband had to quit a full time job to help be-

cause I was not able to take all 3 to therapy as you 

can only have one child in therapy at a time so 

what could I do with the other two? I had to have 

them in Child care and do all therapy sessions for 

that child on one day and repeat for the other two 

the following days. When he stopped working we 

just made our repayments on our home (not a fan-

cy home a small 3brd 37yr old home) and there 

were weeks we were in the red and our parents 

helped us out because they seen how tough we 

were doing it.  

How is it that a government can pledge so much 

money to things that are not a need yet our most 

vulnerable go unnoticed? I am terrified of what our 

future holds to be honest because I know when my 

children are all in school I will have to try and find a 

part time job to fit around (to pay their therapy bills) 

them and getting calls from school because of is-

sues will impact whatever job I am lucky to get. This 

is not just about seeing carers as sitting on their be-

hinds doing nothing, we work very hard and sacri-

fice a lot for our families.  

As a example:  

My day starts at 2am, I get my husband up and start 

the house work as I cannot afford to do things on 

peak power. In winter our bills are high (gas and 

elect) and you keep trying to reduce them and 

they just keep going up. How does the government 

think this is ok? How do they expect us to do every-

thing and not ask for help? There is so much money 

being pledged everywhere else and yet the ones 

who cannot talk for themselves get left in the dark 

and the carers get left to beg and plead for any 

service available? This is NOT OK. We need the gov-

ernments help, we have been asking for so long 

and it seems to be the lets stick our heads in the 

sand and pretend its not happening. Your right! Its 

not happening, TO YOU….. 

Its happening to me and my carer friends and their 

disabled children/adult children/their parents/

siblings/friends/foster kids.  

Ask yourself, how would I cope having 3 children 

with Disabilities and starting my day at 2am and not 

In February 2004, I welcomed my beautiful little 

man  Rylee into the world. On that same day, our 

lives changed forever. Rylee was born with a rare 

chromosome disorder, cleft palate, kidney and 

heart problems. I've lost count how many trips we've 

done to Perth / PMH due to the fact none of Rylee's 

specialists visit Kalgoorlie and none of his surgeries 

can be done here either.  

I've lost track on the cost of travel and accommo-

dation as PATS is pure crap. Mr Barnett, have you 

ever had to take out a personal loan just so you 

could get your sick child to Perth for surgery. NO 

of course you haven't.  Mr Barnett, have you ever 

had to buy a bigger car to accommodate your 

child's wheelchair , of course not. Mr Barnett, have 

you watched your child cry in pain because his 

standing frame and AFO's are to small for him. Mr 

Barnett has your child had to wait for over two years 

for a new standing frame NO of course not.( And still 

waiting). Mr Barnett, you are one big JOKE !!! 

51. I’ve Lost Count 

To Whom It May Concern in our Government. 

RE: The disgraceful state of our Disability Services.  

I would like to write to you and let you know how 

we are affected by the Disability Services, of lack 

thereof. 

 

I have three children who have moderate to severe 

Disabilities. We have to fight for every service we 

have, and the affordability is a killer. How is it that 

company’s can make HUGE profits of one’s 

suffering and us Carers will do all we can to provide 

this to our children at any cost. Carers such as my-

self fight tooth and nail to keep a roof over our chil-

dren’s heads and a stable home life amongst all the 

chaos, and make no mistake being on carers pay-

ment is a help but it doesn’t help when your therapy 

bills out way the income.  

 

 ‘...How does the government think this is 

okay?’ 



takes months to recover because I don’t have that 

option to rest. I had croup for 4 months this year 

straight and my Doctor wanted me in hospital to 

force me to rest but that was not possible because 

no one could help with the children and my hus-

band.  

Please do not think for a second that because car-

ers are not banging down your door that we don’t 

need help and your system is letting not us all down. 

Two words, IT IS. You can change this so please get 

your head out of the sand and see it for what it is 

and hear us when we say THIS SYSTEM IS NOT WORK-

ING.  

I am 26, I should have friends and be seeing people 

and working in a paid job but I don’t get that op-

portunity. I am so isolated that I see family 1nce fort-

night if I’m lucky and 1 couple who has not left cos 

of the kids issues and our time being so tight and no 

help available to do things. I have met some awe-

some people online who support me and I support 

them, they are invaluable to me keeping sane and 

just for that contact who is not a therapist. 

I just wish you could live in one of our shoes for a 

week with the lack of support and services we have 

and be treated the way we do when we ask for 

help. Its not fun and its no way to live, Australia is 

said to be the lucky country?? What is so lucky 

about people in power KNOWING there is a issue 

with there services and continuing to turn a blind 

eye? NOTHING LUCKY ABOUT THAT……   

52. Depression 

 

Our story is relevant to people with depression and 

their families, people on the autism spectrum and all 

carers. 

I have three children two on the autism spectrum 

and one with depression. After my husband left 

home, I became very ill with clinical depression and 

going to bed until 11pm (when I’ve put on washing 

to use the start of off peak power again to save 

money to help pay for therapy’s). You then have 

therapy’s to do with the children in the day, multiple 

appts and your husband sleeping for about 4 hrs or 

so in the day to catch up on time he has lost, while 

you don’t get that. Someone has to do the house-

work and do the children’s therapies, appoint-

ments, sort out food and everyday life on top.  

If you honestly think the state of your disability ser-

vices are ok your deluding yourself…..I get NO res-

pite, why? Waiting lists to long and lack of service 

providers. My body is so used to getting so little 

sleep that if I sleep more then 4hrs I feel physically ill. 

I would love for some help, some respite but the sim-

ple fact is there is none available. This has to 

change, us carers need help. We get so burnt out 

and yet we have no option but to keep going. We 

need rest to be able to function and help, where is 

that help that you think is so readily available? Disa-

bilities dont stop at a particular age, they keep go-

ing and then no help is available as the services are 

aimed at early intervention. What about the older 

children and the teens and adults? They deserve 

the right to be treated with dignity and have the 

same help young people do. Why are they forgot-

ten? Shame on the government, these people de-

serve dignity and respect too.... 

I know people who have chosen to sell there homes 

and rent because they cannot afford the therapy 

costs, I am doing all I can not to sell my home be-

cause it’s the only thing we have left. We don’t own 

posh furniture or the like, we make do with what we 

have and whist we get upset at times that our life is 

not where we hoped it would be we are thankful 

that we make do. We do all we can to reduce costs 

and give our children what they need sacrificing 

our own needs.  

The stress not having help has almost tore my family 

unit apart, my husband dose not understand as he 

himself has a disability. So its like I am looking after 4 

children on my own and any service I have to fight 

and beg for is becoming out of my reach. What do I 

do when I cannot cope anymore? When I get sick it 

 ‘...No-one should walk away from an at-

tempted suicide without calling for help’ 



Our story is about the overwhelming need for men-

tal health services for carers and the people they 

care for, and for depression to become understood 

as a clinical disease from which recovery is possible. 

No-one should walk away from an attempted sui-

cide without calling for help. 

- Melissa Kelly and Patrick Barter  

53. I’m Worried 

 

I AM the mother of a 15 year old severely autistic 

daughter.  She also has an intellectual disability and 

has quite extreme self injurious behaviours and very 

little independent skills.  She currently attends our 

local high school education support centre.  While 

she is there she had 3 aides rotate with her so she 

has an aide with her at all times at school.  The high 

school is supported by the Inclusive Schooling Au-

tism team, to help the school to address her needs 

and to support them with her learning down at the 

school and for strategies to encourage independ-

ence and to lessen her self injurious behaviour.  

I do not work, as our daughter requires one on one 

care at all times when she is home from school, and 

there is no care for her over school holidays, so I 

need to be available to look after her.  We currently 

receive some brokerage funds from GIFSA (which is 

partly funded by the DSC, I think) and this pays for a 

private carer to take her after school once a week 

on a Friday afternoon.  This is the only respite I re-

ceive from her apart from her attending school.  

Last year, for some reason unknown, her brokerage 

money was cut in half, so for her to continue to go 

to a carer one afternoon a week, we had to fund 

this ourselves.  I approached the DSC to see if they 

could help us out but they only made a once off 

payment to help to continue this, but it did not cov-

er all of our costs, so the carer had to be paid for by 

ourselves. 

 

anxiety. I had lost my family home, the support of 

my mother and my financial security. Gradually I 

began to lose my sanity. The severity of my illness 

may be gauged by the fact that I attempted 

suicide twice in three months.  

I was rescued by my son Patrick after the first at-

tempt and treated in hospital. After the second 

attempt I was found by my former husband who 

brought my son home from an outing and found 

me in a coma but still breathing. He then left with-

out calling an ambulance, and left Patrick alone in 

the house with me. Patrick has Asperger's Syndrome 

and was fifteen at the time. He is now 22. 

My former husband then phoned my mother and 

told her of my second suicide attempt, and she sub-

sequently rang my brother in Melbourne. None of 

them called an ambulance. None rang Patrick the 

following day to see if he was alright or if I was 

alive.  

This incident, coupled with my illness and circum-

stances, was so traumatic that Patrick and I didn't 

speak about it for four years. 

With a combination of treatments and finding sup-

portive friends, Patrick and I gradually got on with 

our lives. I recovered slowly from my illness and now 

lead what I hope is a useful and productive life, but 

we both still suffer from the aftermath of this failure 

to assist in a life-threatening situation.  

My brother committed suicide twenty-two years 

ago when depression and suicide still had a huge 

stigma attached. Things have improved but we still 

have a long way to go. Depression is a clinical dis-

ease, not a terminal illness. 

I now do voluntary advocacy work in the autism 

community and have taken part in a six year Ph.D 

study on the effect on families of ASD. 

 

Findings are that carers, and in particualar sole car-

ers with precarious financial support, experience 

depression and anxiety in unacceptably high num-

bers. In addition, they often have to care for some-

one with depression and anxiety. 

 

 ‘...There doesn’t seem to be anywhere 

for her to go.’ 



services as Disability Services commission were no 

longer registering  children with Aspergers syndrome 

unless they had an intellectual disability 

This meant anywhere we went we were either 

turned away or had to pay privately to access help 

This meant we had enormous financial pressure and 

emotional pressure on all members of our family cu-

mulating in myself having to give up work and 

home educate him in 2010  we have revisited the 

diagnostic process and have been able to obtain a 

confirmation that  he has High functioning autism 

and have now been able to register with Disability 

services and are receiving some assistance to try to 

obtain funding from our local area coordinator to 

help him become more independent and access 

the local community etc and to provide some res-

pite for other family members however as he is now 

16 and early intervention is to late and financially 

we are exhausted it is a bit late we also have a 

daughter who is 12 years old and has High function-

ing autism diagnosed 2010 and even though she is 

registered with disability services it is enormously dif-

ficult to find what services we are eligible for and 

access them and there is always a long wait if we 

do  find any suitable and we should all be question-

ing how much damage the  delay in accessing 

funding and services is actually doing to our chil-

dren’s long term outcomes and the families as a 

whole. 

I am happy to let him know the system does not 

work. 

55. I Want To Work 

 

I can’t believe that we are having this conversation.  

To find out that a national disability reform is pro-

posed and the reason we will not cooperate with 

the rest of the country because of power and mon-

ey, well that beggars belief.  This is about my life 

and it seems to have gone without discussion that 

 My daughter has only 3 years left of schooling and I 

am very worried what services will be available 

when she leaves school.  We have not received 

much assistance so far in her schooling years, and I 

am concerned what is going to happen when 

school finishes.  She has such high support needs, 

that I will need more respite from her when she is 

home all day, but there doesn't seem to be any 

support out there for her.  I don't think we will be 

able to privately fund carers ourselves continually 

and can see this situation becoming very stressful.  

Although we have quite a supportive LAC from the 

Disability Services, she seems unaware of what fund-

ing is out there and which would be the best for us 

to access.  Recently we purchased an adult trike for 

our daughter which was quite expensive, as she 

can't ride a traditional bike, and was then told by 

the DSC that they could have possibly funded it 

though an independent living grant.  This was after 

we had already purchased the trike, so not much 

help to us.  It is frustrating when things like this hap-

pen, because no-one tells you what is really availa-

ble to you and your family through the Disability Ser-

vices. 

Although this is just a brief rundown of our life at the 

moment.  Our life is very stressful living with such a 

high needs child and there seems very little support 

for our family out there, and it is up to you to find 

carers that might be appropriate and then mostly 

fund them yourself.  Always in the back of my mind 

is what is going to happen to her when myself and 

my husband pass away, there doesn't seem any-

where for her to go. 

Jo-Anne Brown. 

54. We’ve Been Failed 

The Western Australian Disability  service system has 

failed our family completely our Son was diagnosed 

in April 2005 age 10 years as having Aspergers syn-

drome from that date on we were unable to access 

 ‘...we should all be questioning how 

much damage has been done…’ 

 ‘...my chair is falling apart and I can’t 

afford a new one, especially now.’ 



signed for wheelchairs.  Funnily enough, now that 

I’m on a health care card (I never was before) I can 

finally afford pain meds.  When I get a job I won’t 

be able to afford them again.  I don’t know what 

will happen when my hands and shoulders become 

too weak to push my chair.  That will be a whole 

new story.   

We need disability reform in this state because it 

isn’t good enough.  I hear a lot of stories from peo-

ple and it makes you bitter so that you can’t go out 

and enjoy life and just live an ordinary life because 

you’re constantly being eaten up by the things that 

are bad.  Please think seriously about the introduc-

tion of a National Disability Insurance Scheme.  Its 

about MY life. 

- Karl 

56. A Different Story 

 

Our son Mitchell was received his diagnosis of Au-

tism at 3yrs of age. Shortly after this we moved to 

Australind. We received our letter of acceptance 

from DSC around about the July of 2004 and re-

ceived NOTHING by way of therapy for our son until 

April 2005. This was only our measly allocated allow-

ance of 4 hrs per week of ABA Therapy. Speech 

and OT were a completely different story. We 

couldn't access our local service provider at Hudson 

Rd Child Development Centre as services for chil-

dren with a disability had been moved over to the 

Health Department.  

The "perfect" system that the health department has 

is this.....A consultative service whereby a Speechie 

or Ot come to your house...ask what you think you 

need for your child..um Speech and OT and then 

proceed to "give you tips" on what I can do for my 

child.  

I am a mother, NOT a speechie of OT and NOT 

trained as a therapy assistant. This "advice" was for 

a NON-VERBAL 4 yr old. Oh by the way, my son is a 

we are talking about the lives of Western Australians 

not about politics or service providers.   

I have a physical disability and I use a wheelchair.  

I’ve never been in receipt of services because I 

haven’t needed them.  I have post polio and I have 

been able to look after myself for most of my life.  

My experience with the system has been limited but 

not good.  The types of services I need come down 

to dollars but not always.  When we are talking 

about dollars, the issues that I have are with trying to 

get enough support for taxi fares or train fares.  

Trains are fine but you can’t always get where you 

need to go. 

I had a good job and then they moved to an inac-

cessible workplace.  I couldn’t get up the stairs and 

because I’d worked there for fifteen years they 

were nice about it, they said there is nothing we 

can do, we cant afford a lift.  So I agreed to resign 

with full benefits, but it has eaten at me since.   

Now I am looking for work again and I never 

thought it would be so hard.  If you have legs that 

work you can go and doorknock.  I can’t do that 

because I can’t afford a taxi to go from door to 

door.  So I rely on the letters and phone calls and I 

never tell them I use a wheelchair until I get there.  

When I get there they look at me and I know I will 

not get a phone call back. 

The issues I’ve had are mostly with equipment and 

consumables.  If I’d been injured in a car accident 

I’d be covered by third party for some of the things I 

have to pay for like continence aids and repairs 

and maintenance to my chair.  My chair is falling 

apart and I can’t afford a new one, especially now.  

I went to visit an LAC once and they told me that 

they probably couldn’t help me because most of 

the people they help are families and people with 

kids who have got medical conditions and who 

need support worker help.  That’s fine because 

those people need that help, but what about me? 

I have severe arthritis in my hands now and it hurts 

when I go anywhere.  Most wheelchair users I know 

end up with RSI like conditions in their hands and 

shoulders and arms because humans aren’t de-

 ‘I am a mother, not a speech 

pathologist or therapy assistant.’ 



ease the medical term being: Pulmonary Artesia, 

Tricuspid Artesia, ASD, VSD and a hypo plastic right 

ventricle along with chromosome deletion which 

the Genetics Scientist said will cause Zachary men-

tal retardation and will mean that Zachary will never 

live a NORMALNORMALNORMALNORMAL life. 

Over the past 12 years we have been through the 

wringer we have had many a sleepless night worry-

ing about how Zachary would go with surgeries as 

he had 3 heart surgeries in the first few years of his 

life and not only has it caused me to go in and out 

of depression for many years but it has had a detri-

mental impact on our marriage because of the 

pressure.  It has also affected our daughter Kayla 

who has for many years been a young carer for 

Zachary from the time she was 2 years of age 

changing his nappies and helping to feed him to 

help her mummy because she knew how stressed I 

was. 

The times we have spend speeding too and from 

PMH due to a “blue” baby were countless, we even 

had a time where he “died” on my bed and I had 

to shake him back into existence because he had a 

febrile convulsion. 

Zachary’s health has improved since then but he still 

is a difficult child to raise as we have heaps of work 

to do on his speech and occupational therapy 

which has just started becoming regular after not 

having access to one for over a year through Rocky 

Bay due to lack of funding and we are still waiting 

for a Speech appointment at PMH due to the wait-

ing lists. 

On top of this I have let myself down with my health 

and have only just recently started seeing a psy-

chologist to deal with my stresses and in particular 

my health as I have to have surgery to remove a 

cyst which was not detected that has been causing 

abdominal pain for many years without any formal 

diagnosis being found. 

I can’t see how our family is lucky to live in Western 

Australia? 

We are on an extremely low wage with my hus-

band’s work and this puts so much financial pres-

triplet. I have 2 other children who coincidentally 

are the same age and need my attention, yet I am 

supposed to toss them aside and implement the 

"speech and OT" therapy to my son with Autism.  

7 yrs later...I have not seen a speech therapist or OT 

for 18 months and have NEVER had any hands on 

therapy for my child with Autism.  

Now, according to the Minister for Health...School 

age children such as Mitchell are eligible for a regu-

lar review of their speech and language skills by a 

speech therapist and sensory needs by an Occupa-

tional Therapist. From this regular review.....the 

school and home (who spend the most amount of 

time with the child) are supposed to implement 

whatever strategies are recommended. This of 

course is done with NO guidance, NO equipment 

and NO training. Thanks for that. 

Now the Regional Therapy Team who are in charge 

of school aged children with Disabilities have 1, yes 

1 OT for the WHOLE south west division. Now that 

really equates to a great service doesn't it???? 

My son is now 10 and a half and is still largely NON-

VERBAL and has MULTIPLE sensory issues which im-

pact on his everyday life and learning ability. This is 

apparantly satisfactory according to our govern-

ment. 

Mr Premier.....you can go and SHOVE your BROKEN 

system firmly where it fits. Your system has done 

NOTHING for my child....I and my family have done 

EVERYTHING for my child.  

Michelle Robins 

57. Blue Baby 

 

Dear Mr Barnett, 

Do you really want to find out how the other half 

live? ...well here’s your chance! 

Zachary Thomas Broxton was born 20 November 

1999 and was diagnosed with congenital heart dis-

 ‘I can’t see how our family is lucky to live 

in Western Australia?’ 



 

The support is so hit and miss.  One of my sons was 

on the wait list for Child Health Services but as soon 

as he received a formal diagnosis he was taken off 

because he could receive the $12 000 (2 years of 

$6000).  Really aren't we just "robbing Peter to pay 

Paul?"  It just sounds good to the general public that 

we are able to access $12 000 but in reality other 

areas of support are just removed from us. 

  

It is so frustrating because we all know that early 

intervention is so crucial.  Money paid in early inter-

vention will save the government, tax payers and 

families so much more money in the years to come, 

not to mention increasing the quality of life of peo-

ple with disability and their families. 

  

Every time I catch up with other mothers on a similar 

journey as me I am amazed to find out about a new 

way of accessing resources, support and assis-

tance.  It is the exhausted mothers (and other care-

givers) who get on and help each other.  But how 

long can we all maintain this?  

  

There needs to be a centralised avenue of support. 

Isn't it time to be preventative rather than reactively 

cleaning up the messes caused in our lives because 

we didn't have the support when we needed it? 

 We are not asking for government assistance for 

our kids and ourselves because we want to.  I don't 

believe any of us want to be on the disability jour-

ney that we are on and for some of us it is going to 

be a journey we are on for the rest of our lives as we 

care for our kids with disability.  

  

It is very hard to ask for help but the reality is that we 

need it to survive.  How much do you think it would 

cost the government if we weren't being the carers 

for our children?  We need good systems in place 

for our families because without them, what hap-

pens to our kids if we are not around to be their car-

ers? 

sure on us because I can’t get a “REAL JOBREAL JOBREAL JOBREAL JOB! There is 

no possible way of me having a well paid full time 

job, no “NORMAL”NORMAL”NORMAL”NORMAL” out of school care facility will 

take a “DISABLED”“DISABLED”“DISABLED”“DISABLED” child and 

no “NORMAL”“NORMAL”“NORMAL”“NORMAL” employer will let an employee just 

take time off to take a sick child to hospital appoint-

ment. It doesn’t happen in the REALREALREALREAL world, Colin!! 

Having one child with a disability is hard enough but 

added to that our first born (the most forgotten one) 

has health problems too which we have to con-

stantly worry about as she was diagnosed a couple 

of years ago with Nephrotic syndromeNephrotic syndromeNephrotic syndromeNephrotic syndrome  (kidney dis-

ease) which she has already had 3 bouts of. 

So, Colin! ..... When does it end?? You come and 

live with us for a week and you will see what I 

mean!! 

- Marie Broxton - Mother of a disabled son. 

 

58. Its Hard to Ask  

It is hard to know where to start as there is so much I 

could say about the need for a National Disability 

Insurance Scheme.  We have three children, two 

boys and a girl aged 6, 4 and 2.  Our two boys have 

a formal diagnosis of Autism from DSC. 

The parenthood journey is a roller coaster ride for 

most people but having disability issues takes things 

to a whole new level. 

The stress and strain on each family member is enor-

mous.  The lack of sleep, lack of time to myself to 

meet my needs (some so basic as brushing my 

teeth and showering), the emotional strain, the grief 

as I give up on the dreams I had for my children and 

accept that there are different paths to take now, 

the absolute bone tired weariness from fighting, ad-

vocating, fighting and then advocating some more 

even when you feel you just can't take one more 

step but knowing that if I don't fight for my kids who 

is?? 

The government, the overworked LAC who we see 

maybe a few times a year, the teacher who has 3 

kids with Autism in her class and minimal support??  

 ‘.It is very hard to ask for help, but the 

reality is that we need it to survive.’ 



 

We knew when he was about 20 months old that 

something wasn’t right, he had been developing 

speech normally and within a few weeks lost the 

whole damn lot, went back to baby babble and 

leading (a common strategy for children who have 

autism). Many people tried to reassure us – boys talk 

later than girls, the family situation is stressed 

(company hubby was working for closed it’s doors 

without notice, he was unemployed!), grandmother 

was sick, “he’s being manipulative”.....but all along 

a mother’s instinct knew something was not right. 

Took him to GP, who referred us to Speech 

Pathologist who couldn’t get a word out of him, GP 

then referred us to a Pediatrician who ordered a 

barrage of tests to rule out Mitochondrial disorders, 

hearing impairment, Chromosomal abnormalities, 

blood disorders, urinary issues, and an EEG for brain 

issues – all hugely terrifying for new parents. It took 6 

months wait for an assessment for Autism at the 

State Child Development Centre, a free assessment 

since at the time we couldn’t afford to do any pri-

vate assessments, it was our only option. After this, 

early intervention was able to start quite quickly.  

 

Over the time since then I have heard horror stories 

from families as to the waiting time/lists they have 

been on for therapy of any kind ~ this is dreadful, 

world research clearly shows early intervention is 

VITAL for long term positive outcomes.  And just re-

cently I have been told if a child is over 6 years of 

age in WA  the wait time for assessment (then wait 

for accessing therapy) can be 3-4 YEARS. How can 

this be best practice????!!!! Not good enough WA.  

Along the way the best support and information we 

got about what’s available was/is from other par-

ents who have travelled this journey before and at 

the same time as us. Nothing is any different than 

when we started way back in 1998. There is still ex-

treme frustration about accessing information and 

services. There needs to be a central hub for this to 

happen. I still hear weekly that parents didn’t know 

such and such existed, or that they could access 

such and such funding or respite etc. This should not 

still be happening. Not good enough WA.   

  

The National Disability Insurance Scheme is not 

something we want....it is something we vitally need 

in order to meet the basic needs of people with dis-

ability and their families. 

Therese Bonasera 

59. The Smith Family 

  

Our little family has been living with disability for the 

last 13 years, that is since our first child was heading 

towards a diagnosis of severe autism. He was diag-

nosed at 2 years 8 months, met 10 of the 12 criteria 

for Autism Spectrum Disorder. He has never been 

tested for his IQ as this has been deemed too diffi-

cult due to his lack of receptive and expressive lan-

guage – at age 15 he’s almost non-verbal. Ever 

since we started trying to find out what was 

“wrong” with our beautiful firstborn we have hit 

BRICK WALLS, have been INTERROGATED, have 

faced WAITING LISTS, have been IGNORED, have 

competed AGAINST other individuals and families, 

have been made to feel STUPID .........all when seek-

ing the information, assessments, therapy, special 

school placements, accessing services, respite fund-

ing and places, Schools Plus applications, etc, etc, 

etc 

 ‘Over time, I have heard horror stories 

from families about waiting lists’ 



in assessments and report writing. This compared to 

12 hours per week for every week of the school 

term, 1 week of the school holidays and only three 

weeks off on Christmas holidays for our first son’s EI.  

By this time we were desperate – how could we get 

therapy for this child who was obviously far behind 

his peers, and was headed for mainstream school-

ing due to his diagnosis of PDD-NOS? We couldn’t 

afford more private therapy. We had already re-

mortgaged our home, borrowed money from our 

parents to buy a car and were living off a credit 

card from pay to pay. We applied for a Language 

Development Centre program only to be knocked 

back. We were extremely lucky when we applied 

and to have him offered a placement in a trial pro-

gram – an Autism Unit run by the Education Depart-

ment for kindy and pre-primary, an intensive one-on

-one program for children with higher functioning 

autism. Without this wonderful program he wouldn’t 

be where he is today – year 6 mainstream school – 

still struggling every day, but it gave him a great 

start. We really feel for all of those kids with Autism 

who did not get early intervention or specialised 

kindy/PP program. Not good enough WA.  

Currently, the common story in WA is of families that 

they often have the funding for early intervention 

through Federal Helping Children With Autism Pro-

gram (Fahcsia) but cannot access the therapy. And 

still the government thinks all is rosy here in WA. Just 

yesterday I heard of a family who will probably lose 

their funding because their child is turning 7 and 

they haven’t been able to use it due to the wait 

times for therapy. They had to wait for assessment 

then this! They are devastated for their child!!!! Not 

good enough WA.  

Eventually I had to return to work as a teacher in 

2006 as we couldn’t continue financially in that situ-

ation and I was also denied any further leave. Unfor-

tunately, even though I was only working part time, 

and my children were both in full time school, I still 

required before and after school care, and some 

evenings and for parent meetings and school holi-

days for curriculum liaison. This was never reliable or 

consistent. My children’s schools often needed to 

 

A child with severe Autism should NOT be in main-

stream kindy and pre-primary – no if buts and may-

bes – our first child should never have had to cope 

with mainstream kindy and pre-primary, even with a 

very good teacher and education assistant.  And 

it’s still happening in WA today!! Not good enough. 

After these 2 very tough years, we were VERY VERY 

lucky (yes it was LUCK, as we purchased land and 

built our home in our current location before we 

had any children) to have an Education Support 

Centre in our local primary school and now a pur-

pose built Education Support School within our local 

intake High School – but most parents of kids with 

additional needs do not. And children without an 

intellectual disability do not have access to them 

anyway. Children in rural areas have even less ac-

cess to these facilities. Not good enough WA.  

 

By the way, I have a career – well I did have!!....a 

very good career......when our first son was diag-

nosed I was an Acting Deputy Principal in a metro-

politan Senior High School, I was really enjoying my 

job and was considered a very valuable member of 

the administrative team, and primed for substantive 

promotion. To enable my son to attend early inter-

vention therapy I went on leave, and because this 

therapy followed through into beginning school is-

sues (and a new pregnancy!) I took maternity leave 

followed with leave without pay. During this time of 

leave our second son was progressing but we real-

ised not within the normal developmental mile-

stones....so off we went and had him assessed – pri-

vately this time as we’d been told the waiting lists 

were 12-18 months, if not longer.  

This cost us (even with Private Health Insurance) 

about $600 out of our own pockets and we still had 

to wait a couple of months to have the assessments 

and final diagnosis. We paid for private speech 

therapy as we had to wait about 6 months for an 

early intervention placement. What we thought this 

placement was offering us, turned out to be false 

information, our son ended up with 1-2 hours of ear-

ly intervention per week for only 8 weeks of the 

school term. The rest of the funding was gobbled up 



mainstream – this is going to be extremely difficult 

for him and we predict many meetings, and fights 

over what he requires to support his learning. He is 

one of the boarderline kids, not able to access Edu-

cation Support because he doesn’t have an intel-

lectual disability, but can’t cope with mainstream 

because of his autism deficits. I hear many similar 

stories regularly. Not good enough WA.  

Planning for our children’s future is high on our 

agenda. They will both require 24 hour supervision 

and care for the rest of their lives. This will likely be 

long after my husband and I are gone. We will be 

relying on a circle of family/friends to support our 

boys. Hopefully what we leave behind financially 

will help them, but at this stage it’s not looking too 

positive.  Our thinking is that we as the older parents 

will probably be caring for our two boys in our own 

home until we are no longer physically able to – 

then we will be going into government funded and 

run retirement/nursing home accommodation and 

our boys will fall into state run facilities too because 

all of our family and friends have their own lives to 

lead and will not want to be looking after two men 

with autism. What a dreadful thought. And that 

should not be their future either....but so many are 

living that RIGHT NOW!!  

NOT GOOD ENOUGH WA! 

Mr Barnett 

Please read our story (and all of the others) and re-

alise it’s vital to EMBRACE the Productivity Commis-

sion report into a National Disability Insurance 

Scheme for Australia and help our loved ones and 

our family live happy, fulfilled lives.  

Del and Kevin Smith 

60. Future Uncertain 

I first suspected something wasn’t ‘right’ with my son 

when he was around the age of 2yo.  I had my GP 

put in a referral to the State Child Development 

contact me during school hours. My husband works 

shift work and needs to sleep at odd hours, there-

fore he was rarely available when the children 

needed to be collected from school or to be 

looked after. We did have opportunities to apply for 

respite through ACTIV, one of the regular 

“interrogations” we endured. Carers through agen-

cies like this rarely continued for very long. Staff 

would leave, recruitment was poor, pay is dreadful, 

the staff are overworked.....and they leave.  Much 

of the carer cost over the first few years was carried 

by us. We’ve found over the years unless you 

scream and shout and give the worst possible sce-

nario to a Local Area Co-oordinator of DSC, you get 

nothing – no information, no suggestions of support 

or resources, funding........it took us having a mini-

breakdown of our marriage before we received 

any respite funding. Then there is the ridiculous diffi-

culties with finding and retaining carers privately. 

Not good enough WA.  

I resigned from the Department of Education and 

Training in 2009 as I could no longer cope physically 

or emotionally – I was spent, our marriage was in 

tatters, our boys needs were being neglected, I al-

most ended up in a complete breakdown, seeing a 

Psychologist on an Enhanced Primary Health Care 

Plan for over 12 months. It has taken me since then 

to come back to feeling well again. Income of up 

to $85,000 a year as a teacher would be very help-

ful in the scheme of things, but that is not something 

I can see happening in the current lack of support. 

No tgood enough WA.  

We are currently in a holding pattern. My husband is 

working his butt off 6 (sometimes 7) days a week to 

support the family financially. He’s 51 and expects 

to still be working at 70!!! I am also qualified as a 

Lactation Consultant and work in private practice 

from home, which means I can suit my bookings 

around our family commitments, but because the 

service I provide has no rebate for Medicare or pri-

vate health insurance, I am not in great demand 

and am lucky if my business breaks even each year. 

Our children are progressing steadily at school – af-

ter ups and downs along the way. Next year will be 

a different story as #2 son enters high school – in 

 ‘His extremely aggressive behavior…did 

not improve.’ 



him” and as such other children would always be 

placed in front of us on the waitlist.  As a result I was 

FORCED to see private therapists in order to gain 

services for my son (despite being on pension my-

self)  and being able to only work limited hours to 

pay for services. 

Soon after I began seeing a private Occupational 

Therapist, Jean Loth, who completed an assessment 

of my son (then aged approximately 3yo).  The as-

sessment revealed my son had SEVERE SENSORY 

PROCESSING DYSFUNCTION, contrary to what I was 

told within the public system.  My son continued to 

have treatment for several years thru the private 

sector. 

At 3yo my son was also assessed by a private paedi-

atrician, Dr Peter Chavel, who is known to be a guru 

in the autism area.  He concluded my son demon-

strated many autistic traits and believed he was on 

the autism spectrum.  As a result he referred my son 

for a full autism assessment through the Disability 

Services Commission, which was completed when 

my son was 3years and 9 months old.  At the start of 

this year my son also began kindy at Newton Prima-

ry School where he demonstrated aggression to-

wards other children.  He was given minimal aide 

time in the mainstream class and the teacher in-

structed the aide to remove him from the class at 

least every 30 minutes (and had him picking up rub-

bish instead of doing school work).  I removed my 

son from this school in term 2. 

At the formal autism assessment, the speech thera-

pist and clinical psychologist concluded that my 

son DID NOT have autism, rather he has severe 

speech impairment and recommended speech 

therapy which I did.  The public system offered him 

5 sessions that year so they suggested I apply for the 

Carers Allowance to help pay for private therapy. 

I began private speech therapy with Roz Ward at 

Kidz are Kidz where my son was diagnosed as hav-

ing verbal dyspraxia.  My son continued speech 

therapy for many years.  Whilst his speech improved 

dramatically, his extremely aggressive behaviour 

towards other children did not.  I continued private 

speech therapy and private occupational therapy 

Centre who then in turn referred me to the Arma-

dale Child Development Centre (as I lived in that 

area).  By the time that referral came thru though 

(many months later), I was moving out of that area 

(so were no longer eligible for services at Armadale 

CDC).  Armadale CDC then referred us over to 

Southwell CDC who took many many months to 

even acknowledge the referral. 

Finally I was contacted by a Senior Social Worker 

(Linley Head)  at Southwell CDC and was finally  giv-

en an appointment to see her.  Despite the aggres-

sion that my son displayed towards other child in 

every setting (day care, at home, visiting friends, at 

the park)  I was told by the Senior Social Worker at 

Southwell CDC that there was “nothing wrong with 

my son” that it was me who suffered anxiety and 

she needed to help me with that.    Despite this, I 

pushed for a referral to an Occupational Therapist 

at Southwell CDC as the support services linked to 

day care centres had already identified my son 

had sensory dysfunction.  Without even meeting my 

son, the OT concluded from a form I was asked to 

complete immediately after my dad had passed 

away, that my son did not have ANY sensory issues 

and as a result the Senior Social Worker withdraw 

my request for OT services (without my consent).  

She told me that I had too much going on in my life 

at that time (because my dad had just passed 

away and because we had been told my son 

could not return to the O’Connor Child Care Centre 

(private) because parents were complaining about 

his level of aggression/violence towards other chil-

dren (and staff).  Even when I pointed out we need-

ed support, I was told the only services on offer 

were to continue to see the Senior Social Worker 

(Linley Head) at Southwell CDC for cognitive be-

haviour therapy (CBT) for myself to treat what she 

perceived as my anxiety.  I explained that the anxi-

ety she was witnessing was because there was 

something wrong with my son and I didn’t know 

how to help him.  At this time I also requested an 

appointment with their paediatrician to review my 

son when the Senior Social Worker told me my son 

would NEVER be seen by a paediatrician at South-

well CDC because “there was nothing wrong with 



Special Education Centre but his behaviour is still 

thru the roof.  Most days throughout the year I have 

received phone calls asking me to collect him as his 

behaviour is extreme and they need him removed 

from the school.  At the end of Term 2, 2011 the 

school stated my son could only stay at school for 1 

hour per day and that I was required to stay with 

him.  This places enormous strain on myself, as it pro-

hibits me from re-entering the paid work force, 

something I desperately need to do for financial 

reasons and also for my own mental health.  Due to 

the stress of the situation I live with daily (based on 

my son’s needs and the issues relating to services, 

funding and education) I am now on anti-

depressants.   

I am not eligible for funding for my son through Disa-

bility Services Commission because my son’s IQ 

score is 71 ... this is ONE POINT above their cut off to 

acknowledge my son has an intellectual impair-

ment and as such I would be entitled to funding.   

My son is currently on the waitlist to be formally as-

sessed for autism once again.  Fran Tyler at Disability 

Services Commission has informed that due to my 

son’s age (now 10yo), he will not be assessed for 

approximately 2 years, as Disability Services Com-

mission focus on early intervention, so older children 

are not seen as a priority.  Well, if the Disability Ser-

vices Commission had got it RIGHT when my son 

was 3yo (instead of waiting until he is 12yo) we 

would have been eligible for services, respite and 

funding for early intervention.   

But instead I receive no services and we completely 

missed out on funding for early intervention services 

and my son continues to fall apart every day at 

school and any other environment that is unfamiliar 

to him.   

This places enormous strain on me, as I have no 

family to support me raise my son or offer respite or 

funding to pay for much needed services.   

My son’s future hangs in the balance all because of 

a system that is failing so many families with children 

with special needs ... something desperately needs 

to be done!!!! 

simultaneously. 

By this point the only diagnosis I had was verbal and 

motor dyspraxia and sensory processing dysfunc-

tion. 

When my son began pre-primary at Phoenix Primary 

School, he was not afforded any aide time as he 

did not have the right “label”.  His behaviour was 

extreme and SPER were called in to work with him 

and the staff to manage his behaviour.  The school 

requested my son once again be reviewed for au-

tism due to their belief this was the correct diagno-

sis. 

In year 1, my son was diagnosed as having a severe 

generalised anxiety disorder by a psychologist Kyla 

Penfold, at the Child & Adolescent Mental Health 

Service  (CAMHS) in Fremantle.  He was then afford-

ed aide time of 0.65.  His behaviour was still not 

managed well and a further application for schools 

plus was required.  My son had an aide with him at 

all times (even recess and lunch).  Despite having 

great aide time, it was not used to my son’s ad-

vantage.  Children demonstrating autistic traits, are 

known not to cope with changes in routines and 

staff changes.  Despite knowing this, my son was 

allocated two (2) aides – one working up until lunch 

time each day and the other worked from lunch 

time until the end of the school day.  Each day, this 

caused my son to have extreme meltdowns where 

the teachers and deputy physically restrained my 

son (causing further anxiety/meltdowns).  Changes 

in routines occurred frequently (despite the 

“inclusive schooling” policy) and I was often asked 

to keep my son home as they did not believe he 

would cope with the changes.  The trauma that 

was caused by the mainstream school, led to me 

being forced to homeschool my son, because no 

other option was available to me.  This placed me 

under extreme financial hardship, being a sole par-

ent. 

My son was assessed by Family Pathways 

(connected to CAMHS) and they recommended he 

attend a  special education centre due to his learn-

ing difficulties, challenging behaviour and anxiety. 

This year my son was accepted into Maddington 



fit their criteria. In the end  - children miss out. Also 

recently the Assoc for the Blind has made the inter-

nal decision that regional kids will not be seen by 

their specialist OT/PT/SP - they can only see metro 

clients. Regional kids can only see their regional 

generalist therapists!!!! Vision impairment is specialist 

area - why are regional kids missing out on this ser-

vice?? 

  

- There is a situation locally at the moment where 

the health department allied health team is refusing 

to service an Education Support Unit primary school 

due to difficulties with particular staff members. All 

this means is that the children are missing out on a 

service and parents are too scared to speak up as it 

is the only Ed Support Unit for K/PP in the district and 

parents do not want to "not be welcome there if 

they cause trouble". Again, I feel that therapists spe-

cialising in the disability field would have more skills 

to ensure that situations like these do not arise. 

  

- There is inadequate flexibility in respite options for 

families in Kalgoorlie and also for post school op-

tions. Again, the local organisation is doing the best 

that it can however families need more. 

  

- LACs do a great job but again, cannot provide 

the complex support to all families that may be re-

quired. 

- We need more psychologists to work in the field to 

support parents dealing with adjustment to having 

a child with a disability and what this means for th 

erest of their lives. 

- The Autism packages and Better Start initiatives 

are a great move forward, but really it needs to in-

clude all children as families who children do not 

meet specific diagnostic criteria are still left without 

the support of these packages and in limbo land! 

  

An Occupational Therapist 

61. An OT’s Story 

As a service provider in the paediatric disability sec-

tor (allied health therapy provider) for the past 11 

years (public and private not for profit) I think it is 

evident that some services work really hard to meet 

families needs, but it seems that obstacles remain 

for ideal service provision. I have not seen any 

changes or improvements, in terms of on the 

ground support for families and their children over 

this time. Some glaring gaps include: 

  

- Therapy services for rural families. If you are based 

outside the metro area, you are reliant on generalist 

pediatric therapists based at public hospitals, with 

only the support from disability early intervention 

specialist practitioners as consultants on regional 

visits. These visits may happen once or a maximum 

of four times a year ONLY,  and these therapists do 

not provide treatment themselves to families. If the 

local therapists decide that they don't need the 

support from DSC, they can refuse the visits. Families 

do not have a voice here. In many regional areas 

there are no alternative private practitioners, and 

not all families can afford these. Therapy Focus is an 

organisation providing specialist therapy services to 

school aged children with a disability in METRO are-

as only. Why can this service provider not be state 

wide?? A small amount of money is filtered to re-

gional locations for services in this area, however 

regional areas can choose how they spend it, and 

generally continue to focus services on 0 - 6 year 

olds. 

  

- specialist disability service providers eg Cerebral 

Palsy Assoc, Rocky Bay, Assoc for the Blind do not 

visit regional areas. If your child needs these services 

you need to travel to Perth. Links between therapists 

from these associations to regional therapists are 

personality driven and it is not mandated that re-

gional services use these specialists for children that 

 ‘The local organization is doing the best 

that it can, however families need more.’ 



so then therapy will stop again  

due to the lack of money we have to do therapy 

sessions. 

This is not good enough. Thomas has the right to be 

like any other normal boy, and could be that boy if 

we had access to a NDIS. it is every child's right to 

reach their full potential and by sweeping our  chil-

dren with disabilities under the carpet is a disgrace. 

What you do not do for them now will later become 

more of a burden as when they are older and we 

are no longer around then what happens, who is 

going to look after the and pay for them. What you 

do now impacts their quality of life, which everyone 

deserves not just 'normal' children. 

 

Lee-Ann Robertson 

62. A Speech 

Pathologists’ Story 

I have been a speech pathologist in the city of Kal-

goorlie-Boulder since September 1999. In that time I 

have worked in both the public and private sector. 

In my time as a speech pathologist in the public 

sector, it was often very frustrating to not have the 

staff to afford people within the disability sector with 

sufficient speech therapy services, due to the region 

being a hard-to staff region. Children within the dis-

ability sector often require a team and family-

centred approach to the communication difficulties 

that they are experiencing. I know of many families 

who were frustrated that the continuity of services 

provided was almost non-existent and that just as 

they were developing a relationship with a certain 

team member or therapy provider, this person/s 

moved on and a new relationship needed to be 

developed. This is particularly noticeable at the age 

children attend school as often this age-group is not 

prioritised and therapy was not offered. As a result, 

many families opted out of the service and at-

Thomas was born April 19 2005, normal pregnancy, 

normal birth. He has Autism.  By the age of 2 I knew 

he wasn't developing 'normally' so started the  

process of getting him into see the government clin-

ical psychologist/pediatrician in our area. At least 6 

mths went by before we got in to see her. At the 

appointment Thomas wasn't very co-operative  

(obviously) but all we got was, nothing is wrong. An-

other 6mths went by and i asked to see her again. 

This time we were told Thomas has developmental 

delay. By this stage Thomas was attending speech 

therapy as he wasn't talking and he was now 3 1/2. 

Now since he has 'developmental delay' we have 

to do all the paperwork to get Thomas into the LDC 

in Morley. He starts kindy there in 2009.  

During the year the psychologist and speech thera-

pist get me in to talk to them regarding Thomas and 

his 'behaviors'. I tell them that i have had him as-

sessed and they say its developmental delay but 

that i am pretty sure he has Autism. They agree. 

I make an appointment with a private pediatrician. 

I wait another few months and pay out of my own 

money to see him. He tells me that just by looking at 

him and his 'behaviors' that i have been right all 

along and he has Autism. Thomas is now 5 and i 

have just wasted 3 years when he could have been 

having therapy had he been properly diagnosed 

and not had to keep waiting 6mths or longer each 

time. 

Thousands of $$ later out of my own pocket, Thom-

as now has his diagnosis and we are getting thera-

py. Unfortunately your government 

doesn't  'approve' ABA therapy that i believe is the 

best for my child so i can only receive the $6k feder-

al funding not the extra $6 local funding so my son 

misses out yet again. When the money ran out in 

march 2011 (after only doing therapy since Oct 

2010) i had to cut my son's therapy sessions from 3 x 

2hr sessions per week to 1 x 2 hr session that I have  

to pay for. I could not afford to pay for any more 

therapy sessions as we could not afford it. Now we 

have the federal funding (no thanks to you) so 

Thomas can have more therapy sessions again, but 

this will run out soon and then next year he is 7 and 

 ‘...every day is a constant frustration, 

waiting...’ 



63. Lee’s Story 

On Thursday 21st August 2008 I fell over at home.  I 

fell over three times that day.  I felt dizzy that day.  

The last time I fell I couldn’t get up again.  So I 

pushed the button on my alert that I wear around 

my neck.  The man on the line called the 

ambulance.  One of my neighbours was there in a 

few minutes and she waited with me for the 

ambulance.   

I was taken to Swan Districts Hospital.  I told them I 

had Private Health Insurance but they came back 

and said that my card was no good.  I was in 

Emergency all night.  I didn’t get much sleep 

because they kept moving me.  They did x-rays to 

check for broken bones and talked about sending 

me home, but I had a temperature. In the morning I 

was moved to Royal Perth Hospital Emergency.  

Another one of my neighbours was with me when 

the doctor came.  I felt very hot.  He asked me “so 

you’ve fallen over a lot lately?”  I said “no, I fell over 

yesterday because I was sick”. He asked me again 

“so you’ve fallen over a lot lately?”  I said “NO.”  My 

neighbor said to him that I had a temperature.  He 

listened to my chest and told me that I wasn’t 

allowed to eat anything until a speech pathologist 

saw me.  He said that I might not be eating my food 

properly.   

They did lots of tests and put me in a bed in a ward.  

I didn’t see the speech pathologist until about 2pm 

the next day.  She told me that I didn’t eat properly.  

I said “I’ve been eating this way for 65 years”. She 

told me that I had to stay in hospital until I learned 

to drink out of a cup.  That was pretty funny, I don’t 

think I can hold a cup to my mouth.  I’ve used 

straws for 65 years too. I had lunch after she left. 

That day (Saturday) some doctors came to see me.  

They came as I was getting off the toilet and the 

tempted to provide communication strategies by 

themselves, often lacking the necessary resources 

and expertise. Despite younger children with disabil-

ities being prioritised, providing a six week block of 

therapy per year is not ideal.   

I have been in private practice since September 

2004, catering for a paediatric population. As a pri-

vate practitioner, it has again been frustrating to try 

and attend to the communication needs of this 

community. Providing a team approach for children 

is almost impossible in the private sector and as a 

result, many children with disabilities are disadvan-

taged despite the fact that they are now required 

to pay for services. In recent years, I have noticed 

that there has been an increasing need for private 

services due to a difficulty in recruiting and retaining 

speech pathologists in the region. This has put a sig-

nificant strain on private speech therapy services 

and has even resulted in an extensive wait-list time. 

It is my belief that any child with a communication 

disorder should have access to services to improve 

these skills as it is well documented that if the neces-

sary intervention is not provided in the early stages, 

this has many negative impacts on the child’s so-

cial, emotional, medical and academic develop-

ment. These services should be available at no cost 

or a minimal cost. In my experience, clients that I 

have seen with disabilities require regular, long term 

intervention and are often forced to leave private 

therapy due to the financial burden. Many assistive 

communication devices are often required to im-

prove communication in children with disabilities 

however these are often cost prohibitive for a small 

private practice, once again disadvantaging this 

sector of the population. 

Overall, as a speech pathology provider in this re-

gion for people with disabilities, everyday is a con-

stant frustration at trying to provide the best possible 

services and support for families with many signifi-

cant barriers preventing this from happening ie long 

wait lists in the public and private sector, recruit-

ment and retention issues and financial burdens for 

families accessing private services.   

 

 ‘...I fell over three times that day.  I felt diz-

zy...the last time I fell I couldn’t get up.’ 



about me like I’m not there and treat me as if I 

couldn’t talk for myself. 

I have lots of support at home, but no-one has 

asked me that except the social workers.  I have 

carers that come and help me have a shower 

every morning and take me shopping and cook my 

food.  I have a lift chair.  I have a scooter.  My house 

is made for someone with a disability. 

This is what it is like to be old and have cerebral 

palsy in hospital.  I was sick and I got better, but 

they didn’t want me to go home.    

64. Leonie’s Story 

Last week I went round to my friend’s house for a 

coffee and talk about her trip around Australia that 

she and her husband had just returned from. She 

commented to me how quiet her house was now 

that all her 3 adult children had left home and em-

barked on their own lives. She is the same age as 

me but I am the mother of a 25 year old intellectu-

ally disabled daughter and things are different for 

me. Very different! 

When a person with a disability leaves school, things 

change dramatically. If work is not an option, then 

they may get PSO (Post School Options) or ATE 

(Alternatives to Employment) funding so that they 

have things to do in their lives. Which was the case 

when my daughter left school in 2004. However, you 

don’t get a lot of funding and agencies are hard 

pressed to stretch it when providing services. 

I was told by a visiting DSC (Disability Services Com-

mission) representative at the time that my daugh-

ter could get up to 20 hours a week – whacko! It 

seemed to me that when she was at school she was 

there for 30 hours plus there was access to after 

school programs. I asked what they expected me 

to do as a single parent who had to work full time to 

put a roof over our heads. You know, he told me I 

could go on a pension! Well that solved that finan-

nurse was helping me.  They gave me a fright. One 

doctor was kneeling on the floor with his elbow on 

my chair and his face right next to mine.  He said to 

me that I would have fallen over if the nurse hadn’t 

been there.  The doctors said “we’ve got to assess 

your ability to walk before we even can think of 

sending you home because you know why - you’ve 

had a fall”  

They asked me “do you know when you’re going to 

fall over?”  I said I wouldn’t know when I’m going to 

fall over - how are you supposed to know that? I 

wasn’t feeling too well that day.  Even able-bodied 

people fall over if they’re sick. 

They said the doctors, OT and physio are all going 

to assess me at the same time so they’ll be all of 

them against me, that’s what it seems like.  I don’t 

think that it’s necessary.  If you’re well enough to go 

home, that should be up to you. 

I haven’t been able to walk here.  When I’m sitting 

at home for a long time, it takes me a while to get 

mobile.  The nurses come to the toilet with me.  They 

said they’re not allowed to let me walk. 

The doctors are looking only at my age and 

disability that’s what I think. 

I saw a physio on Sunday and she said I could walk 

and she’d take me home on Monday to see if my 

house was OK.  But on Monday another physio 

came and watched me walk and she wouldn’t let 

go of me.  She said that she wasn’t happy with my 

walking.   

The same day three doctors came back.  They 

checked my chest and back with a stethoscope 

and got me to walk across the room.  One doctor 

kept holding my back while I was walking.  He 

turned to the other two and said “How old is this 

man?” One of them looked at my notes and said 

“65”.  I was sitting right there, why couldn’t they ask 

me that?   He said ”I’m not going to let this guy go 

home.”  They went and didn’t say another word to 

me, not “how are you” or anything.  But every time 

the doctors come they talk amongst themselves 

and don’t ask me a direct question.  They talk 

 ‘...there’s no respite for older people 

with a disability.’ 



65. Dawson’s Story 

We were living near Bunbury WA when our first born 

child, Dawson was diagnosed with an Autism Spec-

trum Disorder at 3 years of age.  Although he was 

recognised as having gross motor delays at 12 

months and speech delays at 18 months it had 

been difficult to access therapy and was very much 

a hit and miss process rather than an ongoing pro-

gram. 

As we were concerned that Dawson was falling fur-

ther and further behind his peers and we were not 

convinced that Bunbury was going to offer the ser-

vices he needed we made the decision to move to 

Darwin (where both my husband and I had lived 

and enjoyed previously).  At the time we didn’t see 

ourselves as city dwellers and couldn’t imagine liv-

ing in Perth but did recognise that living in a more 

populated area was likely to give us better access 

to services. 

Once in Darwin we were able to access 2 and half 

hours a week of group therapy addressing fine mo-

tor, gross motor and communication needs for the 

next 18 months.  Dawson was also accepted into 

the local special needs school at 3 and half years of 

age to help him to transition into pre-school.  Both of 

these programs allowed Dawson to improve his mo-

tor skills and to develop functional communication 

skills.  

At 5 years of age Dawson started full-time school 

and consequently he was no longer eligible to at-

tend the early intervention program.  Instead he 

was transferred to the school based therapy team 

which covers all schools in the Darwin area.  This has 

meant that and OT and speech therapist review 

Dawson every 2 years and give his teacher and par-

ents a report of recommendations.  The unsatisfac-

tory arrangement was further compounded by the 

lack of private therapists available to access. 

cial crisis! 

Already the system is unfair! These days my daugh-

ter links into other community agencies so that she is 

doing something meaningful with her week instead 

of staying home and doing nothing. 

However, there is no respite! Not for older people 

with a disability. Cause you see, they get funding 

such as PSO or ATE so this disqualifies them! If you 

want respite you need to access the humiliating 

system provided by Silver Chain, so you end up be-

ing pretty desperate to ask for it and jump all the 

hoops to get it! 

My daughter still lives at home with me. She would 

love to move out to her own place with a friend but 

she needs full support. We have had an ASF 

(Accommodation Support Funding) application in 

for several years now but have not been successful. 

I had been told that she needs to be homeless be-

fore they will consider funding. You know this can 

be arranged based on her recent behaviour but as 

her mother, I can’t bring myself to abandon her and 

DSC know it. I have a lifetime sentence of being the 

unpaid carer of my daughter without the freedoms 

that my peers have such as what work I do, where I 

can live and/or work and who I can live with to 

name a few. These are basic things that aging par-

ents of people with a disability have to consider. 

Just to have a normal relationship is difficult. Suffice 

to say that I have been a single mum for a majority 

of her life. I am a relationship now but who knows 

how long that will last! Got to enjoy life’s little luxuries 

while I can! 

The future is bleak for people with a disability and 

their parents as the only way an independent life 

can be achieved is for something tragic to happen 

to the parents and DSC is forced to do something! 

I tell all young parents to start putting away money 

now for their child with a disability into a trust be-

cause that is the only way you will have funding for 

them when they are adults – don’t rely on the gov-

ernment to help! 

Leonie Amos 

 ‘...it was very much a hit and miss pro-

gram rather than an ongoing process.’ 



capital city except Hobart and Darwin.  So I con-

tacted a school in Perth that offered CE and ar-

ranged for my husband and me to go to Perth to 

look at it.  We were convinced that this program 

was going to help our son and we made the deci-

sion to move to Perth. 

However we had great difficulty in finding appropri-

ate schooling for Dawson.  It seems that to access a 

special needs school or a special needs unit in WA 

the child must have an intellectual disability based 

on IQ.  Although Dawson had not had a formal IQ 

test done it was obvious to us that he has a high IQ 

but also has significant issues that impact his learn-

ing ability.  We were also convinced that Dawson 

would not cope moving  from a mainstream setting 

5 hours a week to full-time mainstream without any 

transition period.  We requested an IQ test be done 

by Student Services in Darwin which came back 

inconclusive. 

So we made the heart wrenching decision that I 

would come to Perth for term 3 and term 4 to trial 

Conductive Education with Aiden and we would 

decide on what we should do as a family at the 

end of this year.  My husband is now the primary 

carer of Dawson and I am the primary carer of Aid-

en and although in our eyes we are not separated 

we are technically living in different states. 

I have only been in Perth 3 weeks so it is difficult for 

me to comment on what else we can or cannot 

access for Aiden.  I do know however that we have 

to have new assessments as the ones we had in 

Darwin will not be accepted in WA. 

The moral of my story is that families are being 

forced to move to where the services are which is 

extremely unfair.  Those living in remote areas are 

distinctly disadvantaged.  My hope is that an NDIS 

will give all families equitable access to services and 

all children with a disability will be given the oppor-

tunity to reach their full potential. 

- Molly  

 

 

At 6 years of age Dawson was given access to the 

$6000 a year of funding as part of the Helping Chil-

dren with Autism package however as there were-

n’t any approved service providers in the NT we 

were unable to use the funding before his 7th birth-

day. 

Dawson is now 9 years old.  He is fluently verbal and 

a very intelligent little boy.  He does however have 

areas that are a challenge to him and impact on 

his learning ability.  In particular he has auditory pro-

cessing and sensory processing issues as well as high 

anxiety levels.  He is still delayed in the areas of gross 

and fine motor skills.  Although he is toilet trained 

during the day he does wet the bed most nights.  

For these reasons we have kept Dawson in a special 

needs educational setting although he does attend 

a mainstream classroom for up to 5 hours per week. 

Aiden is our second child who is now 2 and 7 

months of age.  He was born with a rare form of spi-

na bifida which went undiagnosed for 3 weeks be-

fore he was sent to Adelaide for investigation.  Aid-

en has a hole in his skull and consequently part of 

his brain herniated through the skull.  In addition to 

this his brain did not form properly.  As a conse-

quence Aiden has Epilepsy, Cerebral Palsy, Cortical 

Vision Impairment and we are in the process of hav-

ing him assessed for Autism. 

It has been a long hard couple of years.  Aiden 

spent the first 12 months in an out of hospital.  He 

had to have brain surgery at 3 months of age and 

he had uncontrolled seizures for a year.  Once these 

issues were resolved we looked at our options for 

early intervention.  Aiden was offered one hour a 

week of Floortime (this program is offered to all kids 

with special needs regardless of their deficits).  I did-

n’t feel that this was the right program to address all 

of Aiden’s issues so I employed my own ABA thera-

pist.  I couldn’t afford to pay for a consultant so I 

supervised the program myself.  After several 

months I felt that this program wasn’t meeting Aid-

en’s needs either.  We needed a program that was 

more global and had a focus on mobility.  Eventual-

ly I came across a program called Conductive Edu-

cation.  I discovered that it was available in every 



67. Can’t Afford Help 

My sister has an Acquired Brain Injury which has left 

her with mobility issues. She has not been able to go 

home because her care needs are too high and 

our parents cannot afford the modifications 

needed so she is living in a specialist nursing facility. 

She gets someone come in once a week who is 

paid to take her out. In the facility she is not al-

lowed to drink so she goes to the park. 

She is treated like a child and we are all adults now.  

It has been four years since Kylies accident and we 

can’t bring her home, she is trapped.   

68. Crash and Burn 

I am forty six years old.  Not old but I feel older than 

my years from battling the system.   

Sixteen years ago I crashed my motorcycle through 

no fault of my own.  I suffered third degree burns to 

my face and the accident led to me becoming a 

c3 quadriplegic. After fighting through the court 

system for eight years I finally proved I was not at 

fault and received compensation as a lump  

sum payment.  

As a payment that money became my money and 

was not quarantined for my support or dished out 

annually to pay the ongoing costs. By this time I had 

an ongoing pain issue to do with my burns and my 

injuries.  I used my money to build an accessible 

house and moved in with my girlfriend who was also 

my carer. Bad move as it turned out.  A number of 

years later she left me and took half my money as 

her share of the relationship.  

I now struggle to get the support I need and from 

66. Sharon’s Story 

There is no one to speak for Sharon. 

Like many other people with disability living in WA, 

Sharon has no carer, no friends, no ties.  Her family 

forgot her long ago, and at the age of 43 she has 

very little of what the agencies like to call ‘informal 

supports’.  Sharon has no one to advocate for her 

and she has no friends.  

I work for a service provider and something about 

Sharon touched my heart.  She has a quick smile 

and a ready wit.  Because Sharon has a speech im-

pediment - she has cerebral palsy and a mild intel-

lectual disability - people think she is far more disa-

bled than she is.  She has lived in institutional care 

most of her life.   Because of her communication 

difficulties, she was not given much education and 

has been treated as though she cannot make her 

own decisions.  

First she lived in a hostel. She said she wanted to try 

living in the community by herself. Then she was 

moved into a group home of six people. She had 

no choice about who she lived with or where she 

lived. No-one would listen to what she wanted and 

she would get upset, so she was branded 

a troublemaker.  

It is routine for staff in group homes to withhold, for 

example, cigarettes, as ‘punishment’, although Sha-

ron is an adult woman with her own funding.  But 

that isn’t the end of it.  As a person with a disability, 

she was not allowed a key to her house. She was 

not allowed to cook a meal or get herself a coffee. 

She kept saying she wanted to move out, she didn't 

like where she was. She showed she was unhappy 

and was considered 'difficult'. She was only allowed 

$10 a week from her DSP. She was lucky, after 20 

years someone listened and helped her get a 

Homeswest unit. It took two years to convince peo-

ple to let her try.   Twenty years later, she is doing OK 

 ‘...Sharon has lived in institutionalized 

care for most of her life.’ 

 ‘...we can’t bring her home, she is 

trapped.’ 

 ‘...its hard enough without having to 

fight just to live.’ 



areas, I raised 8000 signatures, petitioning for better 

services, and raised $2000 for the RFDS on the way, 

another highly funded, and underestimated service. 

Why would I do something so dumb??? Because 

that is how strongly I feel that our services are inade-

quate, underfunded, and ad hoc. Let me tell you, I 

lost 5 kilos and 7 toenails on the way to Perth, and I 

walked every single bloody kilometre of Great East-

ern Highway. Along the way, and its a long, long 

way, let me assure you of that...I shared many sto-

ries of people in a like situation, and dismally, most 

stories were universal accounts of distress, despair 

and dismay at the lack of services they were able 

to access, either for themselves or for their family 

member with a disability. 

I completely do not understand your stance in rela-

tion to the implementation of an NDIS. It is NOT, as 

you stated, a "corny, ill-thought out stunt" by the 

Commonwealth. The NDIS has been around twenty 

years in the planning, I know this, because I have 

been receiving the newsletters regarding it, for ap-

proximately ten years now.  

I do not like that you speak for the disability sector 

of WA without consulting the people who live and 

dwell in that community. I have my own voice, and 

my own account of what our lives have been like, 

and they bear absolutely no resemblance, to the 

system of disability care and support that you talk 

about. I know what I want, and it is, an NDIS! Please 

do NOT presume to speak for me, because I will not 

have it. You CAN speak to me, on 0411174419, or 

contact me at jorussell@westnet.com.au, but until 

then do NOT presume to speak on my behalf, thank 

you very much!! 

By the way, over the last two years, we have coped 

with a suicidal young man, a 3 hour seizure which 

did not stop, with our daughter and subsequent 

brain damage, job loss due to disability stress, in-

come loss, home loss, almost there marriage break-

down, another stone lost in weight, insomnia, stress, 

anxiety, breast cancer, mental health referral (not 

that they contacted me for six weeks, another epic 

system fail), pretty much a screwed up life. We got 

through, thanks to our own resources, not thanks to 

day to day it is a battle, but I still have too much 

money to be eligible for other support.   

Most weekends I spend in bed because I can't get 

enough support in the day, and I don't go out be-

cause I have to budget my support.  I am trapped 

in my own home by my disability. 

I won’t be able to get Centrelink benefits until 2016 

and after the bills and my expenses are paid it 

leaves me with about thirty five dollars a week for 

food.  Its ridiculous, it is hard enough having a disa-

bility without having to fight just to live. 

69. Don’t Speak For Me 

Mr Barnett. I am a mother of three children, two 

have autism, an adult son of 22, and a daughter of 

7, who also has epilepsy, a severe sleep disorder 

requiring hospitalisation x 4 times, and also non-

verbal. Three years ago, I under took a trek of 

600km on foot, pushing a wheelchair to Perth, from 

Kalgoorlie, where I live, in order to raise awareness 

of lack of services for disability in regional and rural 

 ‘...I am quite capable of speaking for my-

self, with more qualification, than you will 

ever have....I live the life, you do not.’  



ing or activities. A sympathetic health professional 

could see the obvious need and advocated for her 

at a crisis meeting with DSC after which funds were 

granted.  

Rosey is very grateful for the funding and assistance 

but wishes that the system could be more flexible 

and give those receiving the support a greater say 

in prioritizing what they need. Now that the twins 

are 18, one of the biggest issues is transport. Be-

cause of mobility problems neither Rosey nor the 

twins can drive. Dylan is attending TAFE but to do so 

must travel significant distances. In current arrange-

ments that means he is often walking with difficulty 

alone in dark areas and in bad weather. Both Rosey 

and Dylan could solve this problem if they had more 

discretion over how the money was spent. There is 

also little flexibility in the provision of the services to 

give the twins even a fraction of the freedom their 

non disabled peers enjoy. 

Rosey went through a period of 6 years on dialysis, a 

recent liver transplant and has had a hip replace-

ment. At all these times she needed help with per-

sonal care but was only eligible for minimal assis-

tance which meant being rationed to a few show-

ers per week. And of course during these times of 

even greater stress her impact to care for her chil-

dren was compromised.  

71. Valia’s Story 

Valia is 72 and has Muscular Dystrophy as does her 

daughter. In fact it was only when her daughter was 

diagnosed as a teenager that she too was told she 

had the disease. In her case the onset was much 

slower, which was fortunate because for the last 10 

years she has been the main carer.  

Because of the lack of support available to her 

daughter Valia sold her own property to move next 

door so that she could be constantly available, par-

ticularly to help with her young grand child. She also 

gave up work resulting in a reduced income. She 

the systems that were meant to suppor us in the first 

place. 

You don't understand, do you?  No one wishes to 

dismantle the DSC and LAC system we have here in 

WA...why would anyone with half a brain dismantle 

something that is working well? But everything can 

work better, and it should work in a uniform way 

throughout the whole country. I'm sorry, but your 

attitude reeks of ignorance, non-consultation with 

the community and political arrogance. Put it away 

Mr Barnett, I have waited long enough for some-

thing significant in disability reform. You will get to 

retire from your political life, I will not get to retire 

from autism, and my children and their needs, ever. 

Please do not EVER, assume to speak on my behalf. 

I am quite capable of speaking for myself, with 

more qualification, than you will ever have....I live 

the life, you do not.  

70. Double the Need 

Rosey has been a sole parent to her twins Kayla and 

Dylan since their father left midway through the 

pregnancy. It was a fraught time when they were 

born 26 weeks premature and Kayla had to remain 

in hospital for the next 9 months, and even more so 

when the twins were diagnosed with Cerebral Palsy. 

Under financial, physical and emotional strain Rosey 

asked for in home support and was told by the au-

thorities that they knew the best way to give her a 

break. They persuaded her that briefly fostering Kay-

la would be the best way in which to do this by 

making her a ward of the state. Rosey did so reluc-

tantly and then found barriers when she tried to 

make contact with her daughter. Eventually after 

much battling and enlisting lawyers and other pro-

fessionals she succeeded in bringing her daughter 

home. It was an experience that left her under-

standably reluctant to ask for help. 

Up until the twins were five Rosey was told she was 

only eligible for 2 hours assistance to help with bath-

 ‘...fortunate, because for the last ten 

years she has been her daughters carer’ 

 ‘...the twins were diagnosed with 

Cerebral Palsy.’ 



 So what do i want like other parents? The support 

for our special needs to give them the best of life 

like everyone else. 

73. Help Us Now 

Dear Premier,  

I write to you for support to help others like me living 

with a child with special needs unknown to many. 

 

 This syndrome is a disability someone is born with, 

something they grow up with and have to live with 

all their live until they die, something no one can 

help go away as there is no cure. My son has a rare 

syndrome called Bardet Biedl syndrome 

(bbs). I know though my own work there is about 15 

others in Australia with the syndrome. I like other 

parents live a nightmare trying to put the jigsaw to-

gether... 

 

74. A Plea For Support 

 

The following is a desperate submission to Disability 

Services which we sent in 2008 after many applica-

tions for additional funding as our situation was criti-

cal. We finally received our funding after years of 

submissions and the children were at risk of losing 

their home and carers. I am sending this to make 

you aware of the struggle people with disabilities 

and their face without adequate funding support. 

 

Re: Funding for Sandra Michelle  

and David Leslie Field 

 

On two separate occasions I have pleaded the 

case for my two children Sandra and David who 

are in independent living with 24 hour care. As I stat-

has for all of that time been providing help with 

washing, cleaning and cooking and in the last few 

years transportation. Her daughter is only eligible for 

2 hours assistance per week. In the last few years 

things have become more difficult as Valia's own 

muscular dystrophy has accelerated. She now uses 

a walking stick and is unable to assist her daughter 

out of the car so their ability to get out into the 

community together has been very constrained.  

Valia has been loath to ask for help, partly because 

of her own fatigue and her assumption that she will 

have to battle her way through the system as her 

daughter has done. She is also loath to 'hang out 

her family washing in public' but is prepared to be 

part of the this document because of her need and 

desire to make the whole process of asking for 

much needed help simpler and more dignified for 

her family and all the others.  

She is tired of feeling like a second class citizen who 

should be solving this on her own. She is currently 

recovering from her third bout of flu this year which 

has been a difficult time for the whole family, em-

phasizing their lack of other support.  

72. Help Us Now 

First I had to pay out of our own pocket pay to get 

a school psychologist do as there was a short in 

people to do them. and my son needed more help 

at school.. Only for when the report came back to 

be told it was the wrong one and out of date.  I 

then had to wait a year to get the school to do the 

right one this has now put my son back in his learn-

ing... He was re tested and now has full ed support, 

but it has ‘only’ taken 4 years.  

 

As a parent of a child with special needs we need 

the support and funds now not in years to come i 

myself would love someone like a prime minister to 

spend just one day in our lives with our children and 

see what its like. 

 ‘the support for our special needs to give 

them the best life, like everyone else...’ 

 ‘We live a nightmare, trying to put the jig-

saw together…’ 

 ‘If we are not funded in this next round we 

are in dire straits.’ 



before the election the theme was ‘catching up’ 

and I was able to put my situation to the panel of 

politicians. Both the then minister for disabilities and 

the shadow minister for disabilities both agreed that 

our circumstances were not adequate and both 

stated that things should be resolved in the very 

near future. Please catch up what is already in 

jeopardy for the sake of my children. They deserve 

to have the life they deserve which is not unreason-

able. If we are not funded in this next round we are 

in dire straits.  

I look forward to a favorable outcome to my re-

quest.  Michelina Field 

75. More Pressure 

I recently wrote to you on the 29th of March, 2011, 

about the unreliable nature of education services 

for students with an Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) 

in mainstream Western Australian Schools especially 

at the high school level. As you may recall, I am 

both a parent of a 23 year old son with an Autism 

Spectrum Disorder and educational researcher at 

the University of Western Australia (UWA) Graduate 

School of Education. In 2010 I completed a study 

investigating how West Australian parents deal with 

the education of their child with an Autism Spec-

trum Disorder over time.  

My study revealed that government support ser-

vices that were on offer to families from diagnosis 

and beyond were often confusing, fragmented and 

difficult to access in a timely fashion. Additionally, 

the quality and intensity of the funded programs 

offered often fell far short of what was needed to 

help maximize the progress of these children. Fami-

lies were often burdened by the ongoing cost of 

privately funded therapies for their offspring with an 

ASD over the many years of their development so 

as to realize their best potential. These same con-

cerns were previously expressed by the West Aus-

tralian researcher, Sarah, MacDermott, in her 2008 

report, Can you Help Us to Help You? Autism School-

ed in my last correspondence our funding situation 

has reached crisis point but disability services has 

seen the urgency of the situation and not seen fit to 

grant an increase in funding. Our funding has not 

been reviewed in thirteen years and the funding 

applied to Sandra and David as a couple is even 

lower than that of an individual.  

According to disabilities standards they deserve a 

standard of care which is their right but if something 

doesn’t happen in the next round it will be danger-

ously compromised, 

The option they have is ideal for them and for the 

whole family. They enjoy the best of both worlds 

with us living so close at hand and always available 

should situations arise which have happened on 

several occasions where carers were able to call on 

us for emergency assistance both medical and do-

mestic. My husband does a lot of maintenance at 

the house saving considerable expense and the 

very regular visits and family get togethers are 

looked forward to by both Sandra and David. 

As I am becoming considerably more desperate 

and anxious of our situation I have approached my 

local member of parliament, Ms Margaret Quirk 

who has agreed to take up our case and who 

agrees that the situation is unsatisfactory. 

I understand that there are many waiting for fund-

ing but I believe if funding is granted it must be re-

viewed and updated. It is very cruel to clients and 

families to give something once and then place it in 

serious jeopardy due to insufficient resources. I 

wouldn’t be in your position for anything as I know 

the immense pressure our demands place you un-

der, but please believe that if there were any other 

way out we would not be pleading for what I be-

lieve is only fair and reasonable. 

Please consider our application favorably in the 

next round. I don’t know how else to ask. We can-

not afford to compromise their lives after all this 

time. As I mentioned in our last correspondence we 

aren’t asking for hundreds of thousands of dollars, 

only enough to bring the option to an acceptable 

level.  

When I attended the public forum on disabilities just 

 ‘This would finally allow families to have 

confidence that they could access 

appropriate resources…’ 



vived, totally against the odds, but was left with an 

acquired brain injury from extensive scar tissue on 

the four lobes of her brain.  

A typical day looks in our lives looks like this ; Get 

Storme out of bed - coaxing, pleading and at times 

physically supporting her to the bathroom, where 

we will undress her and put her in the shower, after 

two minutes of giving verbal prompts we then assist 

her out of the shower, for us to then dry her. In this 

time she is yelling abuse and physically lashing out 

at us. After assisting her to get dressed, we then 

prompt her to eat and remind her of the process 

until the whole meal is finished, this a task as she 

easily distracted and can have sensory overload 

from the smallest of things ie buzzing of the refrigera-

tor.  

By this time she is extremely agitated and making it 

difficult for others to get ready for the day, she gets 

verbal and physically violent. When her agitation 

escalates her ability to do the most basic of things 

goes out of the window and requires alot of input 

from her family to deescalate. 

Then its on the special bus to school, if that happens 

to be a loud or busy time on the bus, it will then trig-

ger Storme to have a bad day at school. More of-

ten than not, she will be unable to do a full day at 

school and will need to be picked up early, where 

she again will be physically and verbally aggressive. 

We then have to prepare food for her as if she was 

approximately 3 years of age again - little colour, 

mushy texture and more often than not actually 

feed her. We go through this process to try and get 

her to go to bed sometimes at 5pm so then her 

brain can rest and hopefully have a easier time 

when she wakes.  

To understand why we find the above so difficult 

you have to understand the inconsistencies that 

Storme presents, some days she can take responsi-

bilities for some of her own day to day care and 

other days not, so we never EVER know what to ex-

pect or anticipate. It's like meeting a new person 

every hour and never being able to plan. 

We receive no support from government assisted 

agencies, except 6 sessions of OT that Medicare 

age Family Needs Report, regarding the needs of 92 

Western Australian families who have child with a 

confirmed or suspected ASD.  

 

Some early intervention, diagnostic and other sup-

port/education services have been provided 

through the Helping Children with Autism Package, 

but this federal initiative is scheduled to finish in 

2012. The Disability Services Commission (DSC) Com-

bined Application Process (CAP) and Family Living 

Initiative (FLI) funding packages also provide other 

potential support; however, families must endure a 

rigorous and competitive application process to 

access this funding. These application processes 

place even more pressure on these families who 

already experience very high rates of mental health 

problems and family breakdown. The overall difficul-

ty of the lives of these families is exacerbated by the 

uncertainty that exists regarding accessing timely 

and appropriate ASD support services over a poten-

tial lifetime of need.  

 

I urge you Mr. Barnett, to please listen carefully to 

those who are living their daily lives in the field. Un-

fortunately, your own experience and that of your 

advisors does not always capture the impact of dis-

ability on the child and their family across their 

whole lives. A scheme like the National Disability In-

surance Scheme (NDIS) would provide certainty 

and security regarding accessing support over time 

for these families. This would finally allow families to 

have confidence that they could access appropri-

ate resources over the entire lifetime of the individu-

al with an ASD if it was needed. 

Dr Jasmine McDonald BA DipEd MSpEd(Hons) PhD 

76. No Support   

 

My name is Leah and I'm mum to Storme (15) who 

contracted HSV Encephalitis at 12 months. She sur-

 ‘We receive no support from government 

assisted programs, except six sessions of 

OT that Medicare pays for.’ 



although my daughter receives ATE and IFS the 

amounts are not enough to cover her day place-

ment fees and afterhours fees five days a week. My 

daughter's activity on Mondays doesn't start until 

9:30AM which means I often don't get to work until 

10:30AM. I have to make the time up and so now I 

get home between 6:10PM and 6:30PM. This means 

that there are periods of time when she is on her 

own before I arrive home from work. As the funding 

doesn't keep up with the increasing costs I can see 

that in the future this will happen for longer periods 

and on more occasions. This puts her at considera-

ble risk. She is capable of opening the front door to 

a stranger but if there was a fire she wouldn't have 

the initiative to run from the house. Also when she 

has a seizure she often falls so there is also the risk of 

injury if there is no one to supervise her.  

I can't afford to live on a carers pension as the 

house is still mortgaged.  

After ten years I finally saved and organised to take 

a holiday overseas with my sister. I first applied, over 

a year ago, to a respite provider to see if my 

daughter could get respite for the period we had in 

mind. I was told yes. The holiday was booked and 

paid for and then last week, six weeks before I am 

due to leave I was told the respite provider doesn't 

have the funds to cover the respite for the full 27 

days. My reaction - shock and stress. You would 

think I would be used to it (being let down) by now 

but each time it happens it is difficult to manage. A 

funded bed costs $46 per night $1242.00 for the 27 

days.  

I had applied to my LAC for help to pay this 

amount. The two nights that are now unfunded will 

cost $800.00. The LAC has told me he can fund half 

of that and hopefully Commonwealth Carers might 

fund the other half.  

However, now I will not get any assistance towards 

the remaining $1150.00. No doubt I will manage to 

pay it off bit by bit but the whole episode makes me 

wonder if it is worth it. 

Lynne Abbott 

pay for. The problem is that Storme's psychiatrist and 

neurologist both agree that she needs intensive ses-

sions weekly for the next couple of years.  

It would fantastic if there was a support agency that 

could have forewarned us of the kinds of issues that 

come from ABI particularly with adolescents and to 

assist us in parenting with different strategies and 

forward planning for Storme's future including voca-

tion, personal development etc.  

We have also experienced MANY Doctors/

Specialists saying its not their expertise and they 

didnt know of anyone to refer us to. Add to that the 

amount of times that we have been told that there 

is no support or what is there is so basic and minimal 

here in WA. We arent even keeping up with other 

states in our country. have recently been informed 

how well the UK govt deals with ABI from viral infec-

tion. Had I heard about it when Storme was younger 

we would have moved - Sad huh? that you have to 

uproot yourself to get disability support. 

You know the thing that I ABSOLUTELY struggle with 

is the legal, mental and paperwork hoops that the 

"System" put you through for little or NO assistance. 

This is a total waste of energies and the disabled 

person is the one that is left without any input from 

the "System" or their Carers.  

 

That's why I want a better system.  

77. Lynn’s Story 

My daughter who is thirty two years old has a severe 

intellectual disability and epilepsy. I have been her 

sole carer since her father left when she was 

thirteen.  

I have been applying for accommodation funding 

for about ten years. Our need is not 

considered great enough. I work full time and 

 ‘You would think I would be used to it 

(being let down) by now but each time it 

happens it is difficult to manage.’ 



from after five minutes and they promptly suggest-

ed that due to this and the fact that he wasn’t toilet 

trained that he wasn’t developmentally ready to 

start.  By mid year we had him attending a local 

Indigenous Kindergarten with 6ft high fences and a 

higher ratio of staffing for one 3 hour session a week 

gradually building to two 3 hour sessions by the end 

of the year even though the norm was four sessions 

a week.   

Preschool was an adventure with my insisting on 

normal attendance but by half term the teacher 

insisted he have an extended long weekend, for 

the rest of term he attended three days a week. This 

was to be the pattern of attendance for the rest of 

the year.   Subsequently this reduction in attend-

ance time forced me to also reduce my available 

hours from my job.   

During 2001 he was assessed by Disability Services 

Commission Autism Team and found to fall just short 

of the criteria required for a Diagnosis of Autism 

Spectrum Disorder even though by now we had 

Speech Pathologists, Occupational Therapist, Physio 

Therapists, Social Workers (DCP), GP, Paediatrician, 

Gastroenterologist,   Psychologist, and Psychiatrist 

involved in Darrian’s care.  Darrian was suffering 

from Dietary/ Allergy problems, Low Pain Aware-

ness, High Pain Threshold, Multiple Sensory Issues, 

Developmental delays, Self care issues, Poor sleep 

patterns just to name a few. 

2002 and Compulsory Year one was a nightmare, 

behavioural issues became extreme and regular 

“Red Cards” (non suspension but school removal) 

were issued. Darrian was the subject of Staff and 

Student bullying and even cases of Staff Assault un-

der the guise of Behaviour Management, exclusion 

and ridicule but little support from the School or De-

partment was offered.  Finding After school care or 

Vacation care was becoming increasingly difficult 

as his reputation was making its way round town. 

In August 2003 aged seven Darrian attempted sui-

cide as documented by his Paediatric Psychiatrist.   

Darrian’s reasoning for this attempt was that “if I was 

hurt or sick then I couldn’t be made to go to 

78. Darrian’s Story 

HI my name is Di and I am a single parent to my son 

Darrian (15) and his older brother Nathaniel (16) 

and recently their baby sister Karra (2). We live in 

the small country city of Albany Western Australia.  

Welcome to a snap shot of my world of living with 

my Autistic son for the last fifteen years and battling 

the Department of Education and Training in West-

ern Australia for the last Twelve years. 

By 10 months of age Day care was questioning 

strange behaviours and unusual characteristics.  By 

the age of four we had been through eight day-

cares a mixture of Centre based and Home Day 

cares and finally gained RUCSN (Resource Unit for 

Children with Special Needs) help in funding a sup-

port worker for 20 hours a week whilst he attended 

fulltime day care. 

Darrian started Kindergarten in 2000 with no support 

from the Department of Education. The first Kinder-

garten we went to for an open day he escaped 

 ‘He had dietary and allergy problems, low 

pain awareness, high pain threshold, de-

velopmental delays...just to name a few.’ 



port time to FTE 0.1 or half a day equivalent we had 

to renew our fight to have some sort of diagnosis 

recognised by the Education Department. 

In late 2008 aged 12 years and 7 months and after 

having spent over 2 years on a Health Department 

waiting list for re assessment of Autism I finally had 

Darrian reassessed by a private organisation as hav-

ing Autism Spectrum Disorder.  This diagnosis cost 

over $2000 but when I received the letter from Disa-

bility Service Commission just before Christmas ac-

cepting the diagnosis it was a long awaited relief 

that I wasn’t mad, a poor parent or simply had a 

naughty child but that my son was AUTISTIC he had 

a serious permanent disability. 

Has life at High School been any easier since he was 

diagnosed?  NO.   The Department of Education 

wouldn’t allow him to be enrolled in a Special Edu-

cation Centre because he lacks an Intellectual Dis-

ability even though his WALNA score placed him 

well below the bench mark and even in some areas 

couldn’t score him.  With his extensive history of 

medical problems and ongoing mental health is-

sues as well as the Autism the Department forced 

him into main stream schooling still with FTE 0.6 sup-

port (3 days).  Darrian constantly feels excluded 

and deprived when he is removed from school/ 

classes to expediate school harmony.   

Darrian has had numerous suspensions, red card 

days, request of not attending, and suggestions of 

day’s home instead of sports days, excursions etc 

and regular mid term long weekends.  What’s 

changed?   Not much! 

Where to for my family now, well we are hoping to 

survive this week without a suspension or phone call 

home, and then next week the same and the one 

after that too because under the new laws Darrian 

has to remain at school until December 2013 and 

then when he leaves still unable to read and write 

above that of a six year old, with poor peer social 

skills, verbal communication issues and permanent 

psychological scaring from the trauma of been 

forced to fit in to a normal education environment 

we hope that he might finally find his niche in the 

real world. 

school” he was subsequently place on Anti Depres-

sants to help him better cope at School.  Following 

this and the fact that no one was coping anymore 

the Department of Education provided him with 8 

hours a week Education Assistant support. By year 3 

this EA support had increased to FTE 0.5 equivalent 

to two and half days a week.   

Life now was a constant merry go round of medical 

appointments, exclusion from school, IEP meetings, 

Therapists and search for a Diagnosis that would 

allow the Education Department to recognise his 

need for Special Education Support.  By the end of 

2005 and exhausted from constant harassment from 

the School principal regarding my “Naughty Child” I 

made the decision to move schools.   In a town this 

“small” even that’s not easy! 

By now I was also pursuing a Discrimination Claim 

against the Department of Education through the 

Equal Opportunities Commission.  Darrian’s reading 

and writing was graded at approximately 4-5 years 

below his chronological age, he suffered clinical 

Depression, was still prone to suicidal tendencies, 

self harmed, had numerous behavioural problems 

and was socially and academically isolated at 

school. 

This move had limited success because of the re-

straints placed on the school by the Education De-

partment when it came to dealing with Darrian.  By 

now Darrian had spent time in the Psychiatric Unit at 

Princess Margaret Hospital on numerous occasions 

to sort out medication issues so that he could better 

cope and attend school.  By the end of 2007 I 

dropped my case against the Education Depart-

ment as I no longer had the reserves to pursue this 

without serious adverse effects on my health, family 

and job. 

Life up to now had been hard work and without the 

help of a few close family friends and a close knit 

family network I don’t know if any of us would have 

survived.  Yes both my boys and I were often at the 

edge and wondering if it was worth going on. 

With the end of Primary school looming and the 

thought of sending him to High School plus the Edu-

cation Department threatening to reduce his sup-



we had booked, the carer just "forgot" and didn't 

show up. I have had no contact from the agency 

since then. They say new mothers are at risk of 

many health issues including depression due to 

sleep deprivation, imagine what it is like when it 

continues for 14 years. 

We have also had issues with our agency's 

"therapy". All the medical practitioners that we see 

(about 6 specialists in total) believe that we receive 

extensive physiotherapy and model their treatment 

around this. In fact we have had no "hands on" 

physio in years as our agency has modeled itself as 

a consultant rather than actual therapy. Without 

university volunteers we would have no help with 

daily physio at all. We are also not able to move to 

another agency as no-one else will deal with Neuro-

muscular children. 

We would love to be able to choose what therapies 

and help suit Liam and our family best, instead of 

having someone else make that decision for us. 

Disability takes away so much choice. What house 

you live in, what car you drive, if you can work, sure-

ly we deserve the right to choose our therapy and 

help! 

80. Far from Ideal 

I AM a mother of two children, one who is four and 

wa diagnosed with autism two years go. I was de-

lighted to hear of the Autism Advisor Package, 

which would enable my son to access specialist 

therapy, or so I thought. I did note, this was funded 

by the Federal Government you are now disdain-

ing, and not the State Government.  

 

Turns out that the only way we could use our fund-

ing was to travel to Perth, a return trip of 1200km. 

Because I was desperate for my son to access the 

only solid help available to him, I lived in Perth for 

blocks of 8 weeks at a time, as there were no ser-

By the way I do get Carers allowance to help with 

my sons additional needs, but don’t get any sup-

port from disability Services as without an Intellectu-

al Disability he doesn’t meet criteria, therefore no 

help with respite (ever), no holiday programs, no 

extra help with therapy or additional learning pro-

grams that may have helped over the years, Com-

monwealth Carers is a joke in our area as when ever 

I need help we still can’t get it.  Basically my family 

and I have had to do it tough and hard and yes I 

believe we are a stronger family for that but also 

recognise not everyone can survive this journey. 

Our experience with the Education Department 

hasn’t been all bad, along the way we have found 

some incredibly dedicated and committed individ-

uals but never has the System accepted Darrian 

and his individual requirements. 

By the way I am a High Needs Education Assistant 

and for the past 10 years have worked for the De-

partment of Education and Training Western Austral-

ia.  

Mr Barnett I challenge you to walk in my shoes for a 

while and see if you have the ability to still smile at 

the end of it and say the National Disability Insur-

ance Scheme isn’t needed in Western Australia. 

Dianne Bailey 

79. Liam’s Story 

MY 14 year old son Liam has Duchenne Muscular 

Dystrophy and stopped walking at age 10. He is de-

pendent on us for all his activities, not even being 

able to scratch his own head! He wakes up to 6 

times a night even with respiratory support and a 

high tech turning bed. My husband and I haven't 

had a full night sleep in 14 years. Apparently we are 

eligible for about 3 hours a week respite, but have-

n't had any in close to 2 years. At the moment we 

can't even get someone from our agency to re-

spond to emails or phone calls. The last respite that 

 ‘...Disability takes away so much 

choice...surely we deserve choice!’ 

 ‘Listen to those of us who have to 

struggle every day…’ 



My newborn daughter now 13 weeks old, failed to 

be diagnosed with a tied tongue, now she is too 

late for the corrective surgery, and I have had to 

drive to Perth, with my two older children, with no 

funding, no assistance, to have her diagnosed. You 

might argue this is a health issue, and not related to 

the disability sector, let me inform you that disability 

assistance and health services are very inter-related 

in the country, we don't have the luxury of special-

ists. Because of that failure, I now am stranded in 

Perth for four weeks, away from my husband, my 

children's schooling has been interrupted, and we 

have developmental difficulties with our baby 

daughter. I don't care what you say, what we can 

access here is pitiful, so say the least. 

Getting back to my son with his undiagnosed disa-

bility, we can only access graduate therapists and 

locum therapists who are here for 2 months max, 

and there is no clinical continuity or support. An 

NDIS will help resolve those issues, so I have an issue 

with the government, saying that everything is just 

dandy. It is not! 

82. No Best Practice 

I live in Kalgoorlie, i have three children, my eldest is 

12, and diagnosed with autism. My husband is a 

mine manager, and thank God, he has a matching 

income, because without that we would have been 

screwed. My child was diagnosed nine years ago, 

and whilst I have a good relationship with my local 

LAC now, that was not always the case, we have 

had to pay privately for ALL therapies, and ALL inter-

ventions, which has helped our son reach some of 

his potential. 

 

You state we have the best disability system in the 

country, it may be true that we have it better than 

some States, but I can assure you it falls far short of 

of best practice, there is plenty of scope for im-

provement. The NDIS will be a unified, national ap-

vice providers where I lived. This meant separating 

from my husband, where he had no contact with 

his son for two months at a time. I had to stay with 

my mother, whose life was quite disrupted, because 

how could we afford accommodation for that peri-

od of time. 

 

This went on for two years, until all my funding was 

used up. The separation to our family was quite 

traumatic, I wouldn't recommend it to anyone. At 

the end of our funding period, we remained in kal-

goorlie to find that any therapy available through 

the hospital entailed a waiting period of two 

months. To access private therapy wa beyond our 

means. How were we to maximise the ghastly peri-

od of therapy we were able to access in Perth?? 

 

The system is far from ideal here in WA, whatever 

you have today. In the end our marriage broke up, 

because of the extended periods of separation, 

and now I have a lifetime of raising two children on 

my own, one with a disability that persists for the rest 

of his life, and that I am unable to fund even less 

than I could two years ago. 

 

Put your political aspirations and ascendancy aside, 

and listen to those of us who have to struggle every 

day. There is a way forward for us, and that is the 

NDIS.....don't stand in the way of it....we need it des-

perately!  

81. No Label 

 I live miles from Perth. My son has been classified as 

having an intellectual disability, but has not been 

diagnosed with a specific label. Therefore we are 

unable to access services for him, although it is 

clear he is struggling in school, and has difficulty 

coping. I have been told we must wait two years for 

another IQ assessment, unless we wish to pay for it. 

Good luck with that, we live on less than $50,000, 

we do not have that type of income. 

 ‘We have to wait two years for another 

assessment unless we wish to pay for it.’ 

 ‘There is plenty of scope for 

improvement..’ 



I am cold.  My husband has gone with them and I 

do not know where my baby has gone.  I do not 

feel the stitches and I try to wrench the drip from my 

arm, try to escape to be with my child.  The nurse 

restrains me and murmurs comforting words, but I 

hear nothing. 

Later, they tell me.  My child is ill, very ill.  They will 

take him away, but I must stay, because I still need 

medical attention.  They have taken him already 

and they hand me, cruelly, a photo of a small blue 

bundle lying palely in a humicrib.  A nurse gives me 

a breast pump, and shows me how to use it.  Im-

portant, she says, in case we are able to feed your 

child.  And they leave me, clutching the photo-

graph, in a ward full of new mothers who stare curi-

ously at my pale face through the curtains.  

The next day I walk out against medical advice.  I 

call a taxi and rush to the neonatal ward.  My hus-

band is by his crib, saying little.  We hold hands, chil-

dren ourselves.  It is terrifying.   

And then we start our journey.  Our child must stay 

in hospital for almost six months, but who will look 

after our other child?  We had rent to pay and he 

could not afford to take any more time off work.  By 

day, he worked and our daughter stayed in the 

child care centre at the hospital, whilst I stayed by 

our boy’s bedside.  By night, he picked up our 

daughter and I slept in the recliner rocker beside his 

bed.   

They tell us that it is not going well.  That our child 

has severe epilepsy, and they are not sure what 

else.  They do tests, almost daily.  When they do the 

lumbar puncture, I bite my hand hard to stop myself 

crying, because I cannot watch my boy in pain any 

more.  Every three or four hours, he starts convulsing, 

and they rush to make him stop.  And there is no 

diagnosis, and no help.  No one comes to see us 

until one day, three months in, a social worker notic-

es that I am making vegemite sandwiches in the 

ward for dinner because I cannot afford to eat at 

the canteen.   

Our boy is almost six months and he is allowed to go 

home for the first time.  We celebrate, but then real-

proach with out borders, and I believe that this is 

what our country needs. Your precious system does 

not provide what we need, and I am very angry 

that you feel you have the right to speak for us, 

when we hve not been consulted. 

 

I lie awake at night, wondering what will happen to 

our boy when we are gone....the NDIS will give me 

the assurance that he will be taken care of, when 

we are pushing up daisies. You, Mr Barnett will be 

long gone after our family are still struggling to find 

the best for our child. I suggest you talk to people 

who have some experience in the disability life, be-

fore you claim that everything is just OK here in WA . 

83. This Life is Forever 

SO young.  Both of us so young to be parents, and 

no one really to guide us. 

His parents drunks, and mine away.  We only had 

each other, and then a baby girl. 

The next child would be a boy, wouldn’t it?  I make 

blue booties, he buys a football.  We look at the 

small marks on the ultrasound and wonder and 

hope, then paint the room blue in a foolhardy mo-

ment of hope and joy. 

When the moment comes, we pack the booties, 

drop our daughter at a friends, rush to hospital, grin-

ning foolishly at each other.  It was to be the last 

time we’d grin like children, for a very long time. 

That moment of pressure, then release - but no cry 

from our child.  Concerned murmurs from staff, me 

craning my neck forward to see why they were 

crowded around our baby.  And why was he so 

blue?  Trying to sit up until a nurse pushes me gently 

down.  My husband, white, silent, looking grimly at 

the crowd of faces around the team, who are work-

ing hard over his tiny body.  Then movement as they 

bustle out with a humicrib and dangerously frighten-

ing equipment, leaving me alone with a nurse.   

 ‘My child is ill, very ill...they hand me a 

photo of a small blue bundle.’ 



84. Crisis Point 

M and I have been best friends for about 20 years, 

M is 63 and I am 65 and we currently share a home 

in a regional WA town. 

Two years ago I noticed that M was showing unusu-

al behaviour and symptoms and she was subse-

quently diagnosed with Huntingtons disease .  Since 

then I have slowly but surely become a Carer as M 

has deteriorated, starting by assisting her with little 

things then helping her with things like dressing 

properly to the full support I am now trying to pro-

vide her.  During this time I was left in the lurch and 

struggled to get the medical help M needed.  Trying 

to get her the Disability Support Pension was a very 

difficult and tiring time. 

Eventually, when everything became too hard for 

me to cope with I finally sought some help from our 

Disability Services Local Area Coordinator.  A CAPS 

Application has been put in for us but as M is 62, 

and the cut off age is 65, the LAC said that they will 

probably reject it and refer M to the Aged Care As-

sessment Team as she will be 65 in two years.  I 

couldn’t believe that I had to apply to one system 

in the knowledge that we would be rejected before 

I can apply to another system that may or may not 

help us.   

Whilst I appreciate the LAC putting in this applica-

tion for funding for us we really cannot wait three 

months for the application to be rejected and then 

wait for the ACAT assessment etc. to happen.  I 

have told DSC that M is not safe living here any-

more as I have to work shift work and M is at the 

stage now where she chokes on her food, often 

turning blue until I bang her on the back.  I worry 

constantly about what would happen if this oc-

cured while I am at work?   

 

M chain smokes compulsively, it is the one thing that 

she gets pleasure from and keeps her occupied, 

but her lack of coordination means that she often 

ity sets in.  What will we do to care for this child?  He 

has disabilities but none of them are diagnosed.  

More tests, but they reveal little.  We don’t fit into 

any boxes.  Our daughter cries fretfully all the time 

because she has so little attention.  Our boy is stolid-

ly silent, unlike other babies, until a convulsion sends 

us back to the hospital.   

I sleep, not with my husband, who must work, but 

with my fingers entwined around the bars of his cot.  

I’m often afraid to sleep, for fear that the boy will 

start to convulse.  I used to be a heavy sleeper and 

we used to joke about how a bomb could go off 

and not disturb me.  Now a butterfly light touch will 

bring me awake in a second and I leap to my feet.  

Every day there is a convulsion and every day or 

two we are at the hospital or at the doctors surgery 

or going through the process of yet another test 

with yet another dough faced neurologist with no 

bedside manner.  And our child, heavily medicat-

ed, starts to lose the few motor skills he had devel-

oped, and develops a far away stare, looking into a 

future we cannot see. 

I am cheerily optimist.  He is pessimistic about our 

child’s future, so I start to research everything I can 

about my child’s condition, searching for a diagno-

sis.  I ring agencies, who tell me I do not belong with 

them.  I ring information lines, who give me yet an-

other number.  I make hundreds of phone calls and 

nobody has an answer for me.   

One day, I spring awake, terrified - the cot bars are 

shaking and I have the boy in my arms and I am 

running to the telephone before I realize that the 

whole house is shaking.  It is an earthquake, a trem-

or.  I sit down with him cradled to me and wait for 

the shaking to stop.  The house stops, but I am trem-

bling almost as badly as the boy does during a 

grand mal seizure.  The worry - he could die, this 

could be forever.  And finally, when we come to the 

realization that our dreams and hopes are gone for-

ever, that this boy will never kick the football, that 

he will never be the boy we hoped for...the grief 

comes, and then the guilt, because we love this 

boy desperately, the way he is. 

Ten years ago, no help, no funding.  Ten years, but it 

only took five for our marriage to fail.  This life is 

forever. 

 ‘She was subsequently diagnosed with 

Huntington’s Disease.’ 



85. In Binnu 

My name is Clara Harris.  My husband Damian, Sam 

who’s almost 12, his sister Sophie who’s almost 5 and 

I live on our farm at Binnu, 50km North of Northamp-

ton, - 100kms from Geraldton and 550kms North of 

Perth.  We crop about 6000 acres with Wheat, Lu-

pins, Barley and Canola, leaving a paddock on 

which we run about 20 head of cattle.   

Sam’s story and our family’s journey into the unchar-

tered waters of Autism started back in August 1998. 

A visit to the doctor three weeks before our first 

child was due to arrive confirmed a babe in breech 

position.  We were referred to an obstetrician who 

attempted to turn said babe around, but being a 

determined little thing even at that stage, wasn’t 

going anywhere.  Knowing it was a babe of decent 

size and with a big head, we were given a choice 

of being induced the next day or coming back in a 

couple of weeks for a caesarean.  Being terrified, 

naive & to be honest, being made to feel a bit like 

a Caesar would be taking the easy way out 

(Believe me – it would be a different decision today) 

we made the decision to go back the next day to 

be induced.  After a relatively good labour, all 

things considered, Sam Patrick Harris arrived, bum 

first, just after 7pm on a Friday night. 

 

He was the perfect baby, 7lbs 11oz, contented and 

happy from day one. He slept through from 6 weeks 

old, was very loving and affectionate and melted 

your heart with smiles, giggles and his beautiful blue 

eyes.  Once he reached 18 months though, things 

seemed to stall.  We just knew that something was-

n’t quite right.  His only words were ‘who’s that?’, 

when he saw himself in the mirror and ‘Deb…ra’, 

the ABC newsreader who joined us in our lounge 

room every night.  There was no ‘Mum’, ‘Dad’ or 

‘Sam’.  No ‘Drink’ or ‘Up’ or any of the things that 

the other kids his age were saying.  We ended up 

giving him his food (his total diet being toast, cruskits 

drops her cigarette, burning herself, her clothing 

and the floor beneath her. We have had many 

small fires start but luckily I have been home at the 

time.  The risk of a fire is huge and although we 

have smoke alarms in place I worry that M will start 

one while I am at work and in her panic not know 

what to do.  I worry about her every moment I am 

at work and wonder what I am going to come 

home to every day/night on my way home from 

work. 

I recently had my first short respite break, with sup-

port for M being provided by a local disability ser-

vice provider.  I didn’t know that this was available 

until I had reached the point of collapse and des-

pair. 

Through contact with this service provider they 

made me aware of other services that could sup-

port me in my caring role.  Things like the Compan-

ion Card, ACROD Parking, a Seniors Card for myself, 

Fuel Cards, Mobility Allowances, Carers Allowance 

and referral to other organisations that could offer 

me support and counselling. 

Only through the service provider did I find out 

about these things to assist me and M.  I feel that I 

should have been made aware of the assistance 

available to me when M was diagnosed two years 

ago.   

If I had known about them perhaps I wouldn’t be in 

crisis, about to collapse and looking for a nursing 

home to move M into.  I am simply worn out myself 

and cannot continue to care for M. 

I  am now waiting to see what the outcome of the 

CAPS process will be in three to four months time, 

struggling along and hoping for the best while we 

have to wait for a process we know will fail so we 

can move into another different system that will 

hopefully support us. 

If we had an NDIS I know that I would have been 

made aware of the assistance available to me all 

along, rather than having to wait for me to reach a 

breakdown, crisis point and for a not-for-profit chari-

ty to come along and let me know what help I can 

get.  

 ‘We were sent home none the wiser, 

even more concerned’ 



 be Autistic, based solely on a curious interest I’d 

had years earlier after seeing Rain Man and The Boy 

Who Could Fly.  Kathryn referred us to a paediatri-

cian specialising in Autism at Disability Services in 

Perth.  At the end of January, telling everyone that 

we were seeing a paediatrician and not mention-

ing Autism, we made the trip to Perth looking for 

answers but without a clue of what we were in for. 

 

A couple of days later we were in the paediatri-

cian’s office.  Early on he briefly left the room to get 

Sam a puzzle and Damian picked up a pamphlet 

from the side table.  The pamphlet had a heading 

of ‘Autism is Not Always Visible’ and showed stick 

figure illustrations of typically autistic behaviour.  

Damian’s jaw dropped as he said, “Clara, this is 

Sam.” At the end of the visit the Doctor told us he 

was fairly certain that Sam had Autism, gave us 

some photocopied sheets of information and told 

us a psychologist and speech pathologist would be 

up to do a full assessment of Sam in the coming 

months.   

 

That was it - no offers of counselling, no follow up 

phone call in a couple of days to see how we were 

coping, nothing.  Our lives had just changed for ev-for ev-for ev-for ev-

erererer and we were 500km away from home and left 

alone to deal with it. 

 

We were in complete shock as we drove back to 

Carolyn’s house.  We spent the night lying on her 

lounge room floor, reading and rereading the pam-

phlets, cuddling Sam and crying.  We decided we 

would wait and tell everyone face to face when we 

got home rather than over the phone.  It was so 

hard when they rang to see how we had gotten on 

that day, as we lied to them, saying we were wait-

ing on test results and would find out in a few more 

days.  The worst part of thatthatthatthat was that it tricked our 

hearts and heads into thinking the same thing.   

 

We packed up and headed home, calling in to tell 

our parents and brothers and sisters on the way.  We 

had photocopied the information for everyone to 

read.  We sat Mum, Dad and my Grandfather down 

and chips) on square plastic lids as a round plate 

was immediately turned into a spinning toy – food 

overboard! Any cupboard doors were an oppor-

tunity to bang them loudly, playing open and close 

over and over again.  We would sit in amazement, 

watching him sit and concentrate for up to an hour 

with his jigsaw puzzles or watching tapes of Wheel of 

Fortune, mesmerized by the lights, numbers & spin-

ning wheel. 

 

Whenever Damian and I raised our concerns with 

anyone, we were quickly dismissed with ‘it’s just a 

phase – he’ll grow out of it’, ‘don’t compare kids, 

they all do things at different times’ and, our num-

ber one, all-time favourite, ‘he’ll talk when he’s 

ready, my boy didn’t speak until…’.  Being first time 

parents didn’t help our cause, we knew everyone 

meant well, and that they were trying to alleviate 

our fears, but we knew our little boy, and we knew 

that something was wrong.  Looking back, Sam was 

displaying text book, typically autistic behaviour at 

18 months old and if a health professional within an 

Autism field had have seen him, we feel sure they 

would have known immediately. 

 

We drove to Perth and saw a paediatrician when 

he was 2.  He underwent a cat scan to rule out a 

brain tumour due to his large head size.  This 

showed nothing untoward and we were told that 

he was 9 months behind in his development but no 

reason was given for this and we were sent home 

none the wiser, even more concerned. 

 

I had been taking Sam to see Kathryn, a Speech 

Pathologist in Geraldton.  He hated these sessions 

and would begin to scream when we got to her 

front door.  It was so hard to drive a 2 hour round 

trip and put him in a situation where he was so dis-

tressed but we had to give it a try.  After a few 

weeks of torturing him & everyone within earshot of 

her office, Kathryn offered to come and see Sam at 

my parents’ house in Geraldton where he was lot 

more comfortable but still not happy.  I remember 

Kathryn one day telling Sam, “I know that you don’t 

like me Sam, but I love you and I’m going to help 

you.” In the November I asked Kathryn if he could 



tan area! It was an abysmal, soul destroying period 

of time.  We were desperate to get things happen-

ing straight away and we felt like we were wasting 

precious time with red tape.  I sadly (especially con-

sidering my current location & lift home) remember 

the day our thenthenthenthen LAC was sitting at our kitchen ta-

ble going through all the paperwork and telling me 

what different forms of therapy were available and 

may help Sam.  As Damian was working and I was 

trying to take all of the information in, I became so 

overwhelmed and just bowed my head and began 

to cry.  The total sum of support I received from her 

was a tilt of her head, a sigh and an ‘ohhh, it’ll be 

ok”, from the other side of the table.   

 

Sadly, I know many people would be envious of 

what we considered too long to get things started.  

Some of the waiting list stories I’ve heard in the last 

few years, are just plain horror stories. 

86. The Olney Family 

 

RE: The Martin Olney FamilyRE: The Martin Olney FamilyRE: The Martin Olney FamilyRE: The Martin Olney Family 

Sit back and relax (if you can) while you take a brief 

journey into our life. We are: 

MartinMartinMartinMartin Olney  (D.O.B: 28/1/1967)   As-

perger’s(undiagnosed)/Sleep Apnoea/Depression  

TheaTheaTheaThea Olney  (D.O.B: 24/3/1971)   Scoli-

osis/Chronic Pain/Depression    

SamSamSamSam(uel)  (D.O.B: 15/12/1994)   Asperger’s 

Disorder/Profoundly Gifted/Anxiety 

RachaelRachaelRachaelRachael  (D.O.B: 1/2/1997)   Gifted – aca-

demic, art, music 

JacksonJacksonJacksonJackson  (D.O.B: 15/4/1998)   High Func-

tioning Autism 

MaxMaxMaxMax   (D.O.B: 9/7/2005)   Autistic 

Disorder 

 

and told them we were almost certain that Sam 

was Autistic.  I’ll never forget my Dad looking at me, 

saying, “But what does that meanmeanmeanmean?”  I managed to 

get out the words “life long,” before I broke down.  

Wanting to comfort them but desperate to get 

home, we got back into the car, leaving our bewil-

dered family in our wake.  We were all exhausted 

by the time we made it back to the farm.  Damian 

and I just watched Sam climb out of the car and 

walk off into the ‘space’ of home.  In January our 

home is hot, surrounded by thousands of acres of 

dry, dusty, open paddocks, and to some is a fairly 

inhospitable place, the three of us just stood there 

and soaked it in. 

 

I went inside to phone the family we had just left to 

see how they were fairing.  My Mum told me they 

hadn’t stopped crying since we’d left and Dad had 

vowed to teach Sam everything he could.  We 

knew that our family would be right behind us, 

whatever we had to do.  We then rang our closest 

friends and were met with stunned silence on the 

other end of the line.  “What can we do?” they 

asked.  Sam has always been such a gentle, likable 

little man, as we started to let everyone know, we 

were inundated with offers of support, help and 

love. 

 

A couple of months after the formal assessment had 

been completed, the really tough stuff began.  We 

were given a list of 4 service providers in WA and 

were advised of our government funding situations.  

‘But’, we were told, ‘you can’t access any of these 

service providers for 6 weeks as you must take your 

time to look through what their programs have to 

offer and you need to take time to grieve’.  

AAARRRGGGHHHH!!!!!  

 

We had started this process in June the previous 

year, had been almost certain Sam was Autistic in 

January, had the assessment with the psychologist 

and speech pathologist in March and here we were 

in May being told to sit and ponder for another 6 

weeks.  Nobody seemed to notice that we could 

only access one of the service providers anyway, as 

the others didn’t operate outside of the metropoli-

 ‘...a highly disjointed, underfunded, dis-

organized health and disability system’ 



Sam was diagnosed with ADHD at age 4yrs (late 

1998) by developmental paediatrician, Helen 

Frearson. A part of this process involved administra-

tion of an IQ test, where it was discovered that he 

was profoundly gifted, all results falling in the superi-

or range. 

A few years later (2000) I had significant pain/

fatigue/depression. I was medicated for the first 

time with 10mg doxepin and 100mg sertraline, both 

anti-depressants having effect with pain. I attribute 

this to the challenge of raising two difficult male 

children as well as another child with the addition of 

a pain condition. Also, Martin desired to be, but was 

not, a great support. This was frustrating and confus-

ing.   

Helen Frearson mentioned Asperger’s Disorder 

when Sam was nearly 7yrs (2001), but said that a 

diagnosis would be unprofitable as he would not 

receive any aide time at school. I had no question 

in accepting her advice. She was an expert. I did 

not understand what Asperger’s Disorder was and 

she advised me not to rush home and stress myself 

with an investigation. Normally I would anyway, but 

for some reason I was obedient to her advice. I did 

not have a computer or internet access. I was very 

busy with children at Kindy 4 half days per week 

over two years. Ritalin was first trialed for Sam. 

At age 30yrs (2001) I discovered from a waiting 

room brochure that my physical problem was 

called ‘chronic pain’. I then sought help for this and 

went to the Fremantle Hospital Pain Understanding 

and Management Program (PUMP). Learning about 

this condition and carrying out regular walking, 

stretching and strengthening exercises combined 

with the use of regular relaxation exercises changed 

my life and I was able to come off all of my pain 

and anti-depressant medication. The children were 

all of school age. 

I had never been able to work as schooling was al-

ways problematic with Sam, involving parent inter-

views and almost daily interactions with the class-

room teacher/s. I needed to be on call in case of 

melt-downs. But I was able to attend the gym regu-

larly now. With no diagnosis I received no support 

The Children 

After the birth of Sam (Dec 1994) at 35.5 weeks ges-

tation, I had mild/moderate depression, un-

medicated, which I contribute to severe sleep dep-

rivation. Sam had a urinary tract infection which re-

mained undiagnosed for over three weeks, despite 

my continued insistence that there was something 

wrong. I eventually received psycho-therapy, 

through church funds, where it was also discovered 

that Martin had a memory disorder of some kind. 

This seemed to be consistent with ADHD. Sam re-

mained a very colicky baby to say the least, first 

sleeping through the night some time after the age 

of two. I had begun to investigate ADHD in Sam well 

before this age. His behaviours escalated and I was 

not eligible to receive help from the Positive Parent-

ing Program at 2yrs because it was for 3yrs plus. I 

had to purchase the text that the program was 

based on and studied it myself. I felt it was that or kill 

him! 

Rachael’s entry into the World (1997) proved to be 

uneventful, apart from initial complications of pre-

ruptured membranes at 33 weeks gestation with 

hospitalisation until her birth at 34.5 weeks gestation 

with three days in KEMH Special Care Nursery. She 

was an easy baby. 

Jackson (1998) (unplanned), born at 39 weeks ges-

tation (following advice to stay off my feet from 32 

weeks) was a difficult baby and toddler. I endured 

this quietly as I was now well experienced by Sam 

with undying patience and great skill in coping with 

sleep deprivation, severe and constant negative 

behaviours and multiple tantrum throwing, etc. I 

had read a lot of books, been involved with the 

State Child Development Centre for assessment 

and treatment of Sam’s fine-motor skills delay and 

visited a paediatrician well north of the river about 

his behaviour. I had developed many specific relax-

ation and coping skills on this journey and remained 

unvalidated with my difficulties. Jackson was not 

nearly as challenging as Sam! Besides, I had been 

told that Sam was fine and it was just me. Maybe I 

was just better with girls…  

 



Max was born at 29 weeks gestation (July 2005) and 

spent eight weeks at KEMH Special Care Nursery 

(SCN). His stay was uneventful. Following discharge 

he had significant feeding issues and two cases of 

hypothermia. I went back onto sertraline 50mg as 

life was stressful and there was no way I could get 

out of the house to exercise. I did try but ended up 

wasting most of my gym membership. Daily physio-

therapy for Max due to his 11 week prematurity was 

to become a part of my life for the next 12 months. 

Max went on to become an extremely difficult ba-

by, measured by KEMH SCN follow-up program sur-

vey. The lady in charge of the program actually 

rang me as she was alarmed by Max’s survey score. 

She discovered that I was very experienced and 

seemed to be coping okay. However, his sleep diffi-

culties and constant high-demand behaviours con-

tinued and worsened and soon I was not coping 

and received temporary support through Red Cross, 

to which I had to pay a contribution which left us 

very financially uncomfortable. 

I deferred from University and grieved the loss of my 

expected dreams. My husband continued to study 

part-time for another semester before deferring. He 

has transferred his Graduate Diploma goal to a 

Graduate Certificate. 

I was very busy and quite tired but determined to 

push on and provide my children with extra-

curricular activities such as gymnastics, swimming 

and movies, as well as pay for school camps and 

excursions. I took on a 3 year old toddler as a pri-

vate babysitting arrangement to afford these activi-

ties whilst Max was two years old. This was going 

well. 

Sam hit high school. Oops, I had had too many chil-

dren.  

I cannot bear to record the devastating effects this 

had on him and our family at this stage. Perhaps I 

will talk about it with you at some future meeting. 

Suffice it to say that Applecross SHS did a dreadful 

job at catering to his needs despite my attempts to 

help prepare the school for his transition and com-

mencement at the school for 2007. It was a night-

form Education Department, Centrelink or any other 

agency. I received no advice on how to manage 

Sam despite my constant seeking. 

By the time Sam was age 10yrs (2004) I was tired of 

the significant negative effects of Ritalin on Sam 

(meltdowns and aggression on the ‘downer’) com-

pared with the minimal positive effects (neater 

hand-writing, minimal increase of concentration in 

the mornings). He was on a tiny dose as I kept halv-

ing it, so I eventually stopped it altogether.  

Helen Frearson informed me that ‘these children 

usually get to high-school and decide to settle 

down and get on with their work.’ “I think he will be 

fine”. Optimistically, I assumed she would be right 

and that this would apply to Sam. 

With renewed zest for life from my pain condition 

being under control, and the news that Sam would 

be fine, I enrolled in and commenced a Bachelor of 

Psychology at Curtin University part-time (2004). I 

also begged Martin for the opportunity to 

‘somewhat enjoy having a baby’. Others seemed 

to have better experiences with parenthood and I 

wanted us to have that chance. Only having one 

baby and having three older children to help might 

even make it fun this time. And as I was healthier 

than ever I may not get as sick as I had for the other 

pregnancies. 

I had a tubal ligation reversal (Sep 2004). I complet-

ed one unit in Psychology at University Semester Two 

2004. 

I became pregnant in January 2005. I completed 

another unit at University, despite the hyper-emesis 

(excessive vomiting) consistent with all my other 

pregnancies, and attended my exam with an ice-

cream container! 

In May 2005 I developed severe pre-eclampsia, un-

diagnosed for over two weeks despite two hospital 

interventions at Fremantle and Woodside Hospitals 

where I was sent back home very sick and with high 

blood pressure, with either doctor at Femantle or 

Woodside checking a urine sample, and quite 

frankly would likely have had grounds to sue both of 

them except that I did not have the time or energy.  



I had been Cassandra. People just hadn’t listened 

nor understood.  

We have always been on the border of the low 

‘socio-economic’ group, partly due to Martin’s ina-

bility to progress in the workplace due to his com-

munication difficulties and partly due to my inability 

to work outside the home, but with my at-home 

babysitting job and some after school guitar tutor-

ing I was able to have Sam assessed privately to 

speed up the process. I was given the run around 

by the Medicare system though; with all their item 

number and referral requirements to be eligible for 

rebates associated with the Team Care Arrange-

ments and Mental Health Plans or whatever they 

were called back then. Both parents and profes-

sionals are still unclear as to the confusing process.  I 

did not get back everything I was entitled to as I 

was too tired, busy and confused to follow it up in 

the end. It was all extremely stressful, to say the 

least. 

I did the whole Centrelink thing and began to re-

ceive Carer’s Allowance for Sam. More stress, but a 

bit more money at last. This kid had always been so 

expensive to raise. I realised I could have been re-

ceiving this for about the last five years at least. 

Max continued to be difficult and I watched his au-

tism symptoms creep in. 

Sam was now a complete mess. Of course Jackson 

was a bit odd too. He never seemed to listen. What 

would the future hold for him? And now Max. Super! 

I began the diagnostic process for Max. More stress. 

All over again. A new paediatrician this time; Dr 

Richard Christie. All the appointments with GP, 

paed, speechie, psych; all the referral letters, bills, 

item numbers, Medicare runs, wrong item numbers, 

more appointments and phone calls. It just went on 

and on. Centrelink again. Then I found out about 

Carer Payment. More Centrelink. All while Sam was 

suffering high anxiety and school refusal and the 

school were not supporting me at all. In fact they 

were not so nice. And all with two toddlers, one with 

autism. And being at Centrelink is an ordeal in itself. 

  

mare. Sam had clinical depression and anxiety by 

week 5 of first term and would pace up and down 

our very long driveway howling and moaning a 

most devastating cry. He also began to whole-body 

rock for the first time ever on our queen size bed. He 

was a pretty big kid by now; taller than me. He 

commenced on the anti-depressant fluoxetine. He 

was trying very hard to attend school but kept hav-

ing panic attacks just before it was time to leave in 

the morning. I have extensive records of the dread-

ful process should you desire to see them. My pain 

symptoms slowly crept in, despite regular listening to 

relaxation tapes. Life was horrible and I spent hours 

on the phone and at meetings with two toddlers 

and often a broken teenager. These involved vari-

ous school staff, Fremantle-Peel District Office staff 

and Centre for Inclusive Schooling staff. 

I begged Helen Frearson for the Asperger’s diagno-

sis. The school needed it for the additional funding 

from Schools Plus in order to supposedly support 

him. I desperately needed the validation. She reluc-

tantly agreed.  

I now had a computer and the internet (thanks to 

my University enrolment back in 2004) and the 

World at my fingertips. The more I researched the 

more angry I became with Helen. I had raised a 

child with an Autism Spectrum Disorder with no sup-

port; no validation, for all those years. My World was 

now open to other parents with ASDs through the 

parent support group Autism Solutions, as well as to 

Sam’s beloved speech pathologist, Kathy Ziatas, 

and the invaluable communication skills group 

which she offers. Sam’s World was now open to oth-

er kids like him. He was no longer alone either. I now 

had the answers to all those unanswered questions 

over the years. Sam received his diagnosis and I 

vowed never to speak to Helen again. I was hurt. 

I learned that if you have one child with autism it is 

likely that subsequent children may be more severe-

ly affected by autism. It is often genetic. I began to 

understand my husband better, recognising his As-

pergic/autistic features. I learned about Cassandra 

Syndrome, the Greek mythology about Cassandra’s 

curse that whatever she said no-one would believe. 



the students. More and more and more meetings, 

phone calls, a stint with a Murdoch University psy-

chology student who, along with her supervisor, had 

no clue about Autism Spectrum Disorders and treat-

ed me like a weak mother with an out of control 

disobedient teenager. This poor intervention dam-

aged Sam’s self-esteem further. Sam was going to 

school spasmodically and would not leave the 

home-room. 

Some time during Year Ten (2009) I got tired of all 

the effort. I now had a three year old with autism 

and all this unpredictability was un-nerving to every-

one, especially Sam and Max. I gave up and 

stopped sending him to school. It was making Sam 

so miserable. The school meetings were treacherous 

for me and I bawled the whole way through them. 

There was no answer. The AEP teacher had a light 

load for a time and was able to come to our house 

for two to three one hour sessions per week for 

some months. His Maths program was kept up to 

date and he continued to struggle through English. 

The teacher’s load increased with the introduction 

of a new boy to the program and the home-visits 

ceased. 

I was forced to abide by the law and to get my son 

to the school grounds. We arranged a week of 

leave for Martin to help me get Sam into the car 

and off to school. I gave permission for the staff to 

physically drag him from my car to the class room if 

necessary. I made the school promise me they 

would allow him 100% of his time at school to be in 

the home-room. 

This was going reasonably well. The school attempt-

ed re-entry to classes but could not get Sam into a 

room for more than a one-off occasion despite 

many strategies with support from the school psy-

chologist. His anxiety again increased, until they 

gave up on their attempts. He was attending one 

day per week at Hillside Farm, but when the group 

of children changed, he did not cope with the 

‘quality’ of the new group of children and began to 

refuse attendance there. He is also hyper-sensitive 

to touch and could not stand the feeling of rain on 

his skin over the winter months. 

The mining boom took hold with accommodation 

shortages, and rental prices sky-rocketed (late 

2007/early 2008). We had to find cheaper accom-

modation. I contacted Department of Housing to 

discover that we would probably qualify for Home-

swest housing, but that we could not specify the 

suburb we needed to be in, and the waiting list was 

long. I explained my desperate situation but it didn’t 

seem to matter. I could not be transferred through 

to the man I had been recommended to contact. 

We didn’t really know what to do about Sam’s 

schooling, but we knew we could not live in a typi-

cal low socio-economic area as our sensitive boys 

would not cope. 

At the eleventh hour (March 2008) we found a pri-

vate rental house in Canning Vale and jumped at it 

to avoid living in a tent in my in-laws backyard. I lost 

my job with the little boy.  

Sam left Applecross SHS and on his last day at the 

school I received three letters of concern in the mail 

from three teachers at the school (they obviously 

didn’t know he was leaving) stating that Sam need-

ed to put in more effort, display a more positive atti-

tude (he had depression), focus, pay more atten-

tion and complete homework; the very weaknesses 

I had been outlining to them and requesting sup-

port for over the past 12 months. I was infuriated by 

this and requested an apology. I got a rather pa-

thetic, shallow one in writing from the principal.  

Sam was enrolled in the Autism Extension Program 

(AEP) at Canning Vale College. This went quite well 

with a slow re-entry process and things picked up 

until he was bullied in Term Three (2008). He was 

pushed off his bike and kicked in the stomach. He 

was punched in the stomach. He was threatened 

with a knife. He began to stay in the AEP home-

room 100% of the time. He would not go to recess. 

He secretly obtained a knife from an old friend and 

began to take it to school until he was caught. The 

knife was confiscated and he began to school-

refuse again. He no longer felt safe without the 

knife. The panic attacks had all returned. He started 

to reveal his bullying incidents. We were back to 

square one. This time not because of the staff but 



Two volunteers commenced to teach them while 

we began to apply for grants. Got a small one for a 

homework group, but not the big one that would 

have got us a wage.  

Re-did the PCP with Margaret and Kathy Ziatas at 

no cost to me (because Kathy is too lovely). 

Term Two 

I paid a tutor $100pw for 4 hours qualified High-

School Maths and Science teacher. I have no idea 

where I got that sort of money. 

Speech therapist every second Monday morning at 

no cost to me except to colour in and make card-

board boats etc. (because Kathy is too lovely). 

I then discovered that perhaps I had been under-

supported by my LAC at DSC, who constantly said 

there was nothing she could do. 

Term Three 

We tried Sam and the other boy at TAFE. 

Max was at Beckenham Autism Unit Monday to 

Thursday 9am to 12pm. I felt thay I may have had to 

stop this as the hours were too restricting on me and 

my attempts to meet Sam’s needs. 

Max was also at Kathy Ziatas speech pathologist’s 

‘Friday Fun’ group 9am to 12pm and Autism Associ-

ation’s Early Intervention Program ‘Star School’ Fri-

days 1pm to 4pm. 

Rachael was in Year 8 at Perth Modern School in 

Subiaco. 

Jackson was at the local primary school and was 

accepted into the Applecross SHS Gifted Art Pro-

gram for Year 8 2011, but I was preparing to pull him 

out as soon as he showed any sign of distress. I felt 

that if we moved house to be closer to our other 

needs I would need for the local high-school to be 

a good one. 

None of this is my fault. It is not in my nature to play 

victim or create drama. I am intelligent. I do not 

drink alcohol or take any elicit drugs. I am an opti-

mist. I take responsibility for my actions. I do not take 

blame for other people’s actions. I am proactive. I 

simply didn’t think to have Martin undergo genetic 

In October 2009 I was informed that the AEP support 

would cease at the end of Year 10 and that Sam 

must attend mainstream classes full-time for Year 11. 

Oh, my goodness. That was not going to work. A 

poorly delivered, somewhat negative, Person-

Centred Plan took place at the school, where it was 

decided by all parties that CVC was not going to 

be appropriate for Sam for 2010. I began an exten-

sive and exhaustive search for a suitable place for 

him to attend school and thus satisfy the law. He 

was not ready for TAFE or an apprenticeship. Edu-

cation Support Units only took students with intellec-

tual disability. Alternative Schools such as Montessori 

in Burswood and Kids Open Learning School in May-

lands were not keen to take on Sam with his pack-

age of high needs. He was no independent work-

er!!! Armadale Christian College was too far away 

and too expensive. Other adult programs such as 

ALTA 1 and VIP Plus only delivered the Certificate of 

Graduation in Education for Adults (CGEA) ie the 

equivalent to Year 10 Maths and English only. These 

would not be appropriate either. Sam finished Year 

10 in December 2009 with pass marks for Maths and 

English only. He is profoundly gifted. What a waste. 

In contacting VIP Plus (Nov 2009) I discovered that 

the lady on the end of the phone was in my exact 

situation, and in fact, it was her son who was the 

new student to enter the AEP at CVC some six 

months earlier. We exchanged email addresses and 

began to come up with a plan of what our boys 

needed. We met. We created a website 

www.springboardcafe.org. of our dream. We are 

trying to set up a Registered Training Organisation 

for children who have or will fall into this gap like our 

boys have. It has been a slow and difficult process. 

In December 2009 Autism West informed us that 

they would take us under their scope of services, 

offering us a base for our home-schooling and our 

work on setting up our ‘school’. 

THIS YEAR 

Term One 

We wrote our boys term plans, satisfying the Curricu-

lum Framework requirements. 



 ‘A ‘fair go’ for our children/young 

adults with disabilities.’ 

to balance this problem. 

I too have moved locations, enabling us to access 

better services. I too have had to change jobs to 

allow to be there for my child and i too have had a 

marriage break down with the stress of raising a 

child with a disability.  

With a 14 year old daughter with a disability i am 

already seeking work for her with the help of her 

Private School her in Perth. I have taken matters into 

my own hands as only a parent will battle this long 

and hard for her rights. Services are different in Rural 

WA to City WA but never the less there is limited re-

sources and time. Time we dont have and money 

we scrape together. But there is no structure for on-

going care. We leap from one organisation to an-

other seeking help and guidance and repeating 

our stories and completing more paperwork. Only to 

be hand balled to another who again pass us on. 

All with sympathetic ears but no ability or accounta-

bility. WA is an amazing state which i believe is pre-

pared to stand up and voice your opinions. You 

have lead with great example over the Mining issue 

and i appeal you through your weight and consid-

erable wisdom behind our plea for a "Fair Go" for 

our children/ young adults with disabilities. 

I hope you personally had time to read this and it 

was not just given to a junior member of your team 

who will return with highlighted sentences and a 

summary.  

Anthea Dawson  

88. Just Trapped 

 

My son Sean has mild cerebral palsy and an intel-

lectual disability.  He has finally been funded after 

years of waiting. 

What I am writing to tell you is that being funded for 

support (after years of trying) is not the cure for any-

thing.  There are a lot of agencies and the way that 

testing before we decided to have children togeth-

er!!! 

I have a high resilience and ability to cope with high 

demands over a long period of time. I have a sense 

of humour. But honestly, I got to the stage where I 

was completely over it. I was one of the few lucky 

ones who was granted the CAP application as I was 

ready to drop my kids off at DCP or drive over a cliff 

with them all. 

I do not have the time to continue with all the de-

tails of the three years Sam was enrolled at high 

school and the true nightmare it was for my family. 

External organisations let me down repeatedly. I 

attribute this to a highly disjointed, disorganised, un-

derfunded educational, health and disability sup-

port system. I live it. I am well acquainted with it. It is 

a mess. I wish I had the time to continue to elabo-

rate, but would be happy to discuss with whoever 

wants to know. 

Thea Olney 

87. Anthea’s Story 

 

 

Mr. Barrnett, 

I am writing to you to reconsider your stance on Dis-

ability for children whether it is an State problem or 

an Country problem. It is a world problem with 

many families effected daily.  

All these children grow up to hopefully have a 

place in our society. Intregration and acceptance 

are imprortant and the burden of life after the par-

ents have passed is always in our minds. 

We (parents of children with disabilities) have al-

ways struggled on every level, from financial, edu-

cation to resources. All our stories are different but 

with one common thread. The thread of inade-

quate human rights.  

Many families have moved, changed jobs and had 

family breakups due to the ammence strain trying 

 

‘Some people are just trapped’ 



 ‘You realize the system is completely 

broken’ 

they are interested in getting you back to work, not 

testifying against you when you go to court. 

You don’t have any idea that when you go to the 

psychiatrists office, you are being filmed.  They tell 

you that they will record this interview and then they 

point to the tiny recorder on the desk.  Later you 

find out that there is a film of you and you wonder 

what else they did without your permission. 

During your first few months you have a hope that 

you will get better.  Then the realization sinks in that 

you will not get better for a long time and that these 

people are NOT on your side, they are trying to save 

the company money.  The specialists that you are 

sent to see are the ‘company’ specialists and you 

are confused and upset when you read one of the 

reports about your state of mind, which says that 

you are a malingerer.  You go to see a lawyer and 

they tell you that you should get your own special-

ists.  That costs you a lot of money and a lot of 

heartache.   

It takes a long time to fight this fight.  You are sick, 

you are tired and you are becoming paranoid.  

When the first man turns up at the front of your 

house with a video camera, you wonder what 

you’ve done to deserve this.  You’ve never lied and 

you’ve always tried to minimize your injuries be-

cause that’s the way you roll.  

Eventually you tell your lawyer that if you are not 

going to get better you just want to settle to make it 

all go away.  Suicidal thoughts are happening daily 

now and doing anything causes pain.  Your pain is 

the type of pain that goes deep down.  You are 

diagnosed with reactive depression and the doctor 

tells you that this is common, more common of vic-

tims of workers comp.  The company agree to settle 

out of court.  You take whatever they give you and 

run.  Then you find out that you will have to live on 

that amount for the next eleven years at a rate of 

$32,000 a year.  You don’t know how you will sup-

port your family on that, and it won’t pay your $400 

a month medication bill.  You sometimes use a 

wheelchair and now you have to buy one.  You 

start to use drugs and alcohol more, because you 

realize the system is completely broken. 

you are supposed to navigate through them (the 

LAC network) often doesn’t work because the 

LAC’s are too overloaded with people they are sup-

porting. 

The problem is that the system has changed and 

changed again so often that now it is a place 

where there is a lot of rhetoric and not much hap-

pening when it comes to best practice.  A lot of the 

people working for the agencies are good people 

and that is the only reason it works as well as it does, 

when it does.  It is not the system, it is the people.  

The LAC system is a good example, there are good 

people working in it but there are also examples of 

terrible LACs.  So when the wrong person is in the 

job the job doesn’t get done.  It is not our system 

that is great it is the people in the system who care. 

One of the biggest things I’ve found is conflict of 

interest and competition through funding.  If you 

are managing someones money and providing a 

service which is the same type of service down the 

street are you going to refer that person down the 

street even if it is in their best interests?  No of course 

you’re not.  There are too many conflicts of interest 

even in well meaning organisations. 

This wouldn’t happen to people with disability if they 

did not have a disability.  Some people are just 

trapped. 

89. Workers’ Comp 

 

I 

I broke my back in 2000 on a minesite when a truck 

ran into another truck that I was in.  I heard it snap 

and I was awake through the whole experience. 

When you get hurt for the first time, you think that 

everyone is on your side.  When you get hurt in real 

life, everyone is nice to you.  So the nice insurance 

man from the company who comes out, you trust.  

The same with the rehabilitation company and with 

the ‘specialists’ you get sent to see.  You really think 



was ready for this change. 

In essence had it not been for the Community of 

York in their generosity and this Special Couple our 

son Jake would have been unable to get around 

initially, even though this chair required someone to 

push Jake. This was certainly a blessing and given 

the fact that as we are were all new to the situation 

did not realize it would take 9 months to get Jake his 

own specially designed wheelchair, which came 

through the hospital system and CAPE, it came from 

America and was designed specifically for our ter-

rain, we live on a rural property and Jakes chair had 

to be conditioned to it. 

Upon learning of Jakes condition within 6 months 

we started Fundraising for Research for a Cure and 

started a Support Crew for the WA being the WAFA 

Support Crew, we are under the Friedreich Ataxia 

Research Association in Melbourne and are actively 

contributing to research to help find a cure for our 

son and others. 

During the last 18 months we, as a family have not 

only encountered being put into the wilderness of 

disability with not knowing what support is actually 

out there through government departments, we 

also tackle the ignorance of society and non-

acceptance of people with disabilities. Along with 

National Legislation that dictates whether you are 

eligible to receive Carers Payments based on a 

“Points System”  nd not the actually situation that 

your family members are in nor the care you actual-

ly provide to them. It is a constant battle between 

Government Departments and Society as a whole...  

Personally we have been lucky to have been sur-

rounded by people that have shown compassion 

and the willingness to help, such as special friends 

and close family members as well as our local  

WIFSA (Whealtbelt Individual and Family Support 

Association) and their CEO Karen Miller and her 

staff. 

The NDIS is a very much needed scheme that would 

be welcome with open arms by every Australian 

that have a disability and their family members/

carers.   

90. Jake’s Story 

Jan 2010 – Our own world was about to be turned 

totally upside down. With the devastating news that 

our only son Jacob (Jake) was diagnosed with a 

rare and incurable, life shortening condition called 

Friedreich Ataxia, which is a neuro-degenerative 

disease that affects a persons co-ordination, mobili-

ty, heart function and causes impaired hearing and 

vision, slurring of speech, difficulty in swallowing, ex-

treme fatigue, diabetes, scoliosis of the spine and 

changes in sensations to heat and cold in hands 

and feet.  

Jake was diagnosed when he was 13 years old and 

within a few months the falls were becoming more 

frequent each day and dangerous, it eventually 

got to the point where Jake was unable to have the 

strength to stand or walk unaided.   

We live in a thriving Western Australian wheatbelt 

town being York where we have lived for 16 years, 

Jake has grown up in York.  Upon the news that we 

received the whole town got together and the Cas-

tle Hotel had an Auction in Jakes Honour to raise 

money for any medical or financial needs, which 

was a total suprise to us.  Also amongst this we re-

ceived a wheelchair from an anonomyous couple 

in town that wanted to help our son even before he 

 ‘We can only hope that they can 

imagine…’ 



92. Abused in Care 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

My son Raymond hasn't been receiving any services 

for a few years now from WA government services.  

I was lucky, because I could go to court for a medi-

cal malpractice suit.   Raymond contracted menin-

gitis at three months old and has a brain injury - he is 

now thirty. 

We suffered greatly at the hands of state services.  

Everything was a struggle.  Getting respite was a 

struggle.  Every bit of occasional support was a 

struggle.   

When he was seven, Raymond was finally accept-

ed into care.  He was only there for four weeks and 

he was abused for the first time.  We were told that 

this was not a bad case of abuse and then the 

abuses went on.   

The Australian Government needs to really look at 

the BIG PICTURE and just for those Politicians that 

have the POWER, they should maybe try and imag-

ine if THEY were in the Day of a Life of those such as 

ourselves and many others, How would they Feel 

watching their loved ones go through such frustra-

tion and hardship everyday of their lives.... 

“We Can Only Hope that they can Imagine” 

Jules Brad & Jake Lampert - YORK WA 

91. Changing Needs 

To Whom It May Concern 

I am writing to ask if you will please consider a Na-

tional Disability Insurance Scheme for all Australians 

and especially Western Australians. 

I have a degenerative disability and whilst my 

needs are not great at the moment, years of work-

ing in the disability system has made me despair of 

what will happen when my disability gets worse. 

I do not want to be poor, I have worked all my life 

and paid my taxes.  I do not want my adult children 

to have to care for me nor my husband.  I do not 

want to have to cope with being in pain and hav-

ing a disability and then also having to worry about 

whether I can get showered and get up in the 

morning because I don’t have enough support. 

I do not want to have to struggle just to get a 

wheelchair and to get my house modified and my 

care modified.  And I do not want to die and leave 

my children nothing because all my hard earned 

money has been spent on having a disability.  I 

earned it to live on and leave to my kids. 

I have worked in the disability sector for many years 

and there are good people here but we are living in 

a BROKEN and fractured system.  We need to make 

change and we need to do it now.  Thank you. 

Julie Butler 

 ‘We need to make change and we 

need to do it now.’ 

 ‘We need infrastructure that will protect 

their rights…’ 



tioned him to a private house and one on one care.  

A clinical psych report said that Raymond had suf-

fered so much institutional abuse that he could nev-

er again be expected to live in a group home.  

Raymond now wears a helmet to stop him banging 

his head.  He has issues of self harm with post trau-

matic stress disorder.  The litigation we pursued in-

volved seven and a half years to settle but Ray-

mond has now his own trust with the NAB trustee.  All 

the care component is directed by myself and Ray-

mond’s stepdad is the service coordinator.  He does 

all the training and development and makes sure 

that Raymond has the safest and best life - he will 

never suffer again. 

It would be the most terrifying prospect for me to 

ever need any support from the government, 

again, ever. 

We have basically had to pay our way to get out of 

it.   It did us so much damage.  He was moved 13 

times, there was all the abuse.   

When he was first molested there was a big meeting 

and they tried to explain to us that the behavior 

that had happened to Raymond was not that seri-

ous.  My husband stood up and said ‘if it is all right 

with you, I will do the same to you as what was 

done to Raymond’ and they changed their per-

spective.  

They placed him for 18 months with Activ Industries.  

There is no place for a child, no place or environ-

ment that they could put him in..,for any child who 

was not able to protect themselves.  

What is needed is a much more holistic approach 

for families who don’t want to choose between giv-

ing their child up or being supported.  We were 

treated as though we had given up and he was no 

longer ours, when we needed help. 

When you’re not coping support is not a luxury.  It is 

essential to get some sleep.  He didn’t have ade-

quate supervision because we were always so tired.   

Even if you have money you are only as safe as your 

next days care.  You need funding but you need 

infrastructure that protects your rights.  - Jenneanne 

The place that Raymond was put in has been dis-

mantled now, it was called Devonlea.  Twenty eight 

people stayed there at the same time.  Raymond 

has had five ministerial inquiries into the abuse in 

care for five separate incidents.  These were not triv-

ial incidents - in one, he was left by carers and 

abused by other people in the home.  He had 28 

bites to his body and noone seemed to know how 

that could happen.  They didn’t inform us that he 

had been bitten so badly and we had to take him 

to hospital and put him on antibiotics - it was anoth-

er resident who had bitten him.   

It was so hard.  We tried so many group homes with 

DSC trying to find a safe facility.  Raymond is not a 

violent person and he doesn’t know how to discrimi-

nate between a safe person and non safe person.   

How can a seven year old be placed in a home 

with a twenty one year old, who then abuses him? 

There were different occasions where Raymond was 

abused in different ways.  He accessed the open 

drug cabinets and overdosed on drugs after eating 

the residents medication.  He ended up having 

burns treatment for major burns.  When he took the 

drugs, they gave him ipecac but did not tell us the 

incident had occurred.  We didn’t know til taking 

him out and he collapsed on the beach at Freman-

tle within an hour of taking him out.  Fremantle hos-

pital transferred him to PMH.  

There were so many occasions when abuse hap-

pened.  When Raymond was fourteen, his father 

died of viral encephalitis.  That week, he was as-

saulted in his group home with all the hair ripped 

out of his head by a co-resident.  He was grieving 

for his father and he was very distressed.  

His dad had become a social trainer with Nulsen 

Haven and we were trying to get away from the 

substandard care and it was only through the pro-

cess of getting a lawyer for Raymond that we got 

anywhere.  The lawyer decided to threaten the 

Commission with suing them for placing him with 

people known to be dangerous and told them that 

Raymond would take out restraining orders against 

individual clients.  In the end they said that they 

would have to put him by himself and they transi-



MY son left school at 18, and he was only just get-

ting the idea about reading and writing. Another 

family told us that TAFE in Perth have literacy pro-

grams so we went along to find out about them. 

The lady told us our son needed to have a certain 

literacy level to begin with, and I said, but that's why 

we're here, for him to learn. But it was just pitched 

too high. There's nothing else available, and it's 

probably too late now. I don't know. I feel really sad 

about it as I think he'd get a lot more from life if he 

could read properly. He loves magazines. And it 

would help him be independent. There should be 

classes for people straight from school, to keep on 

teaching them the basics. Not everyone picks these 

things up as quickly. I think this is one of the things 

that saddens me most, you know. They leave school 

and that's it. No therapy, no chance to go to further 

education, and so hard to get a job. It never seems 

to end, the struggle to get the basics. Yes, I feel very 

sad at the unfairness, it's like he's a second class citi-

zen 

97. Asking for Help 

I have two young children with disabilities, and an-

other child, and I have health problems myself. I 

keep asking my LAC for help, but she never gets 

back to me. Thank God for my friends, other parents 

of kids with disabilities, for getting me through and 

helping me find information and services. 

98. Failed to Develop 

I live in Kalgoorlie, I am a mother of three young 

children aged 8, 6, and 3. our eldest daughter of 8 

was born normally, but failed to develop after 18 

months, and continued to regress in all areas, in-

cluding the ability to move, swallow and smile. After 

several years of investigation, she was diagnosed 

with a rare axonal degenerative disorder. Our 

93. Priorities 

What we've found is that, because there isn't 

enough therapy to go round, kids with Down Syn-

drome isn't a priority - there are kids with multiple 

disabilities who have greater needs. I understand 

that. But that doesn't mean my child doesn't also 

deserve what she needs. And you can only have 

one kind of therapy at once, too bad if you need 

speech AND OT. How do you decide which one isn't 

as important?  

94. Not a Burden 

I get so angry when I hear people going on about it 

being hard for parents of kids with disabilities, that 

their kids are a burden, poor carers etc. It isn't my 

child who's a burden, it's the always having to fight 

for services that's the burden.  

95. Just Parents 

                                                                                       

And, there shouldn't be a need for parents to be 

called 'carers'. we want to be her parents. We want 

our other kids to be brothers and sisters, not 'young 

carers'. If the system worked, we could be who we 

are. Is it not enough that our kids with disabilities get 

labelled? The rest of the family has to be labelled 

too? Give my child the support she needs and we 

can just be her family, please. 

96. Second Class  

 ‘How do you decide which one isn’t as 

important?’ 

 ‘It isn’t my child who is a burden.  Its 

having to fight that is a burden.’ 

 ‘Give my child the support she needs 

and we can just be her family, please.’ 

 ‘It would help him to be more 

independent...’ 

 ‘Thank God for my friends, other parents 

of kids with disability...’ 

 ‘My husband had a severe breakdown 

after eighteen months...’ 



noxious. I have two children, one has an autism 

spectrum disorder. Katie is in Year Six, she has an 

exceptional IQ, but because of that we do not 

qualify for DSC assistance in any form, as we are 

ineligible for registration, due to the fact she has no 

intellectual disability associated with her autism. 

We cannot get assistance from schools plus, be-

cause of this. Katie has changed from a happy and 

bright child, to one who avoids contact with others 

now, as she has lost confidence and self esteem. 

We are now considering psychiatric assessment for 

her, as we are concerned she is heading down the 

road of isolation, depression and anxiety. 

Guess what, the fees for this are enormous, we do 

not have private cover, and have hadto pay for 

everything that might help our child, by ourselves. 

This puts immense stress on our income, and our en-

tire family. We need an NDIS, I believe, it is long 

overdue, and I don't think you are right that every-

thing is OK in our state. We can't even access DSC, 

as stated, and where else do we go to help our 

child become the person they should be entitled to 

be?? 

While i know people in much worse situation than 

us, its not the point, we are still struggling to give our 

child the help she needs for a full and productive 

future, and you are not helping us in our struggled, 

you are actually inflaming it, Can't put my name or 

contact details to this because we live in a small 

town as stated, and my child would be mortified if 

she ever heard of this. I am mortified that raising a 

child became this difficult. 

100. The Final Word 

MS MURPHY (MDAWA):MS MURPHY (MDAWA):MS MURPHY (MDAWA):MS MURPHY (MDAWA):   My name is Lesley Murphy.  

I'm here today representing the Muscular Dystrophy 

Association of Western Australia and I'm also here 

wearing the hat of the primary carer of my son Con-

daughter will die sometime between 10-15 years of 

age.  

 

We require specialist equipment for tube feeing, 

catheterisation, wheelchairs, hoists, wheelchair lift in 

the car and so on.We do not have a large income, 

and have had to rely on current services. I must 

travel frequently to Perth for admissions to PMG, 

leaving my family behind.  

Local Allied therapists here at the hospital are either 

graduates, or are here for brief periods of time. We 

cannot private therapists, so must rely on current 

services. Because our daughter's condition and 

needs are so intense and complex, we are given 

some degree of prpiority, but what is on offer is not 

the best at all.  

 

My husband had a severe breakdown 18 months 

ago, after coming to the full realisation of what was 

happening with our daughter. We could not afford 

the private and exorbitant fees to access specialists 

in Perth and the clinics needed to restore my hus-

band to some semblance of normal mental health, 

If not for the intervention of a generous family mem-

ber he would be dead at his own hand now. 

 

Our lives are difficult, about survival from day to 

day. My grief must be buried in the multitude of 

tasks required to keep my daughter in health and 

functionality. Your system has not saved us or my 

daughter, it is family, friends our own determination, 

and the fundraising efforts of our community which 

have assisted us. We need and NDIS, I do not invite 

you to walk in our shoes.....we are private people. 

But consider the people of WA who live a life like us, 

and there are many olf them. Be very careful before 

you congratulate yourself on our system. I cannot 

stay here longer, my daughter needs await me.  

99. Its So Difficult 

 Mr Barnett, I live in a small wheatbelt town, where 

facilities are minimal and distances to travel are ob-

 The final word is a transcript from Lesley 

Murphy’s Productivity Commission 

inquiry interview.  They heard her voice - 

will you? 
 ‘It isn’t my child who is a burden.  Its 

having to fight that is a burden.’ 



not only meant the loss of my income but it has im-

pacted on our superannuation contributions and 

therefore our ability to finance our retirement - that 

is, assuming we live long enough to enjoy any retire-

ment and, quite frankly, with the burden of care 

that we are undergoing at the moment there's 

much we might not actually need.  To put that into 

further perspective, there are 168 hours in a week 

and we receive support for Connor for 38 hours.  

That means, roughly speaking, we provide some-

thing in the vicinity of $150,000 of care for Connor a 

year for free.   

That's not to mention the housing, the vehicle and 

so on and so on.  I mean, obviously he's our son.  

You expect to have some burden of some costs 

with any 21-year-old son who's living at home; that's 

not counting that.  In return for this we get $50 a 

week - well, I get $50 a week roughly, and the $600 

a year that the federal government gives me.  I 

don't even want to think about what the costs of 

that would be compared to if our family situation 

breaks down to the point where he would have to 

go into institutional care - and don't even get me 

started on crisis intervention and all that.   

So I just wanted to then go on to address some of 

the Part 3, 4, 5 and so on in the paper.  Starting with 

part 3, I was quite surprised in my reading of it to see 

that in Australia we still don't actually know how 

many people have these conditions.  We are in fact 

actually now a laughing stock in the world because 

we do not have a rare diseases registry.  If we had a 

rare diseases registry we wouldn't have to say, 

"There are about this many people," "There are esti-

mated that many people."  I'm talking about things 

like muscular dystrophy, spinal muscular atrophy, 

osteogenesis imperfecta, motor neurone disease, 

Batten's disease, Huntington's disease - the list just 

goes on and on and on.  These sorts of conditions 

are hugely debilitating and obviously extremely 

costly to provide care for.  So surely to goodness for 

the cost of a small outlay - and I'm talking a minimal 

amount of money - to set up a rare diseases registry 

would massively help in the planning of the costing 

of those kind of costs - you know, down the track.   

The next thing I'd like to comment on is part 4 and 

nor who has Duchenne muscular dystrophy.  For 

those of you who don't know what that is, that is a 

severe degenerative neuromuscular condition, usu-

ally diagnosed between the ages of three and five, 

resulting in death at the age of about mid to late-

twenties.  It's a genetic condition so there's no treat-

ment and no cure, as is the case for all muscular 

dystrophies of which there are about 60 different 

named types.   

So my comments today will be based on my per-

sonal experiences as a carer but also on my experi-

ences in dealing with the wider muscular dystrophy 

community.  At present I do try to go into the office 

two days a week but I perform my role on an entire-

ly voluntary basis and I have been doing that for 

about the last four years, basically since Connor fin-

ished school - and I'll comment on that in a minute.  

The first thing I would like to bring to the commis-

sion's notice - and again, this comment is based on 

- I think I know personally of the 50-odd people with 

Duchenne alive in WA today so these figures would 

very much be relevant to all of them and anyone 

else who has a child with a severe muscular or neu-

rodegenerative condition.   

Connor was diagnosed at the age of three in 1992.  

We had just moved into our dream home, a home 

which we then discovered was entirely unsuitable 

for an electric wheelchair.  In fact, we asked the 

architect if we could modify the home and his com-

ment was, "Well, you could, but you'd have to pull it 

down."  So we were then faced with the prospect of 

rebuilding, a cost that we estimated to be in the 

vicinity of 500,000 to 600,000 thousand dollars.  We 

did receive about $6000 towards the cost of wider 

doorways and bathroom taps and so on through 

the CAEP program.  We've also had to purchase 

two wheelchair-accessible vehicles over Connor's 

lifetime and we may need to purchase another, 

depending on how long he survives.  These two ve-

hicles between them have cost us around $100,000 

and we have received no financial assistance to 

purchase any of those.   

Furthermore, since Connor finished school in 1996 

I've had to leave paid work to care for him.  This has 



manage their own funding.  Now, I know it has been 

abused in the past, I understand all that, but there 

has got to be a better way of giving people who 

are willing and able to manage their own funds the 

opportunity to do so.  This brings me to another 

point in the issues paper, section 4, and this is about 

the inconsistent assessment methods for allocating 

services and funding.  

In WA for all funding for respite, family support and 

so on we use a form called the Common Applica-

tion Process.  This form is heavily weighted in favour 

of people with intellectual disabilities and behaviour 

problems.  For instance, in many of the sections 

people with disabilities but normal intellect and 

communication skills get no weighting at all from 

any of those sections.  So it doesn't take much to 

work out that they are never going to get to the top 

of the heap when it comes to getting funding and I 

can attest to that.  I have been in that pool waiting 

for some funding for extra help for three years.   

The physically disabled applications are then as-

sessed by the same criteria and in the same pool of 

applicants.  Not surprisingly, we rarely, if ever, get 

funded by this method.  Usually, and I am not exag-

gerating, what happens is that we have to actually 

threaten suicide or to harm our children before we 

get some funding.  I illustrate this point by the fact 

that the Disability Services Commission themselves 

say they have three levels of services, and this was 

alluded to by the previous speakers.  Level 2 is for 

people with profound or severe disabilities and level 

3 is for people with intellectual disabilities, so in fact 

people who are intellectually disabled will qualify 

under level 2 and level 3, but people who are physi-

cally disabled would only qualify on level 2.  There-

fore, by definition, much, much more of their fund-

ing must be being directed towards people with 

intellectual disabilities.  They would argue hotly that 

this is not the case but obviously, clearly it is.  That's 

on page 3 of their CAP form.  So the bottom line for 

me is that the physically disabled should not be as-

sessed for care and support funding using the same 

assessment tools which have been largely devel-

oped for people with intellectual disabilities.   

It is my belief from personal experience that the 

the need for people to have more control over the 

resources that they are allocated.  At present we 

receive - or Connor receives about $33,000 which 

we manage in a shared management arrange-

ment and we use that to buy care and support for 

him so that he can attend university and have a life.  

However, this is the interesting fact:  up until a few 

months ago this same amount of money through a 

different agency bought us 17 hours a week.  Hello.  

Yes, so how can this be?  Clearly it depends on 

which agency you choose to go to.  Now, I'm sorry, 

but there's something severely wrong with that.  That 

cannot be right.   

Sorry, I'll just start - the $33,000 a year buys the 

25 hours of support for Connor.  The other 13 hours 

are provided through other support agencies for 

personal care and respite, and I get a couple of 

hours a week for someone to help with some house-

work and stuff like that.   

So that funding of $33,000 a year buys him 25 hours 

of support to attend university, social events and 

whatnot and, like, I say, I did a bit of shopping 

around and discovered if I changed to a different 

agency that instead of getting 17 hours a week, for 

the same amount of money I'd get 25.   

Better, dramatically better.  I guess it's the case of 

larger is not better.  Smaller agencies are able to 

provide more direct and more personalised care 

and support for what you need, whereas with larger 

agencies - you know, my two most hated words on 

the planet are "eligible" and "entitled".  They're right 

up there with the F word, the E words; they're my 

two most-hated words - and the bigger the agency 

the more you hear you're not entitled and you're 

not eligible, which brings me onto the whole issue of 

self-management of funding.  Now, I know that 

there's a lot of people who are not capable of 

managing their own funding but clearly there are 

many, many people who are.   

I really believe if we had that $33,000 to manage 

totally on our own we'd be able to even buy more 

hours because we wouldn't charge to manage that 

money.  Anyway, I just think that there has got to be 

another way found for people to be able to self-



physical capabilities diminish, their needs will in-

crease. 

I believe that some sort of funding should be availa-

ble for people to have a one‑off sum of funding to 

either rebuild a home or redevelop a home and to 

purchase some kind of wheelchair vehicle.  In terms 

of ongoing funding and means testing for large 

amounts of ongoing funding, I am a bit ambivalent 

about that.  I know of people who are multimillion-

aires and who receive every single dollar they can 

get from the state, because they're eligible, so I'm a 

bit sort of ambivalent about that one.   

Section 7 touches on the issues of who makes deci-

sions and again, I suggest that there are many peo-

ple who are more than capable of managing the 

funds they're allocated and who are denied the 

opportunity to do so.  Again I direct you to my ex-

ample of the discrepancies between different care 

providers and how many hours can be purchased 

with the same funds.  Primary carers should not in 

my opinion be allowed to pay themselves directly 

from a fund but they should be considered to be an 

employee, in the same way as any other support 

worker that comes into the house, so they should 

have the opportunity to have holiday pay, workers 

compensation insurance and so on.  

I just want to check that I've got that right.  If some-

one receives an individualised package, they 

would be able to have their primary carer, even if 

it's a family member, paid a salary?  

Yes, they should be allowed to pay them a salary, 

but that person should be considered to be an em-

ployee in exactly the same way as any other sup-

port worker would be an employee that comes into 

the home, so they get the same benefits.  Individu-

alised funding could be monitored by many kinds of 

different acquittal processes.  You know, it's not 

rocket science.   

A national disability insurance scheme should pro-

vide people with the opportunity to buy vehicles, 

housing and so on.  I've said that.  The other thing 

that is sorely lacking for people who are in their 20s 

to 50s and diagnosed with degenerative conditions 

is access to therapy services.  I've been told this di-

physically disabled are the most disadvantaged by 

the current care and support arrangements in the 

nation and particularly in WA.  I'd like to highlight 

the plight of people who are in their 20s, 30s, 40s 

and 50s who are diagnosed with degenerative neu-

romuscular conditions.  For these people, the sup-

port and funding networks are appallingly limited, if 

not non-existent.  Many of these people have 

known all their lives that there was something not 

quite right.  They have known that they were a bit 

weak, couldn't run, but didn't really know what the 

problem was, and they have soldiered on with their 

lives, studying, working, marrying and so on.  Now 

they're faced with an almost certain premature 

death, drastically diminishing physical capabilities, 

limited employment options and so on.  They need 

advice on how to perhaps retrain into a different 

job or career pathway.  They need advice on 

equipment and housing options and they need 

counselling about the genetic consequences of 

their condition.  What they get instead is waiting lists 

and not much else. 

To give you an example of this, I know of many peo-

ple with muscular dystrophy who are virtually house-

bound because they are not eligible for an electric 

wheelchair.  Under the current CAEP guidelines in 

WA, you are not eligible for an electric wheelchair if 

you can still walk around inside your own home.  If 

you have one of the many adult-onset types of 

muscular dystrophy, you can still walk around inside 

your home but you can't get out of your home.  So 

these people who are usually quite capable of 

maintaining some kind of contribution to the com-

munity literally become prisoners in their own homes 

because they cannot get up and down their own 

front steps.  I mean, I just think that's beyond belief 

really, but that's the rules.  

To answer the question in section 6 about who 

should be eligible, obviously in my opinion, it should 

be to new cases of people who are disabled, but 

also to people who have existing diagnoses.  In 

terms of reassessment, genetic and chromosomal 

conditions don't improve and they can't be cured, 

so what's the point of constantly having to reassess, 

except for the point of increasing needs.  As their 



rectly:  that the funding is directed towards early 

intervention because that is where you get the best 

outcome.  That's fine.  However, people who have 

degenerative conditions also need access to physi-

otherapy, occupational therapy, and unless they 

can afford to pay for it themselves, they don't get it.   

He's a client of Rocky Bay and he attends there 

twice a week for some physio and that's purely be-

cause in the end, I decided I was his mother, not his 

personal physiotherapist and there's a limit to what I 

can do for him, what I'm prepared to do for him.  

They have other clients in the Muscular Dystrophy 

Association who have different conditions who 

don't actually become clients of Rocky Bay be-

cause they're not eligible, who have no access to 

No.  I have no confidence at all that we will get any 

because he can communicate, he can express his 

needs.  He doesn't have behavioural issues.  He's 

not intellectually disabled.  Therefore we will never - 

unless I physically threaten to either abandon him or 

physically harm him  myself or he becomes unsafe 

in our home situation, I very much doubt we will get 

any funding. 

Conor Murphy was funded after the Productivity 

Commission hearing and after years of struggling in 

the ‘hideous race to the bottom’ - competing 

against three hundred other families a year.  He 

now lives independently and is living the llfe that 

other young men his age live.  Lesley says that she 

cannot bear to think of the many other young men 

like Conor, who remain unfunded, unsupported and 

who fight daily through a broken and crisis driven 

system. 

Please listen to our stories.  


